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Propositions
1. To extract land-use information from image data a hierarchical approach
with three levels is required, with image objects at the elementary level,
land-cover objects at the intermediate level and land-use objects at the
highestlevel.(Thisthesis)
2. Wecanmakeacorrectobservationonlyifweobserveattherightscale.The
term 'scale' used here meansnotonlythe imagescale butalsothedistance
between observedtargetsandanobserver,thedegreeofdetailofthetargets,
the spatial resolution of an image, and the required abstraction level of
reality.(Thisthesis)
3. Formosttypesofspatialdatatheerrorsinherent inthesourcedocumentare
clearly more significant than those introduced by processing. This is
particularly true when the source document contains objects which are
approximate abstractions of complex and continuous spatial variation.
(MichaelF.Goodchild,1989)
4. The degree of error caused by forcing of spatial phenomena into possibly
inappropriate, exact, crisply defined entities has received less attention but
may be a major source of unseen errors and information loss. (Peter A.
BurroughandRachaelA.McDonnell,1998)
5. Visualinformation ishighlysubjectivebecausetoa largeextentweareonly
able to observe those things that we can place in some context. (Martien
Molenaar,1998)
6. If we have a correct theory but merely talk about it and do not put it into
practice,thenthattheory,howevergood,isofnosignificance. (MaoTsetung,
"OnPractice",July 1937, SelectedWorks,vol. 1,page304)
7. HA f f ^ W f W - ? L ^ ? (Whenthere isagroupofthreepersons at least
oneofthem can bemyteacher. -Confucius, an ancient Chinese ideologist,
educator,551—479BC)
These propositions belong to the thesis of Qingming Zhan: A Hierarchical
Object-Based Approach for Urban Land-Use Classification from Remote
SensingData.Enschede,theNetherlands,29thOctober2003.
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Summary
Zhan, Q., 2003. A Hierarchical Object-BasedApproachfor UrbanLandUse Classification from Remote Sensing Data. PhD Dissertation
Land-coverandland-usedata areessentialforurbanplanningand management. Traditional land-use mapping byvisual image-interpretation
is expensive, time-consuming and often subjective. Researchers have
been searching for automatic or semi-automatic approaches for many
years. The combination ofairborne LIDARdata with high spatial resolutionandmulti-spectral imagessuchasIKONOS,QuickBirdand SPOT
5 offers great opportunities, especially for application in urban areas.
The second generation ofairborne scanners with the capacityto acquire
simultaneously range and multi-spectral intensity data, makes it possibleto extract many meaningful features for land-use classification. The
overallobjective ofthis researchisthe development ofa semi-automatic
approach for land-cover andland-use classification, basedonlaser scanning data and multi-spectral images and the development of methods
for the consistent aggregation ofelementary objectstocomposite objects
at higher abstraction levels.
In this research, several new sensor data havebeen used and examinedforurban land-coverandland-useclassification. Wehavetaken the
most popular pixel-based classifier, the maximum likelihood classifier
(MLC), as an example of traditional classifiers and applied it to highresolution data. A number of problems have been observed and highlighted, and several remedial measures have been proposed and tested.
Land-cover classification accuracycanbeimprovedbymodellingthedecision surface in the feature space and by selecting samples from both
pure pixels and mixed pixels. Spatial partitioning of decision surfaces
based onsamples ofend-member classesisthekeytotheproposed solutions. The experimental results have confirmed the effectiveness ofthe
proposed classintegration method, whichusespure and mixed samples.
Despite the improved land-cover classification accuracy ofMLC, we
consider the attainable results insufficient for a detailedurban land-use
classification. The key features for image-interpretation (size, shape,
colour, orientation, pattern, association) are characteristics for certain
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types ofobjects and are only relevant for abstraction levels higher than
the pixel level. These features play a key role in image analysis and
land-use classification. Object-based image processing techniques are
consideredforimageanalysisatasuprapixellevel. Therefore, an objectbased image analysis approach has become the main focus of this research.
This research develops a hierarchical object-based approach for urbanland-useclassification. Theproposedmethod consistsofthree steps:
land-coverclassification, the definition and delineation ofland-use units
and land-use classification. It incorporates pixel-based image processingtechniques and object-based techniques at different stages. Various
techniqueshavebeen proposed and tested for object extraction at different aggregation levels.
Several concepts and methods have been proposed and discussed to
extract imageobjects and object properties,andtoidentify explicittopologicalrelationsbetweenimageobjects. Wehaveelaborated and applied
the hybrid-raster data model to explicitly identify topological relationships between image objects. Wehave tested these concepts and methods for urban land-cover and land-use classification on two test sites.
Thetest results demonstrate the effectiveness oftheproposed per-object
approach.
Structural information derived from hierarchical imageobjects plays
an important role in land-use classification of urban areas. Delaunay
triangulation has been successfully applied to spatially disjoint objects
toobtain spatial adjacency relationships and proximitymeasures; these
provide essential information for spatial clustering of objects that form
spatialland-useunits. Several measureshavebeenproposed and tested
for the evaluation ofthe similarity ofbuildings. These similarity measures in combination with the spatial adjacency relationships and proximity measures provide information for spatial clustering of land-cover
objects,which form spatial land-use units.
Several object properties have been proposed and extracted as attributes of land-use objects for our two test sites. Fuzzy membership
functions have been designed toestablish the relationships between extracted land-use object properties and designated land-use classes. A
fuzzy classifier hasbeen applied for per-object classification basedonextracted land-use units and their object properties. The obtained results
show that the proposed object-based land-use classification approach is
promising. The extracted properties ofland-use objects are also important information for urban studies, planning and management.
Aunited framework for quality assessment has been proposed and
tested, based on similarity measures between classified data and reference data. This utilises per-object and per-pixel measurements. The
proposed per-object quality measures provide possibilities for obtaining additional quality assessment based on various object properties.
Theproposeduncertainty measuresfor extractedland-cover objects and
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classified land-use objects have been tested, and we expect them useful
in controllingthe classification process.
Thedevelopedconcepts and methodshavebeenimplemented byprogramming in Matlab. The implemented system allows different users
to specify characteristics ofinformation that need tobe extracted from
laser data and spectral data, in order toobtain the desired results. This
feature offers planners and other users the opportunity to produce results according to their specific wishes and application requirements
from a detailed data set. The multi use of such detailed data sets is
important becauseofthe relative highcostsofacquiring high-resolution
laser data and spectral data. The experimental results show the relevance of hierarchical object modelling in combination with structural
image analysis techniques for urban land-cover and land-use classification.
Buildings, green spaces, water surfaces and sealed-ground surfaces
have been successfully extracted at the land-cover level. Spatial landuseunits havebeen obtained byaggregation ofthe extracted land-cover
objects. The high quality of the per-object land-use classification has
been established by comparing it with the results ofvisual interpretation.

Keywords
Remote Sensing, GIS,Image Processing,Classification, Feature Extraction, ObjectModelling, Land Use,UrbanPlanning, LIDAR.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Overview of this research
Land-cover and land-use information is essential for urban planning and management. The terms 'land cover' and land use' are often confused. Land use can be
denned as the use ofland byhumans, usually with an emphasis on the functional
role of land in economic activities. Land use is an abstraction not always directly
observable under eventhe closest inspection. In contrast, land cover designates the
visible evidence of land use, or aspects of it such as roads, buildings, parking lots,
forest, rivers. Whereas land use is abstract, land cover is concrete and therefore is
subjecttodirectobservation. Another distinctionisthat land coverlacksthe emphasis onthe economic function that is essential to the concept ofland use (Campbell,
1996,2002).
Manycomputer-aided classification methodshavebeendeveloped sincethe early
stages of remote sensing application in 1970s (Curran, 1985;Schowengerdt, 1997;
RichardsandJia, 1999;Mather, 1999;TsoandMather, 2001;Campbell,2002). Most
existing approaches are pixel-based, using multi-spectral data alone, and aim at
land-cover mapping, sincethe spectral information contained in remote sensingimages consists ofelectromagnetic reflections ofthe physical properties ofterrain features. Many existing classifiers fail to produce high-accuracy results because ofthe
existence ofmixed pixelscaused bythe limited spatial resolution ofsensors. Therefore high spatial resolution images willbe tested in this research to find out if such
data can be used for producing better land-cover maps. Please note that in this
dissertation high spatial resolution or high resolution refers to images with a spatial resolution from 0.5 mto4mproduced by sensors such as IKONOS, QuickBird,
TopoSys.
Currently, urban land-use mapping is still largely based on visual interpretation using aerial photographs or satellite images, owingto the complexity of urban
patterns and the lack oftools for automatic solutions. Human knowledge plays an
important role in delineating different land-use units in space and identifying the
land-use type ofeach spatial unit. This is a labour-intensive approach and land-use
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classification results produced manually canbevariable andinconsistent as regards
delineating spatial units and assigning proper land-use types, because ofthe complexityofurban environments and different understandingofindividuals. Therefore
an automatic or semi-automatic land-use mapping approach would be preferred.
Tosupport feature extraction and land-cover and land-use classification, an objectbasedimageanalysisapproachisdevelopedandinvestigatedinthisresearch, where
image objects are defined based on the hybrid-raster data model. Topological relationsbetweenimageobjects at different abstraction levels are defined and extracted
based onimageregions(representation ofobjectsina 2Dimage). Inturn, structural
analysis and spatial clustering can be implemented and spatial clusters or spatial
units ofland usecanbeextracted inthe object-based approach, whichisessential to
accomplishing land-use classification.
Because of the hierarchical nature of urban planning, land-cover and land-use
mapping has to be produced with certain amounts of detail at certain abstraction
levels. Single-product approaches maybeinconsistent and expensive and should be
avoided,aseriesproduction approachislikelytobeamoreefficient wayofproducing
several products at different abstraction levels, based on one set of high-resolution
image data. Since data and updating are expensive, the average costs could be reduced if we managed to produce or update several products based on one detailed
data set,sothat land-use data at ahigher abstraction levelcouldbe extracted based
on land-cover data extracted at a lower abstraction level. Therefore in the context
ofplanning and management it isworthwhile to find out the relationships between
different abstraction levels, in terms ofscale, contents, the minimum size of spatial
units, etc.,sothat consistent land-cover and land-use maps at different abstraction
levels can be produced. In addition, consistent and comparable land-use maps are
expected to be produced by applying the same process and rules to image data acquiredinthepast,present orinthefuture, becausehuman influences willhavebeen
eliminated toa great extent. Thisfeature iscrucialfor change analysis,sinceowing
to human influences such as diverse understanding and assorted backgrounds, different peopleoften produce different land-use maps (different boundaries, different
codes)based onvisual interpretation, even when usingthe same set ofimages.
The proposed concepts and approaches will be tested on two case study areas.
The first test siteisinAmsterdam. Thedataforthis denselybuilt-upurban area are
an IKONOSimageand a digital surface model(DSM)obtained from laser scanning.
The second case considers a low-density sub-urban area, the city of Ravensburg,
Germany,wherewehavelaser data and high-resolution multi-spectral (MS)images
acquired simultaneously. These two different cases were also selected with a view
to including different land-use types and spatial patterns in the investigation and
examiningthe effectiveness ofdifferent data combinations.

1.2 Research objectives and motivation
Land-cover and land-use data are essential for urban planning and management,
based onthe roles they playin the planning process, as shown in Figure 1.1. Landuse data are fundamental sources for problem identification and goal formulation
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Figure 1.1: Planning process (McLoughlin, 1969; Hall, 2002).

at the initial stage of planning. Land-use data are key factors in planning formulation and forecasting since land-use types and their spatial arrangement are the
core business of physical planning. Land-use data play an important role in land
suitability evaluation and demand-supply analysis. Land-cover data are fundamental sources for reasoning onland use and for detailed planning. Moreover, land-use
planning may bethe sole purpose of a planning task in hand. Therefore automatic
or semi-automatic land-cover classification and land-use classification, based on remote sensing images and consistent aggregation from lower abstraction levels to
higher abstraction levels, are the overall objectives ofthis research.
Toachieve these objectives, the following technical issues are formulated in relation tofindingsolutions toour research objectives.
Land-cover classification based on high-resolution data
Detailed data are essential for feature extraction, feature handling and the representation ofdetailed geo-spatialinformation. Remotesensingtechnology provides
timely available information from spaceborne earth observation systems and airbornelaser scanning and imaging systems for a widerange ofapplications at different scale levels. High-resolution (0.5mto4m)images and airborne laser altimetry
data offer exciting possibilities for feature extraction and spatial analysis in urban
areas. Acombination of IKONOS images and airborne laser scanning data can be
onechoice.Aneven more promising data sourcehas become available recently from
the second generation of airborne laser scanners combined with a multi-spectral
scanner, e.g. TopoSys, which provides high-accuracy 3D data ofthe earth's surface
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and image data simultaneously. However, there are a number of technical issues
that have attracted the attention of researchers because of the complexity of the
real world and the problems brought about bythese newly available data sets. The
following are someofthe issues that became components ofthis research.
With the use ofhigh-resolution data the problem ofmixed pixels is reduced but
theinternalvariabilityandnoisewithin land-cover andland-useclassesis increased
(Cushine, 1987). As a consequence, traditional classification methods such as the
maximum likelihood classifier (MLC) method are producing too many classes or
classes that are not well defined. Standard techniques have to be augmented for
an appropriate analysis because the necessary pixel homogeneity can no longer be
achieved by the integration effort oflarge pixel sizes (e.g., 10mto 80 m). Because
oftheir high spatial resolution the information content ofthe high-resolution data
in such heterogeneous regions is very complex (Ehlers et al., 2002). In cases of
coarse spatial resolution, each pixel may consist of different features appearing in
the spatial coverage of a pixel, thus showing a mixed spectral value in each band.
Spectralinformation isusedfor identifying features bycomparisonwith parameters
derived from samples. Comparison is carried out on a basis where sample pixels
may be mixed. Apixel ofcoarse resolution contains a lot ofcontextual information
associated with adjacent pixels. Spectral values between neighbouring pixels are
often quite similar, owingtothe nature ofmixed pixels (smooth transition between
neighbouring classes). Sample pixels selected to represent a classare likelyto show
similarity. With high-resolution images, a pixelwillcontain onlyonerelatively pure
terrain feature in most cases. Pixels as parts of an object may have different spectral values duetothe different materials they represent or their orientation toward
sunlight. For instance, the roof of a building may be constructed of different materials, say, concrete and asphalt, or, in the case of a gable roofs, the parts of the
roofunder direct sunlight mayhave spectral values different from thoseofthe parts
on the dark side. Sample pixels selected from different parts of the same roof to
represent the roof class may appear in several clusters for each end-member class
in the feature space and make a pixel-based classifier such as ML biased. On the
otherhand, pixelsfrom different objects mayhave the same orverysimilar spectral
values. For example, as roads and roofs may contain the same or similar material
(e.g. asphalt), a pixelfrom a pixelfrom a road and a pixelfrom aroofmayhave very
similar spectral values. In principle, it is impossible for a pixel-based classifier to
distinguish them explicitlybyusing spectral information alone.
In addition, structural and topological information such as the adjacency relationshipbetweenbuildingsisimportant information forimageunderstanding. Such
information requires the detection of individual features and is unlikely to be derived from adjacent pixels by pixel-based approaches, since each pixel and it adjacent pixels will have a relatively small spatial coverage (10 m2 to 150 m2) in these
images. Meaningful structural and topological information will have to be derived
based on the structural analysis ofadjacent features (objects) rather than from adjacent pixels. Therefore, conventional pixel-based approaches are not expected to
produce good results for high-resolution data. What improvement can be made to
enableexistingpixel-based classifiers toworkwiththistypeofdata? Canthe objectbased approach doa betterjob here?
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Object-based data model for handling images and raster field data
Digital surface models acquired by a laser scanner are becoming increasingly
available. DSM provides information on the elevation of terrain features above a
well-defined datum, including man-made features such as roofs ofbuildings. Modelling a surface by elevation values is referred to as 'representation by field data'.
Multi-spectral remote sensing images are also field data. Land-cover and land-use
classification based on remote sensing images can be treated as mapping or transformation from field data toland-cover and land-use objects. Imageobjects are conceptualised and can be represented by image regions in a 2D image space. These
provide a better representation than individual pixels and are much closer to the
human perception ofentities such as buildings and residential areas,whichwe use
in planning and many other disciplines. A field model is one of many conceptual
models of geographical variation and a basis for much scientific and geographical
modelling. In the field model, every location in a spatial framework is associated
with a set of attributes measured on a variety of scales. Fields are spatially continuous by definition, but 'continuous'might also refer to the measurement scale (z
value). Variables z can be any data type: binary, nominal, ordinal, interval or ratio (Goodchild, 1992, 1997;Cova and Goodchild, 2002). Afieldcan be viewed as a
mapping between a locational reference frame and an attribute domain (Worboys,
1995). Representation of fields must always be approximate, as we cannot store
an infinite number oflocations. Spatial tessellation (regular, irregular orhybrid) is
the means most used for representing field-based models. Common operations on
fields include interpolation, classification, filtering, spatial overlay, statistical analysis, map algebra, spread functions, corridor analysis, terrain analysis, and many
others (Goodchild, 1997;Cova and Goodchild, 2002).
There are many entities in geographical reality that are readilyperceived asobjects, such as lakes, rivers, buildings. Object representation in a database of real
world entities such as buildings and lakes or conceptualised entities such as commercial and residential is considered more natural and logical. In this thesis, we
use 'object' to refer to object representation and 'entity*to refer to an entity in reality. From an object perspective, space is viewed as a container populated by these
entities, each with an identity, spatial embedding and attributes. Natural language
is much more suited to describing objects than fields (Cova and Goodchild, 2002).
Molenaar (1998)proposes a theory for spatial object modellingin GISthat provides
a theoretical framework for object-based spatial data modelling. Couclelis (1992)
and Worboys (1995) note that the field and object conceptual perspectives should
not be considered mutually exclusive. Thefieldand object perspectives can be used
in conjunction, as well as derived from one another (Cova and Goodchild, 2002).
Therefore, we introduce 'image object' (IO) to represent objects extracted from field
data (images) according to their definitions and meaning in natural language (semantic). Image objects are regarded as representations of real world entities or
conceptualised entities in 2Dimage. Animage object is a spatial container that relates locations in a field space to objects in an object space similar to an object field
as described in Cova and Goodchild (2002). The main difference between an image
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object andanobjectfieldisthat animageobject emphasises thespatial extent ofan
object (image region) while an object field isdefined asa continuous field inwhich
locations aremapped tospatial objects (Cova andGoodchild, 2002). Both ofthem
share qualitiesofthefieldandtheobjectconceptualperspective ofgeographicalphenomena. Howcanwedefineaspatiallyembedded object sothat topological relations
between objects asrepresented inaraster canbe extracted1? What aretherolesfor
object extraction from images? Howcanimage objects bemapped from afieldspace
toanobject space? Howcanwedefine andidentify topologicalrelationships between
objects based onaraster data model?
Multi-scale/multi-level aggregation
Urban planning andmanagement use avarietyofdata intheir different stages
(Le Clercq, 1990). Many aregeo-spatial data. Planning products arehierarchically
associated sothat planning at a higher level will beused as a guide for planning
at thelower levels. Forinstance, theregional plan will guide themaster plan,the
master plan will serve asa guide forthedistrict plan or detailed plan, andso on.
Planning at each level is an attempt to solve particular problems at an adequate
scope or scale. Therequired degree ofdetail in geo-spatial data is also quite different at each level. The degree of detail is directly associated with the scaleof
the geo-data ormaps used foranalysis andplanning formulation. Therefore, aggregation is involved at different levels ofthe planning hierarchy in order to provide
a reasonable amount ofinformation (degree ofdetail) anda suitable scale at each
level. Land-cover andland-use objects obtained from images such asbuildings or
residential areas areabetter form ofrepresentation than pixels forhuman perception. Multi-scale/multi-level aggregation willbebased onsuch objects.Asyntax has
to be defined to support such multi-scale/multi-level aggregation in the contextof
urban planning andmanagement. This syntax should beable totake into account
the geometric,thematicandsemantic attributes ofobjectsin multi-scale/multi-level
aggregation. What rules mayberelevant forsuch aggregation with respect to geometric, thematic andsemantic attributes?
Semantic and imprecision issues
Planning atdifferent levelswillhave tolookatdifferent aspects ofurban reality
such as social aspects (e.g. population, education), economic aspects (e.g. industry, employment), environmental aspects (e.g. pollution, green space). Such thematic differentiation ofplanning looks attheproblems from different perspectives,
depending ontheplanning task andthedisciplines involved. This may lead todifferent interpretations ofthe same feature presented in geo-databases ormaps. It
implies theneed torepresent geo-spatial features differently according to different
1

Please notethat weusetheterm 'object'torefer toaspatially embedded unit, whichis
different from the'objects'often usedinobject-oriented programmingincomputerscience. To
avoidfurther confusion, wewilluse'object-based' instead of'object-oriented' inthis dissertation, although wemayshare many similar concepts developedfortheobject-oriented frameworkincomputerscience.
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disciplines, but based on a fundamental geo-database. Different representations of
geo-spatial features require semantic modelling with respect to corresponding disciplines. What semantic modelling techniques can be applied in representing geospatial features?
Land-cover and land-use classification systems (seeAppendixA)are dennedusinglinguistic terms such as 'containing multi-story residential apartment buildings
with good environment and public facilities available at close range'. Therefore we
have to apply certain measurements in order to check whether an object belongs to
the denned class as described in a linguistic form. Thisis called semantic fuzziness.
Another issue is raised pertaining to the spatial coverage ofland-use classes: when
wehave extracted a group ofbuildings, what are believed tobelong toone land-use
class, say residential, the question arises as to where the spatial boundaries ofthis
class are,sinceoften nosuchphysicalboundariesbetween different land-use classes
can be found on the ground or in images. This is called fuzziness of conceptualised
boundaries. These types ofsemantic and imprecision issues exist throughout landcover and land-use classification. Can fuzzy set and fuzzy logic play a role here?
How does the fuzziness of a semantic definition influence the geometric and thematic components ofgeo-spatial objects? What kinds ofmeasurements can be used
for delineating land-use units?
Based on the above discussion, the research objectives can be summarised as
follows:
• To examine the main problems in land-cover classification, using pixel-based
classifiers based on high-resolution data, and provide potential solutions to
these problems,usingpixel-based classifiers, and evaluate effectiveness.
• Toprovideaconceptualframework andformalism ofanobject-based approach
toimage analysis and land-cover and land-use classification.
• To provide object-based methods and operations for feature (land-cover objects) extraction.
• To provide spatial aggregation methods for structural analysis toward determining spatial units of land-use classes based on the spatial distribution of
land-cover objects.
• Toprovideland-use classification schema that can dealwith different typesof
information extracted for objects such as thematic, geometric and structural
information.

1.3 Maintechnical problems andproposed solutions
Before exploringanew approach tothe defined problems,weneedtoinvestigate the
problems ofusing existing approaches and find out ifthey can cope with new types
of data such as high-resolution images. What kind ofimprovement could be made
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using existing approaches in such cases? Three end-member land-cover classes, built-up area, green space (vegetation) andwater surface - areproposed for landcoverclassification based onhigh-resolution multi-spectral data,usingapixel-based
approach, themaximum likelihood classifier. Using high-resolution data, we may
encounter some newproblems because ofthe existence ofmany pure pixels; using
coarse-resolution data,theproblemmaybelessbecausetheexistenceofmany mixed
pixels. One problem isduetotheexistence ofsub-clusters made ofpure-samplesof
sub-classes in the feature space when using high-resolution images, for instance,
the dark, medium, light and very light tones ofthe roofs ofbuildings and other
concrete surfaces aresub-classes ofthe built-up class. Samples selected from these
sub-classestorepresent thebuilt-up class willform several sub-clusters, which will
then violate the requirement ofnormal distribution in thecase ofusing the maximum likelihood classifier. As a consequence, a large deviation obtained maybe
estimated as a parameter for the maximum likelihood classifier. Asa result, the
decision surface (probability density function) will notbeestimated correctly, especiallyinthemargin area ofeach classinthefeature space. The proposed measures
focus onspatial modellinginthefeature space. Weintroduce a solution called spatial partitioning for modelling thedecision surface inthefeature space inorder to
improvetheclassification accuracyofapixel-based classifier and takethe maximum
likelihood classifier asanexample.
Geographical information istherepresentation ofan abstract viewofreality. It
provides digital data thatfitthespecifications fixed bythe modellingapproach.One
notablequestion remains: doesthegeographical information represent reality? This
can be split into tworather different components. Isthemodelling approach relevant totheobserved phenomenon? Dothedata meet thespecifications? Together,
theanswerstothese questions allowustoevaluatethe mostimportant user requirement: fitness-for-use. Asfeature extractionistreated astransformation ormapping
from field data to objects, what operations ormethods aresuitable forthis typeof
transformation or mapping? Dothese mapped objects represent theabstract view
ofplanning andmanagement inreality? Weintend tomake acomparison from the
object perspective, which isper-object-based rather than per-pixel-based.
Theurban land-useclassification systemisdesignedhierarchicallytocorrespond
with hierarchical levels ofplanning. What arethespatial data requirements at different aggregation levels for urban planning and management, such as class definition, degree ofdetail, minimum spatial unit, concerning mapscale? What factors should be considered and what kinds of rules could be applied so that data
required athigh aggregation level canbederived from lower levels through aggregation steps? Canwe disaggregate results obtained athigh aggregation leveltolow
aggregation level?
In urban areas most human activities are organised through certain forms of
spatial arrangement, consciousplanningorinteractions ofdifferent activities. There
mustbeideasorpatterns behindthephysicalappearances ontheground, suchaslocation, closeness, alignment, spatial clustering. Ifwecould summarise anddescribe
thenature ofhuman activitiesinurban areas,wewouldbe abletounderstand them
better from what weseeontheground orinimages. How canhierarchically structured land-useinformation beextracted from images and aggregated hierarchically?
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What quality level can we reach for extracted objects and in spatial data aggregation? What quality measures should we use? What factors will lead to uncertainty
and howcan these factors be quantified?
Toanswerthe abovequestions,threetypesofobjects,elementary objects(pixels),
land-cover objects and land-use objects, are defined hierarchically according to the
hierarchical layersinwhichthey arelocated, therolestheyplay andtheir geometric
properties (see Figure 1.2). Pixels are regarded as elementary objects with properties ofuniform size and shape, and fixed adjacency relations. Representations of
land-cover entities and land-useentities areimageregions(imageobjects)formed in
the land-cover layer and the land-use layer respectively. Land-cover objects are the
representations ofphysical entities such asbuildings and lakes. Land-cover objects
willbe extracted based mainly onphysical properties and the spatial distribution of
elementary objects (pixels) (Zhan et al., 2002b). Land-use objects, however, are the
representations ofland-use units that are abstracted or conceptualised in terms of
social-economic functions, and often there are no physical boundaries between different land-use types. Land-use objects willbe extracted byreasoning based on the
various properties and spatial distribution ofland-cover objects (Zhan et al.,2002c).
In our three-stage approach we proceed from pixels to land-cover objects in the
first stage,to reasoning ofspatial coverage for land use based on types and spatial
distribution of land-cover objects in the second stage, to reasoning and identifying
the land-use typebased onthematic and structural information spatially embedded
in a spatial unit in the third stage (Zhan et al.,2002d).
In the land-cover object extraction stage, image objects are extracted based on
their physical properties, both per-pixel such as electromagnetic reflectance ofindividual pixels and per-object such as size and height, and similarity or homogeneity
measures. Buildings,green spaces,water surfaces andopensurfaces (parkingspace,
squaresand otherpavedorbaresurfaces suchasconstruction sites)willbe extracted
in this stage, as four end-members ofland-cover classes. Tothis end the geometric
properties such as size,shape, and orientation, as well asthematic information, are
acquired based onmulti-spectral and laser scanning data.
Reasoning of spatial extent for land use will be based on the local spatial arrangement of land-cover objects. A number of spatial indicators will be extracted
to represent thematic, geometric and structural information for land-use classification. Land use willbeidentified for each spatial land-use unit, based on categorical,
geometric and structural indicators extracted from images. Image objects are fuzzy
objects in the sense that objects are linguistically defined in planning and management, and the spatial extent ofobjects (imageregions) willbe extracted or reasoned
based on membership values and the spatial distribution. Thefuzziness ofthe spatial extent of an object is determined by the compactness of membership values in
the feature space and geometric space (2Dimageplane). Therefore, semantic issues
and related fuzzy membership functions play important roles in various stages of
this research (Zhan et al., under peer review (1)). The work flow of the proposed
land-use classification schema is presented in Figure 1.2. The object-based conceptual and computational modelling steps are illustrated in Figure 1.3 (modified after
Worboys(1995)).

1.3.Main technical problems and proposed solutions

Multi-spectral
data

Laserscanning
data

Land-coverclassification

Land-use
objects

Land-useclassification

Figure 1.2: Aschemeforobject-based land-coverand land-use classification.
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Application Domain
-Planning& management
Modellingthe application domain (Chapter3)
Application Domain Model
-Objectsinplanning& management
Systemformulation (Chapter4)
Conceptual Computational Model
-Imageobject,field, graph
Systemdesign (Chapter 5)
Logical Computational Model
-Featureextraction
-Structuralanalysis
-Classification
System implementation (Chapters 6,7,8)
ImplementationofComputational Model
-Land-coverclassification
- Findingspatialunitsforland use
-Land-useclassification

Figure 1.3: Conceptual and computational modellingofthe proposed objectbased approach (modified after Worboys(1995)).
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1.4 Structure of thesis
A review of the existing problems and existing approaches in determining urban
land coverand land use from imagesispresented in Chapter 2. Thetwostudy areas
and the data used in this research are also introduced in Chapter 2. An investigationismadeusingthewidelyused maximum likelihood classifier on high-resolution
data. Problems and their causes are highlighted and proposed remedial measures
are examined in Chapter 2. In order to apply an object-based approach to obtaining
land-cover and land-use data for urban planning and management, an object-based
conceptual model for urban planning and management is outlined in Chapter 3. A
formalism for the image-object data modelis proposed in Chapter 4,which provides
a theoretical framework for the logical design and implementation ofthe identification oftopological relations between image objects, based on the hybrid-raster data
model. Alogical design and an implementation schema for object-based land-cover
and land-use classification is presented in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 object-based
methods for land-cover feature extraction are applied and the experimental results
are illustrated. Methods for object-based structural analysis and for finding spatial
units of urban land use are proposed and elaborated in Chapter 7. Object-based
land-use classifications aretested anddiscussedinChapter 8. The logicallinks running from Chapter 3 to Chapter 8 can be seen in Figure 1.3. Assessment of the
quality and uncertainty of the experimental results are analysed and reviewed in
Chapter 9. Finally, conclusions and future research are outlined in Chapter 10.
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spatial resolution
data and pixel-based
classification
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a general description ofthe study areas is provided toillustrate the
problems this research is goingto tackle. These problems can be found in other urban areas as well. In this chapter, which deals mainly with pixel-based approaches,
built-up area,greenspaceandwater areconsidered asthree end-member land-cover
classes when using multi-spectral data alone, because they are comparatively separate in feature space, based on spectral reflectance. Built-up area is further subdivided into two sub-classes, building and open-surface, when laser data are used
to extract buildings from built-up area. Totest the proposed approach in different
settings, two study areas are selected to represent built-up areas in a large city
and in a small town respectively. Next the data used in this research and the preprocessing steps are introduced. A detailed explanation of the problems and comments on existing approaches follow. In the remainder ofthis chapter, an example
ofapplying one ofthe existing pixel-based approaches usinghigh-resolution data is
presented and a number of modifications are proposed to the existing approach. A
short summary isgiven at the end ofthis chapter. In general, this chapter explains
the existingproblems,existingapproaches tothese problems, and problems remaining even with improved approaches. The shortcomings support the motivation to
investigate an object-based approach in an attempt tosolvethe identified problems.
Theobject-based approach willbepresented in the subsequent chapters.
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Table 2.1:Data used in the case study Amsterdam

Typeof data

Sensor

Date

Band/Colour

Satellite
imagery
Airborne
laser data
Aerial photographs
Topographic
maps

SPOT
IKONOS

13Oct. 1996
8 June 2000

TopoSys I

28Mar. 1998

Multi-spectral
Multi-spectral
True height
value

Optical
camera

19May 1997,
30May 1999
1996, 1997,
1999

Resolution
or scale
20m
4m
lm

True colour

1:10,000

Black-andwhite

1:1,000

2.2 General description of the study areas
2.2.1 The study area in Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Astudy area of3km x 3km, southeast ofAmsterdam, was selected for the experiment (seeFigures 2.1and 2.2). Approximately 200,000 people live in this suburban
district. Several types of residential areas, commercial areas, as well as more natural features such as parks, lakes and canals, can befound in this study area. The
landscape ofthis test site is generally flat, but elevated roads obstruct the straightforward feature extraction of buildings from laser data or images when using existing approaches. Many existing approaches for building extraction are based on
analysing profiles derived from laser data. Elevated roads have a similar profile to
buildings,whichmakesitdifficult toseparate themfrombuildingswhenusing these
approaches. In this regard, the site provides a goodopportunity totest whether the
proposed object-based land-cover classification approach is more robust than other
per-pixelbased approaches such as the maximum likelihood method. Alist of data
used for this area is presented in Table 2.1. Detailed descriptions are given in Section2.3.

2.2.2 The study area in the city of Ravensburg, Germany
The second test site is an area of 1 km x 1km in the southwest of Ravensburg,
Germany (see Figures 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6). This is a difficult area for building
extractionbecause there are many small one-totwo-storeyhouses,often with gable
roofs. Some tall trees are very close to the buildings, and the site is situated in a
hilly area with various types of vegetation. Both urban and rural land-use types
can be found in this area. The advantage is that we are able to use high-resolution
data produced simultaneously by a laser scanner and a four-channel multi-spectral
scanner. Thedatausedforthe experiment areDSM1(digitalsurface model acquired
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Table2.2:DatausedinthecasestudyRavensburg
Typeof data

Airborne
imagery

Sensor
Laser
scanner
Digital
line
scanner

Resolution
or scale

Date

Band/Colour

23April2001

First and second pulse

lm

23April2001

Multi-spectral

0.5m

from the first pulse ofthe laser beam; seeFigure 2.3),DSM2(digital surface model
acquired from thesecond pulse ofthe laser beam; seeFigure 2.4), colour infrared
image (seeFigure 2.5)andreal-colour image (seeFigure 2.6). DSM1is useful for
buildingextraction andforthe delineation oftreesfrom other vegetation. DSM2can
be used asthebasis ofa digital terrain model (DTM)andprovides a reference for
identifying highobjects aboveground. CombiningDSM1 and DSM2providesagood
means ofchecking whether feature surfaces aresolid ornot. Four bands ofimages
from themulti-spectral scanner areuseful information fordetecting materials that
feature surfaces contain. Alist ofdata used forthis area isprovided inTable 2.2.A
detailed description isgiveninSection2.3.

2.3 Data
Several types ofdata have been used inthis research, aslisted inTable 2.1forthe
Amsterdam test siteandTable2.2forthe Ravensburgtest site. However,laser data
and IKONOSimagery arethemain data sourcesforthis research.

2.3.1 Laser scanning data
Laser scanning is an airborne elevation mapping method that is characterised by
a largely automated measuring procedure, where fully digital data collection isfollowed by a computer-based data evaluation. It is performed with a multi-sensor
system with thefollowing main components: laser rangefinder, GPSreceiver, and
the inertial measurement unit (IMU)recording devices.
In laser scanning, thescanner deflects thelaser beam across the flight line;as
a result, a swath of ground along the flight line is sampled. The resulting sampling pattern depends onthescanning device (parallel lines, zigzag lines, ellipses,
etc). Thedistance totheearth's surface is determined bymeasuring thepulsereturn time. Theposition andaltitude ofthe sensor arecalculated from GPS,IMU
and calibration data. Theproprietary software oflaser scanning system providers
(TopoSys,inourcases)iscommonlyused tocalculatetheX,Y,Zofterrain points.
The density and distribution of 'points' hit bythe laser is determined bythe
laser system parameters ofpulsefrequency, scan frequency andscan angle,incom-
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bination with the flight parameters offlyingheight, aircraft speed, and the distance
betweenflightlines. Theroughness ofterrain reliefisanother factor influencing the
sampling ratio.
Thanks to its variable system parameters (see Tables 2.3 and 2.4), the system
offers a widerange ofmapping options,from longitudinal profiles totransverse profiles to even spot distribution, and thus a high degree of flexibility with respect to
different requirements (TopoSys,2002).
The laser data of the study area in Amsterdam were captured and processed
by TopoSys, as a contractor of the AHN (Actual Height model ofthe Netherlands)
production, using the first generation oflaser scanner TopoSys I (Geo-Loket, 2002).
The laser data of the study area in Ravensburg were captured and processed by
TopoSys as testing data using the second generation of laser scanner TopoSys II
(TopoSys,2002).
At a maximum flying height of 1000 m, above the ground, TopoSys generates
its standard product, the 1 m raster elevation model - other raster sizes can be
produced bychanging the survey height. Elevation accuracy is the order of0.15 m
(inthe localcoordinate system).
At a flying height of 1000 m the spatial resolution of multi-spectral images acquired bythe TopoSys II multi-spectral line scanner is about 0.5 m. Images of the
line scanner, which are recorded simultaneously with the laser data, are delivered
astrue-colour orinfrared images.

2.3.2 IKONOS imagery
An IKONOS image is the product of the first commercial satellite remote sensing
company, Space Imaging. Images are offered at various levels of processing, based
on4 m resolution for multi-spectral bands and 1m resolution for the panchromatic
band. The first satellite was launched on 24 September 1999. Some ofthe specifications can be found in Table 2.5. The geo-referenced IKONOS image ofthe study
area is shownin Figure 2.2.

2.4 Data pre-processing
2.4.1 Geo-referencing
The Dutch coordinate system with stereographic projection was selected for georeferencing alldata. Large-scale(1:1,000)basemapswerescanned andregistered as
thebase mapfor other data. Aerial photographs ofscale 1:10,000were scanned and
geo-referenced with the base map. The IKONOS image was geo-referenced using
the base map and the registered aerial photographs. The laser data had already
been processed in the same coordinate system bythe Survey Department, Ministry
ofTransportation and PublicWorks,theNetherlands, The accuracyfor this project,
where the entire country was surveyed bylaser altimetry, depends strongly on the
type ofvegetation and topography in the area. Here, a standard deviation of 15cm
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Table 2.3:System parameters ofTopoSys I and TopoSys II
Parameters
Sensor type
Range
Wave length
Pulse length
Scan frequency
Pulse repetition rate
Resolution of distance measurements
FOV
Swath width (at maximum
range)
Av. measurement density (at
max. range)
Measurement possibilities

TopoSysI
Pulsed
fibre
scanner
< 1000 m
1.54 lira.
5 nsec
650Hz
83000 Hz
0.06 m

TopoSysII
Pulsed
fibre
scanner
< 1600m
1.55/xm
5 nsec
650Hz
83000Hz
0.02 m

14°(± 7°)

14°(± 7°)

220m

390m

5 meas./m2

3 meas./m2

First or last
pulse

Intensity measurements
None
Source: www.toposys.de accessed on 10September 2002

First and last
pulse simultaneously
Possible

Table 2.4: Parameters ofthe Digital Line Scanner
FOV
Pixelper line
Resolution (at 1000msurvey height)
4 spectral channels

21°
682
0.55 m
(1)440 -490 nm
(2)500 -580 nm
(3)580 -660nm
(4)770-890 nm

Source: www.toposys.de
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Table 2.5:Technical specifications ofIKONOS sensors

Imagery spectral
response

Swath widths and
scene sizes
Metric accuracy
Altitude
Inclination
Speed
Descending nodal
crossing time

Panchromatic: 0.45 -0.90 microns
Multi-spectral:
Band 1:Blue 0.45 -0.52 microns
Band 2: Green 0.52 -0.60 microns
Band 3:Red 0.63 -0.69 microns
Band 4:Near IR 0.76 -0.90 microns
Nominal swath width: 11km at nadir
a nominal single image at 13km x 13km
12 m horizontal and 10m vertical accuracy with
noground control
2 m horizontal and 3 m vertical accuracy with
ground control
681km
98.1 degrees
7km per second
10:30 a.m.

2.9days at 1m resolution
1.5 days at 1.5 m resolution
Orbit time
98 minutes
Orbit type
sun-synchronous
Source: www.spaceimaging.com accessed on 15September 2002
Revisit frequency
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maximum, witha systematicerror of5cmmaximum, appliestotheaccuracyofsolid
topography"(such asroads and parkinglots)aswell as flat orsoft topography"(such
as beaches and grass fields). In wooded areas the accuracy is lower. In this case
specifications accept a minimum point density of one point per 36 m 2 , a standard
deviation of20cmmaximum and a systematic error of10cmmaximum (Geo-Loket,
2002). For the test site of Ravensburg, the 'geo-referencing" ofboth laser data and
multi-spectral data was done by TopoSys, achieving an accuracy similar to that of
AHN data. Therefore, noadditional geo-referencing isnecessary for these data.

2.4.2 Data correction
There were severalproblemswiththelaser data provided,whichhadtobe corrected
as described below.
Flight gaps
Afew small gaps were found in the original raster data ofthe Amsterdam site.
Tohave a complete coverage ofthe area, manual editingwas doneusing aerial photographs and the large-scale base map.
Missing data
The grided laser data from both sites contained pixels with novalues. This may
be caused by several factors. The first is the so-called 'mirror reflection'. When
the laser beam hits a smooth surface situated near the end ofthe scan-line, the reflection willbecast offin another direction and the laser rangefinder willreceive no
signal. Thishappens often onstillwatersurfaces. Correctioncanbemadeby finding
the lowest height value in the surrounding region and replacing the missing pixels
withthisvalue. Another mirror reflection typewasfound ontopofseveral high-rise
buildings. The highest value in the region willbe used toreplacethe missing pixels
in this case. The second cause offalse pixelsis mainly duetomixed types ofvegetation canopy, where the laser signal is weakened or missed because of a mixed type
ofsurface. Afew pixels ofthis type are found in wooded areas.
Noise
Somefalse pixelswerefound atrandompositions. Thistypeof'missingpixel'can
be treated as 'noise'. The average values ofsurrounding pixelswere taken instead.
The laser data used for this research after the above-mentioned corrections had
been made are shown in Figures 2.1, 2.3and 2.4.
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Figure 2.1: DSMfrom laser scanningofthestudyareainAmsterdam with
1mresolution(withcorrection).

2.5 Theproblems andexisting approaches to
the problems
2.5.1 Aerial photo-interpretation
Aerial photo-interpretation is still a practical wayofobtaining land-use classification results, giventhelack ofautomatic orsemi-automatic solutions. However,itis
labour-intensive andsubjective. Different resultsmaybeobtainedbydifferent interpreters owingto differences inunderstanding. Therefore, researchers aresearching
for automatic or semi-automatic approaches to land-use mapping in various disciplines (Barr and Barnsley, 1997; Barnsley and Barr, 1997; Aplin et al., 1999a,b;
Zhan et al.,2002c,d). Size, shape, colour, orientation, pattern and association are
someofthe cues used inphoto-interpretation. These cues should continue toplaya
key roleinpotential automatic solutions.

2.5.2 Per-pixel based approaches for land-cover classification
With the useofhigh-resolution remote sensing data, the problem ofmixed pixels
is reduced but the internal variability and the noise within land-use classes are
increased (Cushine, 1987;Ehlers et al.,2002). Most conventional pixel-based classifiers, such asminimum distance andmaximum likelihood assume parametricsta-
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Figure 2.2: Geo-referenced IKONOS image ofthe study area in Amsterdam
(false colour, 4 m resolution).

tistical models, such as the Gaussian distribution (Curran, 1985;Campbell, 1996;
Richards and Jia, 1999).Thesemethods arenot designed tohandle data from different sourcesorofvaryingaccuracy and theycannot copewithnon-numerical data. In
practice, the data donot usually obeythe conditions imposed bythese conventional
methods that classify pixels via crisp rules (Mertikas and Zervakis, 2001). Urban
areas are complicated because of the mix of man-made features and natural features. Amongthe cues for photo-interpretation, onlycolourcan readily be extracted
from imagesforland-coveridentification. However,itisdifficult tobedetermine size
and shape by using per-pixel approaches. In addition, pattern and association are
higher-level structural and topological information that is alsodifficult toextract by
using pixel-based approaches, but they are useful in land-use classification. For instance, anisolatedbuildingsurrounded bywoodsorothervegetation islikelytobe a
farm housein arural settingbut afacility or shopin arecreational area in an urban
setting. Agroup ofbuildings ofsimilar sizeand regularly spaced ororientated in an
urban area is likely to be a residential area. Such higher-level structural information should play an important role in the land-use classification of an urban area.
Additional spatial indicators should be extracted, alsobased on structural analysis,
in order to understand and identify spatial patterns or the spatial organisation of
features, especially man-made features.
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Figure 2.3: Digital surface modelfrom the first pulse oflaser beam (DSM1),
Ravensburg, Germany (gray tone is proportional to terrain relief: lighter
tone refers tohigher terrain, notcloud).

Figure 2.4: Digital surface model from the second pulse of laser beam
(DSM2), Ravensburg, Germany (gray tone is proportional to terrain relief:
lighter tone refers tohigher terrain, notcloud).
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Figure 2.5: Colour infrared composite,Ravensburg, Germany.

Figure 2.6:True-colour composite,Ravensburg, Germany.
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2.5.3 Per-field approach using vector data
Aper-field approach uses vector data to extract image regions (pixelsinside a polygon, a spatial unit such as an agricultural field or a parcel) and classify these regionsasawholetoimproveclassification accuracy(Aplinet al., 1999a,b;Zhanet al.,
2000;Aplin and Atkinson, 2001). The per-field approach is goodfor extracting and
analysing of structural information. In many cases, however, accurate and up-todate vector data sets are rarely available (Tatem et al., 2001b). Feature boundaries
mayhavechanged between thetime ofproducingvectordata and thetimeofacquiringnewimage data (Zhan et al.,2002a).

2.6 Improvement of pixel-based land-cover
classification
Pixel-based approaches have been developed and are widely used in remote sensing image processing and classification. Since the early stage of remote sensing
applications, simple geometric properties such asthe uniform shape and sizeofpixels have attracted many researchers to using pixel-based approaches. Examples of
pixel-based classifiers include the maximum likelihood classifier (MLC), the fuzzy
classifier, the tree-based approach and the neural network approach. A number of
issues have to be taken into consideration when selecting a suitable classifier. A
classifier such as the MLC requires normally distributed data. In practical multiclass problems it is rather difficult to guarantee normal or even symmetric distributions with similar covariance matrices for all the classes (Marques de Sa, 2001).
The requirement may be further violated when we apply this type of classifier to
high-resolution data. In this section, we would like to examine a number of issues
raised bythe newly available high-resolution images in urban land-cover classification. Wetake the MLC as a representative ofpixel-based approaches, based on the
following considerations: widely used in remote sensing, comparatively robust as
regards marginal samples, and high classification accuracy can be reached. Wewill
illustrate the normal distribution problem by analysing the decision surfaces in the
feature space estimated by the MLC,using given samples, and showthat the MLC
would beimproved byintroducing modifications.

2.6.1 Maximum likelihood classifier (MLC)
The MLC is a parametric statistical classifier that estimates mean and standard
deviation of each class based on samples. Classification is made by computing the
probability ofeach predefined class for each pixel, according to the probability density function (pdf) derived from estimated parameters with the assumption of the
normal distribution (Richards and Jia, 1999). The probability for class w, can be
calculated for Nbands as
p(X|a;i) = ( 2 7 r ) - J V / 2 | E t | - 1 / 2 e x p { - i ( x - m i ) t E - 1 ( x - m i ) }
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Figure 2.7: ID pdf of two classes,

Figure 2.8: ID pdf of two classes,

MA=40, pA=5, A*B=60, pB=10.

M A = 4 0 , PA=5, M B = 6 0 , p B =20.

wherem, and Ei are the mean vector and covariance matrix ofthe data in class

2.6.2 Known problems with the MLC
TheMLCcan achieverelativelyhigh accuracyin remote sensingclassification when
the classes are well defined and samples are selected that meet or nearly meet the
requirement ofnormal distribution, as shown in Figure 2.7for the one-dimensional
case.
Problems may occur when samples of one class have a small deviation while
samples ofanother class have a large deviation, as illustrated in Figure 2.8 for the
one-dimensional case and in Figure 2.9for the two-dimensional case. In this example, class A and class B l as shown in Figure 2.8 will be classified properly. Pixels
in class B2, however, will be classified as class B instead of the more reasonable
classA as,usingthe standard MLC,pdfvalues computed for classB willbe higher
than thoseforclassAinthis range. Such a problem mayhappen whenweuse highresolutionimages,particularly inurban areas,where aclasssuch aswaterwillhave
a small deviation, green space will have a large deviation, and built-up areas will
have a very large deviation (as shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11). The classification
result will be wrong because many water pixels will be wrongly classified as belonging to the built-up class. This occurs because the pdf of the built-up class has
been overestimated, owingto the existence ofseveral different types of sub-clusters
(newlybuilt-up,buildingswithlight tone,buildingswithmediumtoneand buildings
with dark tone),which causes a large deviation inthe built-up class.
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Figure 2.9: 2Dpdf oftwoclasses, jui=(40,40),pi=(5, 5),p2=(60, 60), p2=(15,
15).
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Figure 2.10: 2D plot of pdf
based on pure samples of three
land-cover classes: built-up (yellow),vegetation (green)and water
(blue).
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Figure 2.11: 3D draped pdf
based on pure samples of three
land-cover classes: built-up (yellow),vegetation (green) and water
(blue).
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2.6.3 Potential solutions to the identified problems
Classification can betreated as partitioning in a feature space. The decision boundariesareformed bythe intersection ofthepdfobtainedfor allclasseswhenusingthe
MLCorbytheintersection ofthefuzzy membershipfunctions infuzzy classification.
Based onthe aboveobservation, weconsider that three solutions may contribute to
improving the maximum likelihood classification. The first measure is toobtain independent samples (Gong and Howarth, 1990). The second and third measures are
based onsample and parameter manipulation inthefeature space. Wemight obtain
goodclassification results ifwe could delineate good decision boundaries in the feature space.
Single-pixel training approach
The single-pixel training approach is a sampling strategy where sample pixels
are selected individually instead ofusing image regions orblock training, and each
pixelhastobeat least severalpixelsawayfrom anyotherselected pixel. Thesinglepixel training approach has proved capable ofimproving the classification accuracy
(Gong and Howarth, 1990). This requirement is meant to reduce positive spatial
autocorrelation that may exist among pixels that are spatially contiguous or close
together (Campbell, 1981;Lobovitzand Masuoka, 1984). Thetraditionalblocktrainingmethod violatesthe independent sampling requirement and makes the training
signatures for each class less representative. The block training is even worse for
high-resolution images. Therefore the single-pixel training approach was chosen in
our research without further testing.
Sample selection from central (pure) pixels orboundary (mixed) pixels
The sample selection strategy may have to be adapted to include not only pure
pixelsbut alsomixedpixelsthat canbefound alongfeature boundaries. The reasons
for this are the existence ofsub-clusters in feature spacefor candidate end-member
classes and the increasing number ofpure pixelsexistinginhigh-resolution images.
Mixedpixelshere refer topixelswhose dominant coverclassescan be easily defined
invisualinterpretation althoughthey arelocatedalongfeature boundaries. Wehave
observed that including such mixed pixels provides more representatives than takingpurepixelsonly,and the mixed pixelscanprovidemoreevidencefor determining
probability surfaces in the transit regions between different clusters in the feature
space,asshowninFigures 2.12 and 2.13. Boththepure-pixel samplingstrategy and
the pure-plus-mixed pixel sampling strategy willbetested in Section 2.6.4.
Sample integration or class integration
The previous solutions focus mainly on sampling strategies. There is another
issue that has tobetaken into account when using high-resolution images. Someof
the end-member classes may contain a number of sub-clusters in the feature space
because ofthe increasing number of pure pixels. When we select sample pixels for
these classes,wehaveto select samplesfrom each sub-cluster. Forinstance,wemay
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Figure 2.12: 2D plot of pdf based
on pure and mixed samples of
three land-cover classes: built-up
(yellow), vegetation (green) and
water (blue).

Figure 2.13: 3D draped pdf based
on pure and mixed samples of
three land-cover classes: built-up
(yellow), vegetation (green) and
water (blue).

need to select sample pixelsfrom buildingswith light tone aswell as from buildings
with dark tone for the built-up class. The way of combining samples that were selected for each sub-cluster in order torepresent a class iscalled sample integration.
Problems may occur in that the built-up class may contain samples from different
sub-clusters and the deviation maybeoverestimated inthe feature spacewith parametric MLC, as shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11. This problem has been reduced
by including mixed pixels as shown in Figures 2.12 and 2.13. However, as you may
discover, a small yellow area still exists in the left side ofthe water cluster in Figure2.13. Ourproposed solutiontothisproblemisusingtheclassintegration method
instead of sample integration. Unlike sample integration, which simply combines
samples of different sub-clusters for parameter estimation of a certain class, class
integration estimates a pdffor each sub-cluster in a class and then creates a united
pdffor this classby applying a maximum function

pdf(uji) = max(pdfi,pdf2, •.. ,pdfk)
where class Wi contains k sub-clusters. The classintegration method provides a
better solution to this problem, as shown in Figure 2.14 for pure samples and Figure 2.15 for pure and mixed samples. Based onthe abovetesting and observations,
we observe that by combining the efforts of single-pixel training, the involvement
of boundary or mixed pixels, and class integration, classification accuracy may be
improved for high-resolution images.
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Figure 2.14: 3D draped pdf based
on class integration method with
pure samples of three land-cover
classes: built-up (yellow), vegetation (green) and water (blue).
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Figure 2.15: 3D draped pdf based on
class integration method with pure
and mixed samples of three landcover classes: built-up (yellow), vegetation (green) and water (blue).

2.6.4 Effectiveness of the proposed modifications
Toexamine the effectiveness ofthe proposed modifications in a real situation, some
300 samples were manually selected from an IKONOS image for each individual
cluster, using the single-pixel approach. According tothe spectral values ofthe four
bands of the IKONOS image, the built-up class was subdivided into four clusters,
from very light tone tovery dark tone;vegetation was subdivided into two clusters,
trees and lawn; water was subdivided into two clusters, lake and canal. The first
100 samples were selected from pure pixels and the following 200 samples were selected from boundary or mixed pixels for each cluster. All samples had been divided
into two groups by taking every two samples alternately, so that samples with an
odd number in the list were used for training and those with even numbers were
used for quality assessment. The experimental results of four tests are presented
in Tables 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9. They refer to sample integration with pure samples, sample integration with pure and mixed samples, class integration with pure
samples, and class integration with pure and mixed samples. Comparison of the
approaches in terms ofoverall accuracy and the Kappa coefficient is shown in Figures 2.16 and 2.17. Based on the test results, we can conclude that in general the
class integration method achieves a higher quality than sample integration. The
highest classification quality was obtained by using the class integration method
with pure and mixed samples. Comparing Table 2.6 and Table 2.7 as a result of
applyingthe sampleintegration method,wecan seethat the classification quality is
reduced when mixed samples are included. This is mainly because the pdfvaluesof
classes with small deviations (e.g. water class) are much more sensitive in response
to an increasing number ofmixed samples in sample integration than classes with
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Table 2.6: Quality assessment ofML classification based on sample integration of 50 pure training samples and 150 test samples for each cluster

Classified
Data

Built-up
Vegetation
Water

Reference Data
Built-up Vegetation Water
573
0
21
4
299
9
1
270
23

Overall accuracy: 95.17 %, Kappa coefficient: 92.28 %

Table 2.7: Quality assessment ofML classification based on sample integration of 150 pure and mixed training samples and 150 test samples for each
cluster

Classified
Data

Built-up
Vegetation
Water

Reference Data
Built-up Vegetation Water
1
553
14
2
298
5
1
45
281

Overall accuracy: 94.33 %, Kappa coefficient: 91.03 %

large deviations (e.g. built-up class), as is obvious from comparing Figure 2.11 and
Figure 2.13. It confirms our earlier observation, and proves that our proposed measures can improve classification quality. One suggestion is to select, in addition to
pure samples, samples near the boundaries with other classes and to use the class
integration method instead ofthe sample integration method when sub-clusters exist in end-member classes. A small part of the test site is selected for close observation of the classification results obtained by applying different combinations, as
shown in Figures 2.18 and 2.19. The classification results of these different combinations are illustrated in Figures 2.20, 2.21,2.22 and 2.23. Wecan observe that
many pixels in the dark roofs had been classified as water in Figure 2.20. The situation is even worse in Figure 2.21because of disproportional changes in the MLC
parameters owing to the involvement of mixed samples. The pdf values increase
faster for the water classthan for thebuilt-up class in the boundary region between
the water and built-up classesin the feature space,because the built-up classhas a
much larger deviation than the water class when sample integration is applied (see
the differences between Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.13). From Figure 2.22 we can see
that the result isbetter whenusingthe classintegration method. However,the best
result is obtained byusing pure and mixed samples and applying the class integration method (see Figure 2.23). Figure 2.24 show the improved classification result
obtained byusingthe proposed method.
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Table 2.8: Quality assessment ofML classification based onclass integration of50pure training samples and 150test samples for each cluster

Classified
Data

Built-up
Vegetation
Water

Reference Data
Built-up Vegetation Water
571
0
17
7
298
8
22
2
275

Overall accuracy: 95.33 %,Kappa coefficient: 92.56%

Table 2.9: Quality assessment ofML classification based onclass integration of150 pure and mixed training samples and 150test samples for each
cluster

Classified
Data

Built-up
Vegetation
Water

Reference Data
Built-up Vegetation Water
584
1
21
4
298
3
12
1
276

Overall accuracy: 96.50 %,Kappa coefficient: 94.39%

Kappa Coefficient

Overall Accuracy
0.97
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.93

• Sample Integration

D Sample Integration

• Class Integration
Pure&mixed Pure samples
samples

TestType

Figure 2.16: Comparison ofoverall accuracy based on 150 test
samples for each cluster.

• Class Integration
Pure&mixed Pure samples
samples
Test Type

Figure 2.17: Comparison of
Kappa coefficient based on150
test samples for each cluster.
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Figure 2.18: A small portion of
IKONOS image forclose observation. This is a complicated part
of the test site due to similarity
of spectral features of dark roof,
shadow andwater.

Figure 2.19: The differences between classification results ofdifferent combinations (black pixels
indicate the different classification results of different combinations).

Figure 2.20: Classification result
of applying the sample integration method and using the pure
samples.

Figure 2.21: Classification result
of applying the sample integration method and using the pure
and mixed samples.
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Figure 2.22: Classification result
of applying the class integration
method and using the pure samples.

Figure 2.23: Classification result
of applying the class integration
method and using the pure and
mixed samples.

Figure 2.24: Classification result of applying the class integration
method and usingthe pure and mixed samples.
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2.7 Proposed object-based approach for landcover and land-use classification
2.7.1 Complexity of land-use classification
Urban land-use in an urban planning context refers to certain functions with related social-economic characteristics. For instance, a residential area consists of a
number ofphysicalfeatures such asresidentialbuildings,parking spaces, footpaths,
green space,and maybecanals. Quiteoften, these features are targets ofland-cover
classification. Physical features in general have certain associations with spectral
features, sothey can be identified by using multi-spectral information from remote
sensing images. However, land use cannot be determined directly from land-cover
information (Barr and Barnsley, 1997; Zhan et al., 2002d). This is because land
use is an abstract concept - an amalgam of economic, social and cultural factors —
one that is defined in terms offunction rather than physical form. Urban land use
might bedistinguishable interms ofthe morphological propertiesof, andthe spatial
relationsbetween, their component land-cover parcels(regions)(Barnsley and Barr,
1997). It is possible, for example, that different sample areas ofthe same nominal
land use might exhibit somewhat different morphological properties and/or spatial
relations in terms oftheir component land-cover regions. If the within-class variation (i.e. within a single land use) is greater than the between-class (i.e. between
different land uses), then it will not be possible to identify and to distinguish urban land use consistently on the basis of these structural measures (Barnsley and
Barr, 1997). Besidesthe morphological properties and the spatial relations in terms
of their component land-cover regions, a number of other indicators are needed in
order to identify land use, such as proportion of areas covered by different types of
land cover,building density,floor area ratio,or evidence derived from other sources.
In addition, correct delineation of the spatial extent of a land-use unit is a crucial
factor, and many land-use-related measurements (such asbuilding density) may be
influenced bydelineatingdifferent land-useunits,possiblyleadingtoincorrect identification. Therefore, in this research an intermediate stage is proposed for finding
spatial units where certain functions are held spatially. Thisintermediate stagebetween land-cover classification and land-use classification reflects what is happening in the human vision system. The indicators, as mentioned above, are supposed
to be extracted from laser data or multi-spectral images. Many features essential
for land-use classification are per-object based. They are difficult or impossible to
extracte byper-pixel approaches. Therefore, the object-based approach is needed.

2.7.2 Object-based approach for land-cover and landuse classification
A hierarchy of three levels is proposed to achieve land-use classification at three
levels, namely pixel level,land-cover level and land-use level (Figure 2.25). At each
level we create image objects in order to represent spatial coverage and respective
thematic information. For maintaining logical consistence and uniform expression
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Imageobject:
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Spatialextentof
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Figure 2.25: Hierarchy of image objects and work flow.
in object-based modelling, each pixel is treated as an object despite the holding of
someunique characteristics suchasuniform size,shape,function ofspatial location.
Detailed descriptions ofthe proposed approach are presented in coming chapters.

2.8 Discussion and outlook
Twotest sites with corresponding data have been introduced in this chapter. This
is not because we are going to solve problems raised by these particular sites, but
because we wish to illustrate typical problems immediately. Weshall use them for
the practical testing ofmethods proposed and developed in this research. By introducing the test sites and data preparation in this chapter, we are able to use the
data for test purposes and show the test results in the following chapters without
anyfurther explanations about the test sites and their data.
Triggered by the potential problems ofhigh-resolution data, wehave examined
the most popular pixel-based classifier, the MLC, as to its suitability for this type
ofdata. Anumber ofproblemshave been observed and highlighted, such as the existence of sub-clusters. Several remedial measures for the problems observed have
been proposed and tested. Quality improvement has been achieved by modelling
the decision surface in the feature space, which aims at obtaining better spatial
partitions for each end-member class in feature space, based on selected samples.
The experimental results haveconfirmed the effectiveness ofthese measures. However, other issues such as pixelsin shadow areas and relief displacement caused by
non-vertical observation remain untouched by the proposed improvements. These
problems willbe revisited byusing an object-based approach in Chapter 6.
Although the proposed modifications have raised the classification accuracy of
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the MLC,we consider the attainable results insufficient for a detailed urban landuse classification. Based on our knowledge of, and experiments in, visual imageinterpretation, thekeyfeatures for image-interpretation, such as size,shape, colour,
orientation, pattern, association, are directly associated with explicit objects, which
are at higher abstraction levels than pixels. These key features should continue
to play a key role in image analysis and land-use classification. For instance, we
need to check how buildings are spatially distributed in space in order to find out
if they belong to a residential area. We need to know the number of floors of a
building in order to achieve better understanding and classification. We need to
know if buildings are similar in size, height, orientation, etc. We need to explore
the surrounding features of specific objects. Such information cannot be acquired
byper-pixelapproachesbecause they are directlyassociated with objects,not pixels.
Therefore, object-based image processingtechniques,which provide additional tools
and methods for dealing with higher abstraction levels, are considered for higher
levelsofimageanalysis. Thus an object-based image analysis approachbecomes the
main focus ofthis research. It willbeinvestigated in the coming chapters.
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An object-based
conceptual model for
urban land-cover and
land-use classification
3.1 Introduction
Geographical information systems (GIS)were developed in the late 1960s but very
few placesinstalled thembecause oftheir expensivehardware andlimited software.
Sincethe early 1980s,therehasbeen a marked increase intheinstallation ofGIS at
different levels and in different departments ofurban and regional governments in
the developed countries, with the introduction ofmicrocomputers in the late 1980s,
GIS became increasingly being used in planning agencies in the developing countries. Theinventory, analysis and mapping capacities ofGISare the main functions
that had wide applications in urban and regional planning at this stage (Marble
and Amundason, 1988; Yeh, 1988; Chen et al., 1989; Yeh, 1991). The large-scale
implementation of urban (planning) information systems indicates the success at
this stage. The main characteristics at the time were the practical uses ofGIS and
remote sensing on a daily-routine basis. The developments during this stage have
ledthe planningdiscipline tomovefrom analoguetodigital. The entity-relationship
approach is the prime tool for semantic data modelling. However, experience has
shownthat for many systems theinitialsetofmodellingconstructs(entity, attribute
and relationship) is inadequate. There are many phenomena in geographical reality that are readily perceived as entities and represented by objects such as lakes,
rivers, roads, buildings. In the planning discipline, many geo-spatial entities such
as residential, commercial and industrial in land-use mapping are perceived as en-
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tities and arerepresented byobjects aswell,despitethefact that nophysical boundaries may exist between different land-use objects. Natural language is much more
suitedtodescribingobjectsandfields (Covaand Goodchild,2002).Many phenomena
and concepts in planning are described by way of natural language, such as builtup areas, a good living environment, a walking distance. Object-oriented analysis
(OOA)is a method ofanalysis that examines requirements from the perspective of
theclasses and objectsfound inthevocabularyofthe problem domain(Booch,1993).
Manyprinciples and techniques for managing complexityhavebeen collected in the
OOA, such as abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance, association. (Coad and Yourdon, 1990). The OOA approach is applied in object-based spatial data modelling
in the planning and management domain in order to support object-based image
analysis toward land-cover and land-use classification in urban areas. Considering
the implementation of the 0 0 models in a raster environment, these objects are
formulated based on the raster representation. In the following sections, a layered
sequence is followed for the OOA- from Subject layer, Class-&-Object layer, Structure layer,Attribute layer to Service layer (Coad and Yourdon, 1990). Object-based
conceptual analysis in the planning context follows the same line as OOA and is
presented toward urban land-cover and land-use classification as a subject layer. A
brief introduction ofthe 0 0 approach and tools willfollow. In the coming sections,
conceptual modellingiselaborated byusing an adapted syntaxbased onthe notions
from both UML (United Modelling Language) and OMT-G(Object Modelling Technique for GeographicApplication),and onthe notionpresented byMolenaar (1998),
corresponding to Class-&-Object layer, Structure layer, Attribute layer and Service
layer. Anumber ofdiagrams are produced concernedwithclass,structure, attribute
and operation. Please note that the conceptual modelling presented in this chapter focuses on the problem domain of urban land-cover and land-use classification
based onhigh-resolution data and doesnot aim at ageneral modelfor GISin urban
planning and management. Therefore, structures, attributes and operations, such
asownership, address andbuildingmaterials ofabuilding,whichrelyon additional
data rather than remote sensingdata, are not considered inthis modelling.

3.2 An object view on geo-spatial data used in
urban planning and management
3.2.1 Objects and their behaviours in the urban planning context
A starting point for defining objects in an urban planning context may be to look
at what features are currently stored and processed in existing GISs. Wemay find
settlements, buildings, roads, commercial districts, green areas, water bodies, industrial areas, etc. These canbe treated as objects. However, someofthem are not
likelyto appear on a map at the same time.
Bytaking a closelookatthese objects,wecan seethat someofthem are physical
entities that have physical properties and physical boundaries, such as buildings,
green spaces, water bodies. And there are conceptual entities that consist of other
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physical entities,often withfuzzy boundaries,such as residential areas, commercial
areas and industrial areas,which directly relate toland use.Aresidential area may
consist ofbuildings, gardens, footpaths, small lakes or canals, etc. We may notice
that certain entities canbetreated asphysical entities in somecasesbut considered
as conceptual entities in others. For instance, a lake classified as water surface in
land-cover classification may,in land-use classification, be identified as recreational
landuse ifit islocated ina park, oras a fishing poolifit islocatedoutsidethe builtup area. Therefore, an entity may "behave'differently in different circumstances.

3.2.2 Hierarchy of planning
Regional p l a n n i n g
Regional planning aims at the reasonable structure and spatial distribution ofproduction elements at the regional scale. It deals mainly with abstract entities such
as human settlement, industrial zones, transportation networks. The central location, physical size and the spatial coverage ofits influence zoneonthe surrounding
regions are the main features tobemodelled in regional planning.
Master p l a n n i n g
Master planning aims at the sound spatial and sectional distribution ofland in urban built-up areas and surrounding regions.
Detailed planning
Detailed planningdealsmainlywithorganicspatial arrangement atthe neighbourhoodleveltomeet the certain functions assigned to each neighbourhood block.

3.2.3 Objects at different hierarchical levels of urban
and regional planning
Objects at t h e regional p l a n n i n g level
There are three main types of objects at the regional planning level: point objects,
lineobjects and area objects, corresponding tosettlements, transportation networks
and influence zones.
Objects at t h e m a s t e r p l a n n i n g l e v e l
There are three types ofobjects at the master planning level: point objects and line
objects, which are mainly for providing spatial references, and area objects (land
use), which are the spatial partitions ofmajor land-use classes as represented in a
2Dspace.
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Objects at t h e d e t a i l e d p l a n n i n g level
The objects at the detailed planning level are very similar to the objects at the
master planning level. The main differences are small spatial units and greater
specificity in land-use functions. Therefore, land-use objects at the master planning
level canbe generated from land-use objects at the detailed planning levelbymerging objects from specific land-use classes into major land-use classes and dissolving
the boundaries between neighbouring objects within the same major land-use class.
Land-use objects at the detailed planning level can be disaggregated or specified
from land-use objects at the master planning level.
Objects at t h e l a n d - c o v e r l e v e l
Physical entities such as buildings, roads,green spaces and water bodies are represented by objects at the land-cover level. This is a fundamental base for land-use
classification. Each object can be an element ofa land-use class. Land-cover objects
canbeused as an indication for determining the spatial extent ofa land-use unit.

3.2.4 Object t y p e s
Objects with similar properties or similar behaviours are organised into types. Similar behaviours can be identified according to various criteria or perspectives such
as spatial extent and abstraction level. Types of objects will be discussed in the
following subsections, accordingto different perspectives.

3.2.5 T y p e s of o b j e c t s c o n c e r n i n g different abstraction
levels
Elementary objects (images orfielddata)
Pixels are regarded as elementary objects that have uniform geometric properties.
Elementary objects share many methods or operations ofpixel-or raster-based processing, such as filtering, convolution, classification.
There are two types of elementary objects, one relating to images or field data
and onerelating toobject fields. There is onemain difference between the two. The
images or field data take data take digital number (DN)values from pixels. These
DN values usually range from 0 to 255 or actual height values of laser data. The
DNvalues ofan object field are taken mainlyfrom membership functions according
to the characteristics ofthe object. The DNvalues ofan object field are taken from
the Boolean value 0(false) or 1(true)for crispobjects or a real value from 0to 1for
fuzzy objects.
Objects at t h e land-cover l e v e l
Objects at the land-cover levelhave object ID,geometricproperties such as location,
size, shape, orientation, as well as class-related attributes such as class name or
classID,mean value and standard deviation ofmembershipfunctions inthisclass.
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Objects at the land-use level
Objects at the land-use level have object ID,geometric properties such as location,
size, shape, orientation, as well as class-related attributes such as class name or
class ID,composition and proportion ofland-cover typescontained, number ofbuildingsheld bya land-use object.

3.2.6 T y p e s of objects c o n c e r n i n g their spatial e x t e n t
Objects with fixed boundaries and adjacency relationship (OpiXei)
PixelsorOpixei are elementaryobjectsinaraster datamodel.Apixelisthe smallest
spatial unit ofuniform size. Pixel values are spectral reflectance in multi-spectral
images, height values in laser data, or membership function values in object fields
represented in a regular grided space. In general all image processing operations
are applicable to this class.

Objects with physical boundaries or physical indications for their
spatial extent (OPB)
OPB arerepresentationsofphysical entitiesexistingintherealworld,suchasbuildings, roads, rivers. Their spatial extent can often be determined by their physical
boundaries. These types ofobjects are often considered in land-cover classification.
Many land-cover objects such as buildings, roads and water belong to this class.
Edge detection and regional growth methods are common tools for delineating this
class. These tools are often not sufficient for object extraction. For instance, many
edges and regions may be extracted even from the same roof, since it is difficult to
identify whether an edgeispart ofan objectortheboundaryoftheobject or whether
two regions belong to the same object or to different objects. Additional measures
suchassizeand shapecanbeintroduced bythe object-based approachfor extracting
objects ofthis class (as discussed in Chapter 6).

Objects with fuzzy boundaries or fuzzy indications of their spatial
extent (OFB)
OFB are representations ofphysical objects existinginthe real world,such as green
spaces in the planning context or vegetation (trees or lawns). It is often difficult to
extract the spatial extent with clear sharp boundaries. Forinstance, it is difficult to
determine where a dense wood ends and where grassland begins in an area where
tree density is changing gradually in a transition zone. These types ofobjects such
as green space are relevant in both land-cover and land-use classification and are
often used inenvironmental studies. Their spatial extent willhavetobe determined
based on a decision surface, accordingtofuzzy membership functions.
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Objects w i t h o u t p h y s i c a l b o u n d a r i e s , o r t h e i r e x i s t e n c e a n d spatial
e x t e n t a r e c o n c e p t u a l i s e d (Oc)
Oc are representations ofconceptualised entities, in the sense that their existence
has to be referenced based on the existence of a number ofkey features and their
spatial extent has tobe inferred based on the spatial distribution ofthese key features. Most objects in land-use classification are of this type, such as residential,
commercial, industrial areas. The existence and spatial extent is determined based
on decision surfaces. The decision surfaces might have to be generated based on a
number ofindicators, accordingtodefinitions such asbuildingdensityandfloor area
ratio.

3.2.7 Land-cover and land-use classes
Land-use classes are determined based on economic functions and can be reasoned
according to evidence ofthe ground activities associated with a place. Many classification systems have been developed for different purposes in different countries.
For instance, the land-based classification standard was developedbythe American
Planning Association (American Planning Association, 2001). The first and second
levels of land-use classes in the function dimension are presented in Appendix A,
Table A.3. The National Land Use Database (NLUD) Land Use Classification version 3.3 was proposed by the British authority (Harrison and Garland, 2001). Its
13 divisions and 51 classes are provided in Appendix A, Table A.4. The National
Standard for Urban Land Use Classification was presented by the Chinese authority (The Ministry of Construction P.R. China, 2001). Its first and second levels of
land-use classes can be found in AppendixA,Table A.5. The land-use classification
that we are talking about in our research concerns the need for investigating and
monitoring howurban land is actuallyused for various purposes in an urban space,
and provides planners and decision makers with quantitative measurements ofhow
urban land is used and changed in terms of physical space, time and different categories. The purpose is different from that ofland-use codes used in zoning, where
particular land-use codes are used to specify the preferences for certain uses of a
particular land parcel, although the same or similar land-use classification systems
are applied inboth cases. In general,these types ofclassification systems are based
mainly on the needs of planners and other related businesses, without much consideration as to whether remote sensing or visual aerial photo-interpretation can
yieldthe wanted data. This type ofclassification system istoodetailed (considering
boththe first and second levels),thus requiring additional information even if manual visual interpretation is applied. A general land-use classification system was
proposed in 1976consideringthe useofsatellite images (Anderson et al., 1976).Anderson et al. (1976)had manual interpretation in mind and the main data sources
available at that time werethe Landsat MSSdata with a spatial resolution of79m.
Tomake use ofhigh-resolution images(0.5m to4m)in an automated approach,
the above-mentioned classification systems need to be adapted and merged. Since
we are interested in land-use classification in urban areas, weconsider only urbanrelated land-use types. The proposed urban land-use classification system for the
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automatic classification experiments inthis research is presented inTableA.6.

3.3 Object-based analysis and modelling
Object-based modelling follows the line of the object-oriented (00) approach, due
consideration tothe spatial components inthis research. Since many issues regarding the OO approach have been discussed in existing literature (Booch, 1993), here
wewillmention onlysomekeyconcepts and provide some examples in applying the
0 0 approach in the urban planning and management domain.
Notions are taken from both UML and OMT-G.Although these tools were originally developed for modelling toward 0 0 programming in software development,
theyarealsoimportant toolsforobject-based analysisandmodelling,andthe results
canbeeasilyunderstood andimplemented byfollowingthesenotionsand diagrams.

3.3.1 Key elements of an object-based approach
From the object perspective, there are several key elements such as abstraction,
encapsulation, modularity, hierarchy. The following definitions are given by Booch
(1993).

Abstraction
An abstraction denotes the essential characteristics of an object that distinguish it
from other kinds ofobjects and thus provide crisply defined conceptual boundaries,
relative to the perspective of the viewer. For instance, land-cover classes are an
abstraction of physical features of both natural and man-made objects in reality.
Land-use classes are an abstraction of conceptualised features in terms of human
activities,which areusuallyindicatedbycertaintypesofphysicalfeatures inreality.
Encapsulation
Encapsulation is the process ofcompartmentalising the elements of an abstraction
that constitute its structure and behaviour; encapsulation serves to separate the
conceptual interface of an abstraction and its implementation. For instance, an indextopixelsthat are parts ofanimageobject areencapsulated inthe spatial embeddingofan image object. Thus other geometricproperties such as the centre ofmass,
size,shape and orientation canbederivedfrom thesepixelsand canbe encapsulated
as well.

Modularity
Modularity is the property ofa system that has been decomposed into a set ofcohesive and loosely coupled models. Image processing operations, which are applicable
to elementary objects (images or field data) willbe collected in an image processing
model, while additional operations applicable to image objects will be the components ofan image-object processing model.
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Hierarchy
Hierarchy is a ranking or ordering of abstractions. Pixel, land cover and land use
form a hierarchy in terms of spatial coverage: a land-cover object is a collection of
elementary objects (pixels)and a land-use objectisa collection ofland-cover objects.

3.3.2 Class
A class is a set of objects that share a common structure and behaviour. A single
object is simply an instance of a class. In a land-cover or land-use classification
system, each class is readily treated as a class by its definition as it is in the 0 0
domain. However,the definitions provide mainlythe indications ofthe chiefcharacteristics of classes. Their explicit attributes and behaviour are often not provided.
Class attributes and operations willhave tobe defined in the 0 0 modelling.

3.3.3 Relationships among classes
In an 0 0 perspective, several versions of relationships have been proposed for describingrelationships among classes (Worboys et al., 1990;Booch, 1993; Fowler and
Scott, 1999). The Worboys version used in this research includes generalisation,
specialisation, aggregation and association. The following definitions are proposed
byWorboyset al.(1990). Examples are given ofpotential applications to land-cover
and land-use classification.
Generalisation
Generalisation is the construction that enables groups ofsimilar types tobe considered as a single higher-order type. Land-use object types at the master planning
level canbegeneralised from land-use object types at the detailed planning level.
Specialisation
Specialisation is the construction that enables the modeller to define possible roles
for members ofa given type. Aresidential class maybe subdivided into sub-classes
according to the number offloorsofresidential buildings orbuilding density, etc. A
land-usetypeconsistsofanumber ofland-covertypes. Undercertain circumstances,
some land-cover types should not be included in this particular type. For instance,
whenafootpath, originallypart ofa residential area,hasbeenexpanded tobecomea
mainroad,it shouldbeincludedinthetransportation classinstead ofthe residential
class.
Aggregation
Aggregation isthe construction that enablestypestobe amalgamated into ahigherorder type,the attributes ofwhose objects are a combination ofthe attributes ofthe
constituent types. Mappingfrom land-covertypestoland-usetypescanbetreated as
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aggregation, sothat some attributes ofland-cover types become attributes of landuse types.
Association
Association orgrouping is the construction that enables a set ofobjects ofthe same
type to form an object of higher-level type. Hierarchically formed land-use classification systems readily provide associations between classes at different levels.
Spatially adjacent residential areas of different types can be merged into a single
residential area at a higher levelwhere onlythe major land-use classes are used.

3.3.4 Object-based modelling tools
U n i t e d Modelling L a n g u a g e (UML)
UMLis a standard tool for 0 0 modelling and 0 0 programming (Fowler and Scott,
1999;OMG,2001). There havebeen many publications overthe past decades in the
fields of 0 0 modelling and UML. For further information, a UML bibliography is
available online(UMLBib,2002).

Object Modelling Technique for Geographic Application (OMT-G)
OMT-G is an object-oriented data model for geographical applications, which was
initially based on the classic OMT class diagram notion, and later adapted to approach the concepts and notion ofUML. OMT-G offers primitives that provide the
means of modelling the geometry and topology of geographical data, making the
modellingofgeographical applications easier (Borges et al.,2001).
An e x t e n s i o n of OMT-G
Since many primitives ofgeographical objects are defined based on the vector data
modelinOMT-G,an extension isproposedtoincludegeographical objectswith primitivesbased ontheraster data modelinthisresearch. Geo-field orimage,objectfield
and imageobject are three types ofobjects denned based onthe raster data model.
Geo-field orimageiscalled an elementary object, whichisthe fundamental base
for object-based image analysis and object-based land-cover/use classification.
Object field is a field but with field values reflecting certain semantic meanings regarding certain features. Such field values are often used to represent fuzzy
membershipfunctions for semantic mapping from field data tospatial embeddingof
objects or desired features inthe thematic domain.
Image object is a conditional object in raster form, which is often derived from
theobjectfieldbyimage segmentation with certain thresholds. Graphicnotation for
the extended OMT-Gclasses is shown in Figure3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Graphic notation for geo-field (a), object field (b) and image object (c).

3.3.5 A syntax for object-based m o d e l l i n g i n t h e c o n t e x t
of u r b a n p l a n n i n g a n d m a n a g e m e n t
Objectandobject class
Weuse the bold italic font to represent a class and use an index for an object. For
instance,weuseBuilding todenotetheclassbuildingand useBuilding, to denote
a building object.
M e t h o d or o p e r a t i o n
We use the italic font to represent a method that is applicable to a class, which
is quoted in brackets. For instance, we use Topo[Objecti,Objectj] to denote the
methodoroperationtoobtainthetopologicalrelationshipbetweenobjecti and object3.
N o t i o n s for spatial relations
The sign = denotes a relationship in the spatial domain. The symbol Usdenotes the
union in the spatial domain or spatial partition.

3.4 Object classes inrasterfor land-cover and
land-use classification
3.4.1 Object c l a s s e s c o n c e r n i n g t h e i r g e o m e t r i c a n d
topological c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
Elementary object
As an elementary object, a pixel in a geo-field or image has a uniform size and an
adjacency relationship with surrounding pixels. It also inherits properties and operations of images or field data. Many image or raster processing operations are
applicable tothis class, such as filtering and convolution.
An elementary object willhave following attributes:
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• ID:X,Yor row,column
• Geometric properties: uniform size and shape (pixel)
• Thematic attributes: DNvalues ofimages and field data (e.g. multi-spectral,
elevation values ofDSM1and DSM2,etc.)
Remote sensingimage data normally take 8-bitor 11-bit (IKONOS)gray values
from 0to255or0to2047foreachspectralband. Laser scanning datausually record
height information in real values. Laser scanning data are usually represented in
regular grid or raster form and canbe processed likeimages. Variables in field data
canbeofany data type: binary, nominal, ordinal, interval or ratio.
Object field
An object-field generally has all the same properties and operations as an elementary object. It usually takes values from 0 to 1as a membership value. In a crisp
case, an integer 0or 1isthe attribute value for each pixel, while a real number between 0to 1willbethe attribute value in a fuzzy case.
Anobjectfieldwillhave the following attributes:
• ID:X,Yor row,column
• Geometric properties: uniform size and shape (pixel)
• Thematicattributes: membershipfunction values ofcorrespondingfeatures of
an object

Image object
Imageobjects willbedetermined based ona number ofconditions accordingto their
definition. The spatial embedding of image objects is similar to image regions, so
that geometric attributes include size, shape and orientation. Topological relations
are determined based on surrounding objects (or image regions) rather than on
neighbouring pixels. Both land-cover objects and land-use objects inherit attributes
and operations from image objects. Due to the conceptual nature, land-use objects
are at ahigher hierarchical leveland willbe determined based onland-cover objects
at a lower level. Anumber ofattributes and operations ofland-cover objects can be
inherited by the land-use objects through spatial aggregation, sothat the land-use
object willhave additional attributes, suchas structural attributes,which represent
the spatial distribution ofland-cover objects in the spatial embedding ofa land-use
object.
Animage object willhave the following attributes:
•
•
•
•

ID
Geometric properties: size,shape, orientation, etc.
Thematic attributes: land-cover orland-use class
Semantic attributes: typicality or membership function values to designated
classes
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Elementary

2

Figure 3.2: Components ofelementary class.

3.4.2 Object classes and their sub-classes at different
hierarchical levels
At the pixel level
Field data obtained by airborne or satellite-borne sensors provide multi-spectral
and/or height information, which is recorded data describing the earth's surface.
Imagesand fields arecomponentsora sub-class ofthe elementary class.
Multi-spectral imagery, LIDARdata (DSM1, DSM2) etc. are used as attributes
ofthe elementary class in this research.
The relationship between the elementary class and its components is presented
inFigure 3.2.

At the land-cover level
Buildings, roads, green spaces and water surfaces are the main land-cover subclassesthat canbe extracted from remote sensingimages. Theland-cover class can
be generalised from these sub-classes. The land-cover sub-classes are specialised
from the land-cover class. Their attributes and operations canbeinherited from the
land-cover class. The relationship between the land-cover class and the land-cover
sub-classes is presented in Figure 3.3.
Besides the attributes that are inherited from the image object, there are more
specific attributes that canbe extracted and added tothe individual land-cover subclass. Some examples are proposed:
Building: number offloors, etc.
Green space: average height, etc.
Water: water table,etc.
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Building

Green Space

Figure 3.3: The relationship between land-cover class and land-cover subclasses.
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Figure 3.4: The relationship between land-use class and land-use subclasses.
Road: road width, etc.

At t h e land-use l e v e l
Objects at the land-use level form the land-use class. Residential, commercial and
service,industrial andwarehouse,main roadandmain street (includingmain roads
and main streets inside the built-up areas), transportation (including main roads
that connect other cities, railway lines and stations as well as airports and harbours), public green space (large green spaces for protectional use, such as trees
and lawns planted along river banks and in areas between residential areas and
industrial areas, as well as large green spaces for leisure use), utility, others in urban areas and non-urban are some ofthe major land-use sub-classes (see detailed
descriptions and definitions in Appendix A).The land-use class can be generalised
from these sub-classes. The land-use sub-classes are specialised from the land-use
class. Their attributes and operations canbeinherited from the land-use class. The
relationshipbetween theland-use class andthe land-use sub-classes ispresented in
Figure 3.4.
Anobject classat a higher levelcanbeaggregated from a lowerlevel. The object
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Figure 3.5: Hierarchical aggregation of classes and their attributes.
fieldplays an important roleand actsas a mediator for aggregations or mappingbetween an elementary object and a land-cover object andbetween a land-cover object
and a land-use object. The aggregation hierarchy ofthe elementary, land-cover and
land-use classes isillustrated in Figure 3.5.

3.5 Methods needed for land-cover and landuse classification
Anumber of methods are needed to support land-cover and land-use classification
and must be attached to applicable objects and classes. The following are some key
methods as proposed in the conceptual modelling stage. They will play an important role in various aspects in this research, such as feature transformation, object
formation, structural analysis, classification.

3.5.1 Standard pixel-based methods
There are many standard image processing methods oroperations such as morphological operations, which can be found in the literature (van der Heijden, 1994;
Parker, 1997; Richards and Jia, 1999; Sonka et al., 1999; Tso and Mather, 2001)
and are ready tobe applied to images and field data. This type ofoperation can be
described usingthe following syntax:
Image o u t = Operaiion(Image ml ,...)
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Convolution
Convolution is a commonly used operation in image processing. There are several
possible notations toindicate the convolution of2Dimage to produce an output image. The most common are:
Image o u t = ConvolutionChuage^, Kernel) = Kernel®Image m
Morphological operations
Morphological operations are useful tools in image processing. Commonly used operations include dilation, erosion, closing and opening. Amore detailed description
ofmorphological operations canbefound in Parker (1997).
Dilation operation
Adilation ofsetAbyset Bis:
A0 B = {a+b,a€ A,b € B}
where A represents the image being operated on, and Bis a second set of pixels, a shape that operates on the pixels ofAto produce the result; set Bis called a
structuring element (SE), and its composition defines the nature ofspecific dilation.
Dilation canbeused toacquirethe surrounding pixelsofanimageobject(e.g. building), which are then used to obtain a feature (e.g. ground elevation of a building).
Dilation can be used to generate the solid core of a land-use object (a residential
area),based on clustered land-cover objects (buildings).
Erosion operation
Anerosion ofsetAbyset Bis:
A0 B = {z I (B)z C A}
Opening operation
The application ofan erosion immediately followed bya dilation usingthe same
structuring element is referred to as an opening operation. The name 'opening'is a
descriptive one, describing the observation that the operation tends to 'open' small
gapsor spacesbetween touched objects in an image(Parker, 1997). Theopeningoperation is an efficient toolfor the removal ofnoises (small clutters) and for splitting
touched image objects.
Closing operation
Aclosingis similar toan opening except that the dilation is performed first, followedbyan erosionusingthesame structuring element. Aclosingoperation is often
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used tofillsmall holes in an image object.
Thesemorphological operations canbe expressed as:
Image o u t = £>iZa£e(Imagem, SE)
Image o u t = £Vocte(Imagem, SE)
Ima

8 e o u t = Open(Image in , SE)

Image o u t = CTose(Imagem, SE)
Examples ofapplying these morphological operations to a test image are shown
in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Examples of morphological operations: original test image (a);
result of dilation (b); result of erosion (c); result of opening (d); result of
closing (e).

3.5.2 Transformation for multi-spectral images
Transformation is needed to acquire data that provide indications for desired features, suchasthenormalised difference vegetationindex(NDVI)andthe normalised
difference water index(NDWI).
N o r m a l i s e d difference v e g e t a t i o n i n d e x (NDVI)
TheNDVIcanbeobtainedbytransformation usingthe REDband andtheNIRband
ofmulti-spectral images.
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NIR+ RED
N o r m a l i s e d difference w a t e r i n d e x (NDWI)
The NDWI can be obtained bytransformation using the GREEN band and the NIR
band ofmulti-spectral images.
GREEN-Nm
GREEN+ NIR

3.5.3 Methods of sub-pixel analysis
Aproposed sub-pixel method isused for imageresampling from a coarser resolution
to a finer resolutionbythe spatial modellingofthe probabilitydensity surface orthe
surface made byfuzzy membership function values. Adetailed description will be
presented in Chapter 5.
Image su u = SubpixelCImage^, factor)

3.5.4 Methods of mapping from semantic domain to feature domain
F u z z y m e m b e r s h i p function, or m a p p i n g from s e m a n t i c domain t o
feature domain
Inmany cases,fuzzy membership functions havetobeextractedbysemantical modelling, since land-use classes are conceptualised in terms of human activities over
the earth's surface in relation to certain social-economic functions that are denned
in linguistic terms, and often nophysical boundaries can be found for many classes
in reality. Therefore methods are needed for constructing fuzzy membership functions orfor mappingfrom the semantic domain tothe feature domain.
Object-field = FuzzyMF(Field, [Parameter1,...])

3.5.5 Methods of obtaining image objects
F o r m a t i o n of objects
The formation of objects will be based on their membership function according to
their characteristics modelled bytheir definitions. Thethematic and geometriccomponents will have to be considered alternately while forming an object. Therefore
methods are required for alternately checking the thematic and geometric components for the formation ofobjects.
Ojj W = Smar2/(Object-fieldQ^, Threshold)
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L a b e l l i n g of objects
When image regions are formed, a method is needed to assign an object ID (label)
to each region, usingthe 4-connection criteria. These IDsare used as identifiers for
image objects.
Oid = Bwlobe^O^,

4)

R e a s o n i n g o n object size
Some features such as vertical walls for building extraction, are based onthe third
dimension,whichcanbebetter assessedbyreasoningverticallybasedonsizechanges
alongimage regionsobtainedbysegmentation appliedtolaser data.
_ Siza — Sizei+i
~
sizTt
i and i+1 denoteobjects obtained at elevation layeriand layer i+1 respectively.
Asizei

R e a s o n i n g o n object l o c a t i o n
Vertical walls for building extraction can also be assessed by reasoning based on
location changes (centres ofmass ofimage objects) alongimage regions obtained by
segmentation applied tolaser data vertically.
&LoCi = y/(xi+i

- Xi)2 + (yi+1

-

yt)2

i and i+1 denoteobjectsobtained at elevation layeriand layer i+1 respectively.
B u i l d i n g r e a s o n i n g b a s e d o n c h a n g e s i n object s i z e a n d l o c a t i o n
s
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Else,
i and i+1 denoteobjectsobtained at elevation layer iand layer i+1 respectively.

3.5.6 Methods of measuring feature similarity
The feature similarity relationship describes the degree of similarity between two
objects in geometric feature space, thematic feature space or others. Similarity is
measured in a scalable metric space based on certain features. Similarity plays
an important role in classification and clustering. In object-based classification or
clustering, similarity will have to be measured in feature space based on scalable
metric distances as membership functions to desired classes, and in the geometric
space based on Euclidean distances. Methods for similarity measurements in geometric space and feature space are required, as well as the integration of similarity
measurements from both spaces.
Similarity(Oi,O^) = Sim(Oi, Oj)
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3.5.7 Methods of identifying topological relationships
Topological relationship plays an important role in land-use reasoning. The adjacencyrelationship at pixellevelincludestwooptions,4-connectionand 8-connection,
between the central pixel and neighbouring pixels. The adjacency relationship at
the land-cover level will be determined by close neighbours between an object and
its surrounding objects. Closeneighbours can be derived bydeployingthe Delauney
triangulation to objects at the land-cover level. Other topological relations between
objects willbe needed at the land-use level. Therefore methods for extracting topological relationships are useful.
Topology(Oi,0,) = Topo(Oi,Oj)

3.5.8 Methods of extracting proximity relationships
Delaunay triangulation is applied to obtain proximity relationships between image
objects. The shortest distance is extracted bycomparing the lengths ofthe triangle
edges that link pixels representing different objects. The result is then used for
spatial clustering in order tofind spatial units for land-use objects.

3.5.9 Methods of clustering analysis
Fuzzy c-means is selected for finding clusters in the feature space and finding clusters inhistogram space.

3.5.10 Methods of spatial clustering
Tofind land-use spatial units, methods ofspatial clustering are needed. The spatial
clustering operation has to consider both spatial closeness and feature similarity in
ordertoobtainspatial clustersbased onland-cover objects. Suchaspatial clustering
operation canbe regarded as an operation for hierarchical spatial aggregation.

3.5.11 Methods of classification
Classification is often used in remote sensing and planning, while clusteringhas often appeared in computer sciences and data analysis, although both ofthem share
a corefunction ofgrouping or assigning objects into different categories or clusters.
Classification is often used when categories are defined such as land-cover or landuse classes. Classification can be applied when data and the required classes are
presented. Quite often training samples are needed for the construction of a classifier, either parametric or non-parametric. This is called supervised classification.
When training samples are not provided or are unknown, the classifier willhave to
use data to determine likely clusters. The actual meaning ofeach cluster will have
tobe determined bycheckingthe characteristics ofeach cluster before a class name
isassigned. Thisiscalledunsupervised classification. Clusteringisoften used when
clusters, or even the numbers ofclusters, areunknown. Toavoid confusion, we will
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usethe term 'classification' when the desired classesare denned, and the term'clustering*whenclustersareunknown oraretobeformed based onfeatures containedin
data. Both classification and clustering methods are required. Classification methods will be used in land-cover and land-use classification. Clustering methods will
beneeded in finding spatial units or the spatial extent ofland-use classes.

3.6 Summary
Anobject-based conceptual analysisforland-cover and land-useclassification ispresented. Concepts and tools for object-based modelling are briefly introduced with
respect to applications in urban planning and management. Classes, structures,
attributes and operations are proposed, which willbe further developed and implemented in the following chapters. The image-object data model and image-object
fundamentals are presented in Chapter 4. The logical design for implementation is
provided in Chapter 5.
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The image-object
fundamentals
4.1 Introduction
The choice of a conceptual model determines how information can later be derived
(Burrough and McDonnell, 1998). Currently, such a choicehas to be made between
the vector data model and the raster data model. Since remote sensing images and
fielddata are mainly represented in a regular grid space, image objects are naturallydefined based oncellswith a regular shape inadiscrete 2Dspacewhich shares
the simplicity ofthe raster model. To derive meaningful image objects and classify
them according to their physical properties, geometric forms and spatial relations,
an object-based data model is proposed in this research that uses an image object
as a container to check the semantic, thematic and geometric components ofageospatial feature. It wiUtake advantage ofboth the vector data model and the raster
data model. Tosupport hierarchical object-based image analysis and land-cover and
land-use classification, a formalism is necessary that can be regarded as an extension ofcurrent raster data models. Many concepts used in this formalism are then
takenfromthevectordata model,suchastopologicalrelationships(Egenhofer, 1989;
Egenhofer and Franzosa, 1991;Egenhofer and Herring, 1991; Molenaar, 1998). By
usingthe concept ofobject, the dispute between the vector model (which represents
objects in R2) and the raster model (which represents objects in Z2) can be eliminated toa certain degree. In this chapter, weintroduce a raster data model called a
hybrid-raster data model, developed to represent image objects. Weexpect that the
proposed object-based model with a raster-based representation will enable smooth
andconsistenttransformation from theobject-based conceptualmodeltothe hybridraster data model, as well as from the data modeltothe logical model (Array-table)
for implementation. Thenext section explains the hybrid-raster data model.
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Figure 4.1: Examples of simplices and a simplicial complex in the vector
model.

4.2 Elementary objects represented in a
raster
In the two-dimensional (2D) discrete space Z 2 , pixels are the elementary objects in
a raster model. There are three elementary objects in the hybrid-raster model: cell,
edge and node (Winter, 1995). In a vector data model, points can be considered as
O-simplices, straight line segments as 1-simplices and triangles as 2-simplices in a
2DspaceR2,asshowninFigure 4.1(Molenaar, 1998). Similarly cellscanbe treated
as 2-simplices, edges as 1-simplicesand nodes as O-simplicesin a 2Ddiscrete space
Z 2 , as shownin Figure 4.2.
Therepresentation ofobjectsinaraster canbestbedoneinacellraster. Because
the cells represent area segments, this geometry is most suitable for the representation ofarea objects. Rasters are less suitable for representing point objects or line
objects. It is possible to indicate in which cell a point object falls and with which
cellalineobject intersects,but thishas tobeapproximated with an accuracythat is
determined bythe resolution ofthe raster (Molenaar, 1998). Despiteitsweakness in
representing point objects or line objects - using high-resolution data can partially
compensate for this - the raster data model is still considered a model well suited
to land-cover and land-use classification based on multi-spectral images and laser
data. There are two reasons for this: both input data, such as images and grided
laser data, and output data, such as image objects as presentations of extracted
land-cover and land-useobjects,canbeprocessed based onthe same data model and
the extension to the hybrid-raster data model based on the cellular decomposition
(Kovalevski, 1989;Winter, 1995;Winter and Frank, 1999,2000).
The coordinate system is denned by row (i) and column (j). According to tradition, in image processing, rows are counted in from top to bottom and columns are
counted from left to right. For graphic presentation or the simultaneous display of
raster andvector,atransformation canbeappliedbynippingtheimageupside down
and shifting the original point toan appropriate location ifnecessary.
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Figure 4.2: Examples of simplices and a simplicial complex in the raster
model.
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Figure 4.3: A fundamental image
object defined in the hybrid-raster
data model (cell or pixel: interior;
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Figure 4.4: A general form image
object defined in the hybrid-raster
data model (blue: interior; red:
boundaries).

4.2.1 The hybrid-raster data model
The hybrid-raster data model is applied in this research to represent objects in a
raster-based model for the convenience of direct use of multi-spectral images and
rasterised laser data, as well as to enable explicit representation ofthe topological
relationshipsbetweentwoobjectsinaraster model. Inthehybrid-raster data model,
a pixel is equivalent to a cell and a cell is an open set. So a pixel or a cell can be
treated as the interior of a closed set (a fundamental image object) bounded by its
four edges and four nodes,as shown in Figure 4.3. Amore general form ofan image
object, which consists of several pixels and may have a hole inside, can be found in
Figure 4.4. Obviously an image object is a simplicial complex in the hybrid-raster
data model.
Toensure a partition in a raster as a bounded 2D discrete space, we make the
following definitions. ACellis an open setbounded byitsfour edges and four nodes.
An Edge is an open set bounded by two cells and two nodes. A Node is an open
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set bounded by four cells and four edges. Therefore the bounded universe U of an
image in a 2D discrete space 1? is the collection of a cell set, an edge set and a node
set, and a n image object is a subset of U (Winter, 1995; Egenhofer and Franzosa,
1991; Kainz et al., 1993; Molenaar, 1998; Winter and Frank, 1999). Consequently,
topological relationships between two image objects can be identified explicitly.
U = {Cell, Edge, Node}
Cell = {celk | celh e U}
Edge = {edgei | edge, e U}
Node = {nodei \nodei € U}

4.2.2 Image objects
The geometry of an instance of an image object is represented in a raster by a contiguous region consisting of one or more adjacent cells, as well as edges and nodes
lying between these cells.
An image object (O or Oi) can be defined as:
O= {(x,/(x))|xeU2,/(x)e{0,l}}
where x is a location vector (a list of pixel locations or location index) and / is
a function t h a t defines whether the object is present (1) or absent (0) at a given
location for crisp objects. In the case of fuzzy spatial objects, / is determined based
on a degree of presence, with a membership value ju(x) taken from a continuous
range between 0 and 1. Its geometry, such as spatial extent, size, shape, orientation,
is taken based on a defined threshold, say 0.5, to transform an object field (fuzzy
image object) into a crisp image object.
, . _ f 1, /x(x) > Threshold, /x(x) € [0,1]
\ 0, /i(x) < Threshold, |*(x) € [0,1]
In practice, if a celUj is part of an image object Ok, this will be represented by
(Molenaar, 1998):
Port 2 2[cellitj, Ok] = 1
or we can simply use following expression:
k

i

to indicate t h a t pixel ptj is part of an image object Ok-
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If an image segment Si or an image region is part of an image object O, this will
be represented by:
Part22[Si, O]= 1
An image segment Si is an instance ofa potential image object in a binary image
derived according to certain attributes of this image segment, which are associated
with the definition of the object type. A number of segments may be suitable for
presenting an object. In practice, there may be more t h a n one segment t h a t can
potentially belong to one object class. They have to be reasoned based on their properties and within a certain application context. For instance, segments have to meet
two conditions to qualify as trees: they are 1 or 2 m higher t h a n the surrounding
area and obtain higher NDVI values. Only if their size is larger t h a n a defined
threshold, can they be further identified as forest.
In the object-based model, a n image or a field can be regarded as a partition in a
raster in a bounded 2D discrete space U. Considering the implementation in a raster
model, an image object (Ok) can be defined as:
Ok ~ {pi,j | Vp 6 Ok = 4 — connection, p,,j € Ok, O t € U }
where pt,j is a pixel with location index: ith row and j t h column; Ok is an image
object; U is the universe of a given image; Ok = 4 - connection denotes adjacent
connection between pixels by at least one edge. Pixels connected only by node(s) in
the 8-connection case are not considered as elements ofthe same object.
In the hybrid-raster data model, a n image or a field can be regarded as a partition by the three subsets Cell (pixel), Edge and Node in a raster in a bounded 2D
discrete space U. Considering the implementation of the hybrid-raster model for
identifying topological relationships between objects, an image-object (Ok) can be
defined as:
Ok = {Cellk, Edgek, Nodek}
This implies:
Cellk = {celhj | celh,j € Ok}
Edgek = {edgeitj | edga,, € Ok}
Nodek = {nodeij |nodetj £ Ok}
Cellk UsEdgek Us Nodek = Ok, Ok € U}
where celk,j, edgeij and nodeij are a pixel, an edge and a node, respectively,
with location index: ith row andj t h column; Cellk, Edgek and Nodek are a collection
ofcells, edges and nodes, respectively, in Ok', Ok is an image object; Uis the universe
of an given image; Cellk Us Edgek U s Nodek = Ok denotes t h a t Cellk, Edgek, Nodek
are the spatial partition ofOk (spatially connected).
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4.3 Fundamental components of an image
object
For reasoning topological relations between two image objects, it is necessary to explicitly define t h e interior (O 0 ), boundary (dO) and exterior (0~) as fundamental
components of a n image object. Since each object consists of cells, edges and nodes
in the hybrid-raster data model, these elementary components will have to be determined explicitly as to the fundamental object component they belong to: interior,
boundary or exterior. In the hybrid-raster data model, an image object (O) can be
defined by cells, edges and nodes. For a region (image object) in a binary image,
the interior (O 0 ), boundary (dO) and exterior (O") of an image object can be defined
based on configurations of surrounding pixels (p)in a 2D binary image.

4.3.1 The interior of an image object
The interior of a n image object (0°) consists of inside cells (°Cell), inside edges
("Edge) and inside nodes(°Node).
O" = {"Cell, "Edge,

°Node}

All pixels with value 1:
"Cell = {cellij |piyj = 1}
All horizontal edges for which the upper and lower pixels have the value 1:
"Edge = {edgeij-i+i,j |Pi,j = 1and pi+ij = 1}
All vertical edges for which the left and right pixels have the value 1:
"Edge —{edge^j-^j+i |pij = 1and Pij+i = 1}
All nodes for which the four surrounding pixels all have the value 1 a t the same
time:
i+1 3+T-

"Node = {nodeitj \ >_, / J Pi,j = 4}
i

3

4.3.2 The boundary of an image object
The boundary ofa n image object (dO) consists ofboundary edges (9Edge) and boundary nodes (aNode).
dO = {aEdge,

a

Node)

All edges for which the pixel has the value 1 on one side and 0 on the other side.
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Horizontal edges:
Edge = {edgeij-i+i,j \ pij = 1and Pi+i,j = 0 or pij = 0 and pi+ij = 1}
Vertical edges:
Edge = {edgei^-^j+i |pij = 1and Pi,j+i = 0or p;,j = 0 and pij+i = 1}
All nodes for which one or two or three pixels out ofthe four surrounding pixels
have the value 1 and other pixels have the value 0. Nodes with four surrounding
pixels all having the value 1 or all having the value 0 wiU not be considered as
boundary nodes.
i + l j+l
9

Node = {nodeij | > J 5 j Pi,j = 1or 2 or 3}
i

3

4.3.3 The exterior of an image object
The exterior of an image object (CO consists of outside cells ('Cell), outside edges
('Edge) a n d outside nodes ('Node).
O' = {'Cell, 'Edge,

'Node}

For all pixels with the value 0:
'Cell = {celkj |pi = 0}
For all horizontal edges with upper and lower pixels that have value the 0 at the
same time:
'Edge = {edgei^;i+1,j

\ ptj = 0 and p i + i,j = 0}

For all vertical edges with left and right pixels t h a t have value the 0 at the same
time:
'Edge = {edgei,j-itj+i \ pitj = 0 and pi,j + i = 0}
For all nodes with four surrounding pixels t h a t all have value the 0 at the same
time:
i + l j+l

'Node = {nodeij \ V J / J Pi,j = 0}
i

i

Based on the above definition, the topological relations hold by excluding the left
edge and the top edge of an image, which makes it more efficient in implementation
by using t h e schema proposed below.
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4.3.4 A schema for implementation
Forthe extraction ofexplicittopological relationsbetweentwoimageobjects derived
from different sources and the efficient implementation ofthe hybrid-raster model,
an index schema proposed byWinter et al. (Winter, 1995;Winter and Frank, 1999)
canbe applied here for eachcell,edgeand node. celh,j represents a cellin irow and
j column; nodei,j represents the node in the lower-right corner (node surrounding
by cellij, cellij+i, celh+itj and celli+i^+i) of celli,j. edgeij-ij+i indicates the vertical edge between celkj and celh,j+i and edgei,j-,i+i,j indicates the horizonal edge
between celk,j and celk+ij. The derived cells, edges, and nodes of an image object are illustrated in Figure 4.7. Compared with the standard raster model, the
hybrid-raster data model and the index method provide powerful tools for exploringadditional topological relationsbetween twoimageobjects inraster data orfield
data.
Atube structure
For efficient computation, we make the following proposal. Instead of checking
neighbouring pixels using index i and i+1orj andj+1in a loopeach time, it seems
more efficient to create a four-layer tube in the third dimension ofa 2D image, i.e.
T(l:m, l:n, 1:4)for I(l:m, l:n). The first layer T(l:m, l:n, 1)isusedtostoreall pixels
in the current image (T(l:m, l:n, l)=I(l:m, l:n)). The second layer T(l:m, l:n, 2) is
fora shift imagewithonepixelupward(T(l:m, l:n, 2)=I(2:m+l,l:n)). Thethird layer
T(:, :, 3) is for a shift image with one pixel to the left (T(l:m, l:n, 3)=I(l:m,2:n+l)).
The fourth layer T(:, :, 4) is for a shift image with one pixel upward and with one
pixel to the left (T(l:m, l:n, 4)=I(2:m+l,2:n+l)). Having created such a tube means
that pixel p(i,j) in T(i, j , 1)has its lower pixel p(i+l, j) in T(i, j , 2), its right pixel
p(i,j+1) in T(i, j , 3), and its lower-right pixel p(i+l,j+1) in T(i, j , 4). (Agraphic illustration ofsuch a tube structure isgiven in Figure 4.5.) Bycreatingthe tube, the
loopoperation for finding neighbouring pixels is avoided, which makes it computationally more efficient at the cost ofusing extra memory space. This tube structure
will be generated temporarily for extracting the fundamental components of image
objects (Cells, Edges and Nodes).
The same arrangement can be used for another tube to store cells, edges and
nodes in the hybrid-raster model. The first layer of the tube H(l:m, l:n, 1)is used
for cells. The second layer H(l:m, l:n, 2) is for horizontal edges (H-edges) on the
lower side. The third layer H(l:m, l:n, 3)is for vertical edges (V-edges)onthe right
side. Thefourth layer H(l:m, l:n, 4)isfornodesatthelower-rightcorners. This tube
establishes a primary data structure for representing image objects for the hybridraster model. Anexample is shown in Figure 4.6.
Anencoding schema
The following encoding schema is proposed for recording the different types of
cells,edgesand nodesofan imageobject derivedfrom imagesinthe implementation
ofthehybrid-raster model. Based onthisinformation, topologicalrelations between
twoimage objects are extracted explicitly.
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An image-object
in 2D image

Layer4:cell(i+l,j+l)

Layer3:cell(i,j+l)

Layer2:cell(i+l,j)

Layer 1:cell(ij)

Figure 4.5: A tube structure for representing pixels a n d their neighbouring
pixels.

Cell

-{;

inside cells
outside cells

2, inside edges
Edge = ^ 1, boundary edges
0, outside edges

2, inside nodes
Node = ^ 1, boundary nodes
0, outside nodes

4.3.5 Implementation
Working on the definitions and schema described in the previous sections, we are
now ready to derive, store and present all necessary information to implement the
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I IIIH"T"fTl I

Animage-object
in 2Dimage

Layer4: nodes

Layer 3:V-edges

Layer 2: H-edges

Layer 1:cells
Code: ^7- 0

**r 1 ^ - 2

Figure 4.6:Atube structure for recording extracted cells,edges and nodes.
hybrid-raster data model based on a binary image. Examples of a derived image
object without holes and an image object with holes are illustrated in A and B of
Figure 4.7. Two special cases can be presented as the full region U and the empty
region 0, which can bedenned as
Ok = {U}
and
Ok = {0}
as shown in Figure 4.8 Aand Brespectively. The current implementation is made
in Matlab.

4.4 Identification of topological relationships
between image objects
With the definitions and the implementation concept described in the previous sections, weare able todetermine the topological relationships between twoimageobjects,based onthe 9-intersection matrix (Egenhofer, 1989;Egenhofer and Franzosa,
1991;Egenhofer and Herring, 1991;Egenhofer, 1993;Egenhofer and Sharma, 1993;
Molenaar, 1998).
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Figure 4.7: The derived cells, edges and nodes of an image object based on
a binary image (A: a simple region; B: a region with holes). Light pixels
represent the inside cells, dark pixels represent the outside cells; magenta
lines represent inside edges, cyan lines represent boundary edges, yellow
lines represent outside edges; green dots represent inside nodes, red dots
represent boundary nodes, blue dots represent outside nodes of an image
object.
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Figure 4.8: The derived faces, edges and nodes based on a region (A: full
region; B:empty region).
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R(A,B) =

A° n B°
dAP\ B°
A-f]B°

A° C\dB
dAftdB
A' f]dB

A" n#"
dAf]B
A-f]B-

The derived topological relations between two objects are consistent regardless
of whether the objects have holes or not, because holes in an image region are regarded as the exterior of an object, as shown in Figure 4.7 B.Toexamine whether
the proposed schema works well for identifying the topological relationships oftwo
image objects, denned based on the hybrid-raster data model, we create a number
of different cases and check whether the right topological relationship is identified
in each case. In the following, the values in the 9-intersection matrix are presented
for each type oftopological relationship in order to check if the results obtained by
usingthe given image objects match the corresponding values.

4.4.1 Disjoint
Twoobjects are disjoint if
0 0 1
RDisjoint{A,B) = | 0 0 1
1 1 1
An example of 'disjoint' objects is shown in Figure 4.9, where two objects are
spatially separate. Another example of'disjoint' objects is shown in Figure 4.10,
where object Ais inside a hole ofobject Bbut remains 'disjoint'. In both cases, the
same values in the 9-intersection matrix are obtained, which indicate the 'disjoint'
topological relationship.

4.4.2 Equal
Twoobjects are equal if
1 0 0
REquai(A,B) = I 0 1 0
0 0 1
Two examples of'equal' objects are shown in Figures 4.11 (simple objects) and
4.12(objects withholes). In bothcases,the same valuesin the 9-intersection matrix
are obtained, which indicate the 'equal'topological relationship.

4.4.3 Contain
Object Acontains object Bif
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B

Figure 4.9:A'disjoint' B(Aand B
are spatially separate).

B

Figure 4.11: A'equals' B (without
a hole).

B

Figure 4.10: A'disjoint' B (Ain a
holeofB).

B

Figure 4.12: A 'equals' B (with a
hole).
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Figure 4.13: A'contains'B.

Rco

Figure 4.14:A'contained by B.

x(A,B)

/ 1 1 1\
0 0 1
V0 0 1 /

An example o f contain' objects isshown in Figure 4.13. Inthis case, thesame
values inthe9-intersection matrix areobtained, which indicate the'contain' topological relationship.

4.4.4 Contained b y
Object Aiscontained byobject Bif

RcontainedBy{A,

B) —

An example of'contained by objects isshown in Figure 4.14. Inthis case,the
same values inthe9-intersection matrix areobtained, which indicate the 'contain
by1topological relationship.
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4.4.5 Meet
Twoobjects aremeet if

RMeet(A,B)

=

There are twosituations that canbe equallytreated as 'meet': the connection is
either bytouched boundary edge(s) or bytouched boundary node(s). An example of
two objects 'meet' by a touched boundary edge is shown in Figure 4.15. An example oftwo objects that 'meet' by a touched boundary node is shown in Figure 4.16.
Figure 4.17 shows two objects that 'meet' from inside by a touched boundary edge.
Figure 4.18 shows two objects that 'meet' from inside by a touched boundary node.
Inthese four cases,the samevaluesinthe 9-intersection matrix areobtained, which
indicate the 'meet'topological relationship.

4.4.6 Cover
Object Acoversobject Bif

Rcover(A, B) =

/ i l l
0 1 1

\ o o i
There are two situations that can be equally treated as 'cover': the connection
is either by boundary edge(s) or by boundary node(s). An example where object A
coversobject B,witha connection byboundary edge(s),is shownin Figure 4.19. Figure 4.20showsobjectAcoveringobject B,withaconnection byboundarynode(s). In
bothcases,thesamevaluesinthe9-intersection matrix areobtained, which indicate
the 'cover'topological relationship.

4.4.7 Covered by
Object Aiscoveredbyobject Bif

RcoveredBy(A, B) —

There are twosituations that canbe equallytreated as 'covered by*:the connection is by boundary edge(s) or by boundary node(s). Figure 4.21 shows that object
A is covered by object B and connected by a boundary edge(s). Figure 4.22 shows
objectAcoveredbyobject Band connected byaboundarynode(s). Inboth cases, the
same values in the 9-intersection matrix are obtained, which indicate the 'covered
bj^ topological relationship.
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B

Figure 4.15:A'meets'Bbyedge.

B

Figure 4.17: A 'meets' B by edge
from inside.
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B

Figure 4.16:A'meets'Bbynode.

B

Figure 4.18: A 'meets' B by node
from inside.
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Figure 4.19:A'covers'Bwith connection ofboundary edge.

Figure 4.20:A'covers'Bwith connection ofboundary node.

Figure 4.21: A'covered by'B with
connection ofboundary edge.

Figure 4.22: A'covered by'Bwith
connection ofboundary node.
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Figure 4.23: A 'overlaps' B with
boundary nodes.

Figure 4.24: A 'overlaps' B with
boundary edges and nodes.

4.4.8 Overlap
Twoobjects are overlappingif
ftOverlap\Ay

t>)

There are two situations that can be equally treated as 'overlap': (a) overlapping cell(s) and boundary node(s), or (b) overlapping cell(s), boundary edge(s) and
boundary node(s). An example of overlapping objects with overlapping cell(s) and
boundary node(s) is shown in Figure 4.23. An example ofoverlapping objects with
overlapping cell(s),boundary edge(s)and boundary node(s)isshown inFigure 4.24.
In both cases, the same values in the 9-intersection matrix are obtained, which indicate the 'overlay"topological relationship.

4.5 Geometric properties of an image object
The geometry ofa planar region comprises the following aspects: size,position, orientation and shape. Many of these aspects are covered by a family of parameters
called moments. In probability theory, moments are used to characterise probability density functions, e.g. expectation (first-order moment), variance, covariance
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(second-order central moments) (van der Heijden, 1994). In our 2Dimage case, we
use the same definitions but replace the density function with a binary function,
k _ J i. pi, e o
P i

' j - ^

Jk

o, piao

n

in a 2Dimage I(1:M,1:N).The moments oforderp +qofa region represented by
the bitmappitj are:

i = l ji=l

Pi,j€Ok

Size of a n i m a g e object
The sizeofan imageobject isthetotal number ofpixelsthat belongingtothis image
object (Mo,o)in units ofpixel area (A2).

Size(Ok) = M0,o= £

(4>1)

tii

Locationofanimage object
The first-order moments Mi,o and Mo,i are related tothe balance point (x, y)of the
region. Thelocationofan imageobjectcanberepresented bythebalancepoint (x,y).
x = Mi,o/Mo,0 and y = M0,i/M0,o

(4.2)

This point (x,y) is also called the centreofgravity, or centroid (centre of mass),
and can be used to determine the position or location ofthe region given in units of
pixelperiod(A).
Location(0) =(x, y)

(4.3)

In order tomake the description independent ofposition,moments canbe calculated with respect to the centroid. Theresults are the so-calledcentral moments:

M™ =£ I > - 3 0 p ( i - i ' ) , P i „ - = £ (i-xfu-y)"
»=1 J = l

(4.4)

Pi,j£Ok
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If the ordinary moments are known, it is less expensive to derive the central moments from the ordinary moments t h a n to evaluate expression (4.4)directly (van der
Heijden, 1994).
For instance:
Mo,o= M0,o
A*o,i = pi.o = 0
A«o,2= A*2,o— xMi,o
A*i,i = Mi,i - xM0,i

The second-order central moments exhibit a number of properties t h a t are comparable to the covariance matrices in probability theory a n d t h e moments of inertia
associated with rotating bodies in mechanics. The principal axes of a region are
spanned by the eigenvectors of t h e matrix (van der Heijden, 1994):

M2,0

/*1,1

Ml,l

^0,2

The principal moments are t h e corresponding eigenvectors.
Amo:c = -{(J-2,0 + ^0,2) + 9V^2,0 + A*0,2_ 2 M0,2M2,0+ 4/U?,!
Amin = ^(^2,0 + ^0,2) - ^y A«i,0+ Mo,2_ 2 M0,2^2,0 + 4 /if^

The direction of the largest principal moment is:

e=

tan-1JXna'-flafi)
Mi,i

Orientation
The direction of the largest principal moment (0) is often used to specify the orientation of a region. When orientation (6) is used as a feature for comparison, we
have to keep in mind t h a t a disk-like region (A m a i/A m i„ « 1) does not make sense
for quantitative comparison based on 9. Therefore the ratio (A m 0 x/A m in) should be
consulted before making orientation matching between objects. However, the ratio
can be used as a n uncertainty measurement for matching.
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Shape of an image object
Exact geometric shape descriptions of an image object are difficult to derive because
ofthe existence ofvague boundaries and uncertainty in an image in many cases. On
the other hand, it is not necessary to use exact descriptions since it will be difficult
to make a robust comparison between objects according to exact shape matching
anyway. However, many shape descriptors can be derived based on the statistics of
the spatial distribution of the pixels t h a t form an image object. These descriptors
are considered robust for matching similar shapes and can be used as indicators for
similarity comparison of object shape. Below we describe a number of such indicators that can be directly derived from image regions. Many of them are provided by
the Image Processing Toolbox, Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., 2001).
• Length ofthe major axis and the minor axis
The principal moments Xmax and Xmin can be used to represent the lengths
(in pixels) ofthe major axis and the minor axis ofthe ellipse t h a t has the same
second moments as the region.
• Eccentricity
The eccentricity of a region can be defined as the ratio between the square
roots ofthe two principal moments:

max

Eccentricity =

• Convex area
The number of pixels in the convex hull, the smallest convex polygon t h a t can
contain the region.
• Solidity
The proportion of the pixels in the convex hull that are also in the region.
Computed as:

Solidity =

Area

Convex area

EquivDiameter
The diameter of a circle with the same area as the region. Computed as:

EquivDiameter =
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• Hole size
Holesizecanbecomputed as:

Holesize= Filled area — Area

• Hole ratio
Holeratio canbecomputed as:
TT ,

.
Filled area — Area
Holeratio =
;
Area

4.6 Thematic attributes of an image object
The thematic attributes ofan image object can be derived directlyfrom images and
other field data, usually by taking the average value of all pixels belonging to this
image object.
Forinstance, multi-spectral values ofan image object:
E M , E N , Pa- Band 1
Band l ( O 0 = ^ ^ T f f i
. PU €Ok
Z^i=i 2^7=1P»>j

Band 2(Ofc) = ^

T= M,YN

,pnBand

* M % "
Z-,i=i2^j=iP»,j

2

, Pij € Ok

The same principle can beapplied with other data, such as:
E*-i E i - i Pi,i•DSM 1

2vi=l 2^j=\ Pi,3
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4.7 Semantic component of an image object
The semantic component of an image object includes features used to extract image objects, methods and parameters applied for obtaining these objects, as well as
quality and uncertainty assessment figures.
This type of information is very important to users, in that it allows users to
decide whether extracted image objects meet their requirements, and what kinds
ofchanges maybe needed in order to acquire image objects that meet their specific
needs and satisfy quality aspects.
If this type of information is made transparent to users, problems that arise
whenusersfrom different disciplinesinterpret the samescenedifferently can largely
be avoided. Users are allowed to choose different models or modify related parameters in order to obtain the image objects they desire. Since the whole system is
intended tobe semi-automatic, any user can specify his/her requirements bychoosing the desired features and models, as well as parameters, to produce the desired
results based on one fundamental data set. Such a set-up provides the possibility
for different userstosharethe relativelyhighcostsofacquiringhigh-resolution data
and toproducethe data they expect.

4.8 Summary
Amodel for image objects is proposed in this chapter. The hybrid-raster data model
based on a regular cellular decomposition of 2D space is applied in the research as
an extension ofthe simple raster data model in order to derive explicit topological
relationsbetweentwoimageobjects. Thisdata modelhasbeenimplemented in Matlab, thus enabling the extraction oftopological relationships between image objects
derived from image and laser data. The topological relations provide useful information for reasoninginurban land-use classification. It isimpossible toderive such
information by per-pixel approaches. The presented considerations and implementation schemes focus ontopological relationships between image regions. The relationships between image regions are sufficient for the current research since both
land cover and land use are represented asimage regions. Topological relationships
for linear features and pointfeatures are not included in this research. This chapter
has also introduced measures for the geometric properties and attributes of an image object. These per-object properties provide useful information, which can only
be derived bythe object-based approach. Object-based measures are considered robust tonoise and other high-frequency signals existing in high-resolution data, and
hence can reducecomplexityin classification compared with per-pixel approaches.
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Chapter 5

Logical design for
object-based land-cover
and land-use
classification*
5.1 Introduction
Urban land-cover classification and land-use classification are processes of partitioningurban spaceinto discrete spatial unitsthat hold certain physical features or
certain functions. Man-made features are easilyconceivedofas determinate objects
because they have discernible boundaries. The physical evidence of the building
materials used and the simple constructs, as compared with natural features such
as trees, imply very little fuzziness in determining the boundaries of man-made
features. Natural features share with man-made features the property of an easily denned physical interior at the abstraction level ofreality we are interested in.
The boundary ofa natural river, however, gives far more rise to fuzziness than the
boundary of a paved road. Ifthe boundary ofa feature is indiscernible or, although
discernible, is not the boundary ofinterest (e.g.the boundary ofleaves,branches,or
trunk ofa tree),wemayrefer tosuch a feature as an indeterminate object. In landcoverclassification we attempt todelineate determinate and indeterminate objects,
such as buildings, water surfaces, green space. They have in common the fact that
they are physical features ofurban space, a fact we fairly successfully make useof
in semi-automaticallyproducingland-cover maps from remote sensing data.
Land-use classification, however, aims at delineating regions that have a func*This chapter isbased onthe following papers: Zhan et al. (2002d),Zhan et al.(2002b),
Zhanetal.(2002c),Zhanetal.(2002a)andZhanetal.(underpeerreview(1)).
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tional meaning. The boundary of a residential area is indiscernible. The object
'residential area'isindeterminate onsolelyphysical evidence asprovidedby remote
sensing data. Only if we can relate land-use classes to physical appearance - containing certain types of features in certain constellations - can we have a chance
ofdelineating such indeterminate objects from remote sensing data. 'Delineate' impliesthe determination oftheboundarieswithaquantifiable degreeofcertainty. We
aim at determiningthe boundaries ofland-use classesbased onprobability surfaces
derived from identified feature constellations. The indicant features and their spatial distribution willbe reasoned on and extracted, based on high-resolution multispectral and laser data. The probability surfaces ofland-use objects must be modelled based on available data and their thematic associations with their definitions
concerning the certain functions they fulfil. The intersection ofthe probability surfaces of neighbouring objects will need to be modelled and extracted as the boundary of objects. Therefore, we have to collect detailed information about land-cover
features and their properties before we can classify land-use. Weexpect the combination ofhigh-resolution multi-spectral image and laser data tobe able to provide
such detailed information and allowustoinfer bothland cover and land use.
In Chapter 2 we have shown that we cannot expect pixel-based classification
approaches to yield land-use identification. In Chapter 3we have presented a conceptual framework for object-based imageanalysis. In Chapter 4wehave presented
the concept of the image object and its representation based on the hybrid-raster
data model. We shall now elaborate on the logical design of how to extract image
objects and how to accomplish land-cover and land-use classification in urban areas. We shall lay down the methods of dealing with image objects. The mapping
from field space to object space is done in three steps: feature extraction toward
land-cover classification; finding spatial units for land-use classes based on landcover features; land-use identification for each spatial unit. The overall scheme is
described inFigures 1.2 and 2.25. Anumber ofissues willbediscussedinthe following sections ofthis chapter, such as the spatial representation ofimage objects, the
hierarchy of image objects, image object extraction at the land-cover level, finding
spatial units for land-use types, extracting image-object properties at the land-use
level, and classifying land-use objects.

5.2 Spatial representations of image objects
5.2.1 H o m o g e n e i t y a n d semantic d e s c r i p t i o n of i m a g e
regions
Homogeneity
Image objects are represented byimageregions. Image regions areusually obtained
bysegmentation. Most ofthe existing segmentation algorithms developed in image
processing,computer vision and other related communities are based onhomogeneity measures and certain constraints based on digital numbers (DN) in an image.
They are based on the assumption that no a priori knowledge is available about
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objects in the scene (Ballard and Brown, 1982;Beaulieu and Goldberg, 1989). Segmented regions should be uniform and homogenous with respect to some characteristic such as gray tone or texture. Region interiors should be simple and without
many holes. Adjacent regions of segmentation should have significantly different
values with respect to their homogeneity characteristics. Boundaries of each segment should be simple, not ragged, and must be spatially accurate (Haralick and
Shapiro, 1985). Image segmentation often constitutes the low-levelprocessing stage
ofan image analysis system, while the high-level stage is then devoted tothe interpretation ofthese regions (Ballard and Brown, 1982;Beaulieu and Goldberg, 1989).
In the past most researchers concentrated on the stage of low-level processing of
images. The 'region-growing' technique, the 'split-merge' approach, as well as the
adaptive threshold or optimisation approach, have been applied in many areas of
image segmentation and analysis. Manygoodapplications canbeen found in literature. But the fact is that onehomogeneity measure that may work wellfor certain
features may not be good for other features. A more comprehensive homogeneity
measure may be able to cope with some more features, but it may increase vaguenessinwhat shouldbe included inthe segments. Againit cannot alwaysbe suitable
for allfeatures. Onthe other hand, filtering and kernel-based approaches are sensitivetothe sizeofthewindow. Therefore inthisresearchweproposetoinitiate image
segmentation at the high-level stage, based on meaningful features, and apply the
low-level image analysis techniques at a later stage torefine these regions.

Semantic description of image regions
The DNs of an image are recorded according to the electromagnetic reflection or
emission from locations on the earth. Despite bias or errors made during data collection, due to atmospheric impacts, limited accuracy of equipment involved etc.,
these DNs often have meaningful associations with the physical environment. For
instance,intheinfrared band, theDNvaluesare associated withthe amount ofvegetation and its growth status. Therefore, knowledge ofphysical features can play a
veryimportant roleinimagesegmentation. Suchknowledgecanbederivedbasedon
the semantic description of desired features and by the quantitative measurement
ofthe desired features and corresponding DNvaluesbased onsamples, aswedidby
using the MLC.Knowledge ofboth definitions and their associations with features
that can be extracted from various remote sensing data is used in this research for
designing an image segmentation schema and for image region refinement by usingfuzzy membership functions torepresent such associations. The basic idea is to
identify ranges ofDN values that can be associated with certain land-cover classes.
Forinstance,vegetation pixelshavehigher NDVI(normalised difference vegetation
index) values, while most built-up and water pixels have lower NDVI values. A
number oftechniques can be applied toidentify membership functions between DN
valuesand classes,such as fuzzy logic,probabilitytheory,rule-based reasoning. The
fuzzy membership functions obtained by semantic analysis can be implemented at
thepixellevel,aswellastheland-coverlevelandtheland-use level,when we regard
eachimage object as a unit like a pixel.
Somesemanticdescriptions are,however,directlyrelatedtoimage regionsor the
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geometric properties of image regions. For instance, one characteristic of a region
belonging to the building class is that buildings should have vertical walls. This is
a characteristic that refers to the geometric properties of an object. In this case,
we need to look at LIDAR data for solutions. Wemay find a solution to extracting
this 3D feature based on LIDAR data (2D data containing height information). It
can be measured by comparing the sizes of image regions that are obtained by a
'vertical segmentation' ofthe DSM.The size differences between the image regions
of a building at several elevation slices should be small with regard to the vertical
wall characteristic, as shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. Adetailed description of the
vertical segmentation and its utilisation can be found in Zhan et al. (2002b) and
in Section 6.2. This type ofinformation cannot be derived by per-pixel approaches
because the height value for each pixel in LIDAR data can vary. Thus it is difficult to form regions according to these height values alone, for example, we can
extract edgesbyedge detection algorithms. Todetect a region based onthese edges
isoften problematic owingtothe lackofevidence as tohowthese edges are interrelated. Therefore, the object-based approach can play a better role than pixel-based
approaches in region-based feature extraction.

5.2.2 Extraction of image objects
In current geo-information systems, a spatial entity can be described by the geometric properties and thematic properties that are linked with it as attributes. Two
commonly used data models in geo-information communities and related fields are
vector and raster. Using a vector data model, the geometric boundaries have to be
measured first, often manually on the ground or in images, according to the individual's understanding ofthe requirements. Aunique identifier and a class name
and attributes willbeattached tothis spatial entity later on. Theraster data model
plays an important role in remote sensing image processing. We look at the thematic information contained in each pixel first, and then assign class labels to each
pixel according tolikelihood value in the case ofmaximum likelihood classification.
Geometric boundaries will be determined in a post-processing stage if necessary.
In general, a geo-spatial object has geometric and thematic components (Molenaar,
1998). However, in the proposed image-object approach, we try to include semantic components in addition to geometric and thematic components in image objects.
Semantic components provide information as to how image objects are formed by
indicating the characteristics used in determining these objects, the membership
values corresponding to these characteristics, and uncertainty assessment, etc. We
start with semantic analysis based on the semantic components of class definition
and features that canbe derived from images. In somecases, ancillary data such as
population, infrastructure and cadastre may be useful, especially for land-use classification. Inthisresearch, wetry tousefeatures that canbederived from images or
laser data without relying on additional ancillary data. Quite often these ancillary
data are not available orthere maybechangestaking placebetween the acquisition
of images and the acquisition of ancillary data. Alogical design can be carried out
by using characteristics that meet the requirement of classes in the semantic description and can be derived from images. Image objects are determined based on
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Figure 5.1: Different ways of extracting geo-spatial features, using vector,
raster and image-object data models.

the membership values ofpixels and refereed based onthe image segments derived
from images.Waysofextracting object byusingvector, raster andimage-object data
models are compared and illustrated in Figure5.1.
Image objects (Oi or O) or regions contain thematic information from images.
Once an image object is formed, a number of geometric properties can be derived
such as location, size, orientation, shape (see Zhan et al. (2002d)). As described in
the previous section semantic information willbeincluded as well. Therefore, three
components canbeincluded in an image object.
0{Thematic, Geometric, Semantic}
For feature extraction based on image objects, we can define several conditions
that image objects have to meet in order to be classified. Because ofthe limitation
of the spatial resolution of images and data collection errors attributable to atmospheric impacts, limited accuracy ofequipment involved, etc.,these conditions may
be satisfied toonlya certain degree. Membership functions are needed tocheck the
degree to which these conditions are satisfied using the minimum function. The
following expressions are based onnotions ofthe Formal Data Structure (FDS)proposed by Molenaar (1998). In the following text an object (Oi) is equivalent to an
image object (O/).
If an object Oi passes the test formulated in a decision function for a class Cj,
then it willbe a member ofthat class.
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»,TET^ r> \

){ ^1,ififOi isa member of Cj

1 0, o\otherwise
For each object Oi wedefine thefunction specifying theclass Cj to whichthe
object belongs:
CLASS(Oi) = {Cj |MF[OiyCj] =1}
In a multi-condition case,theminimum function isused:
CLASS(Oi) ={Cj|min{MFk[Oi,Cj}) =l,k = l,...,n}
where kdenotes acondition.
Asmany membershipfunctions are fuzzy (0 <MF(Oi,Cj) <1),anoverall membership function {MFOA[OI, CJ]) isrequired for the final decision, which is obtained
byapplyingtheminimum function toallrelated membershipfunctions tomeet these
conditions:
MFOAPUCJ]

=min(MFk[Oi,Cj}),fe= 1,...,n

(5.1)

or byusing thenormalised Euclidean distance when MFk areconsidered as measures inametric space:
MFOAIOUCJ] =xp=^M^°^\

fc

=

i,..., n

(5.2)

A final decision canbemade bychoosing a threshold (T) fortheoverall membership function. When geometric conditions arealso included, the final decision
will have tobe made byreasoning between theoverall membership function and
geometric properties ofpotential image objects.
CLASS(Oi) = {Cj |MFOA [Oi,Cj] >T}

(5.3)

5.3 Hierarchical image objects and hierarchical aggregation
As discussed in Chapter 3,objects may have different types ofcharacteristicsand
behaviours atdifferent abstraction levels.
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5.3.1 Image objects at the pixel level
Each pixel in an image can be regarded as an image object at the lowest level of
reasoning. Its spatial coverage is a square covered by a pixel in an image. Its attributes are values from image sources,i.e. intensity ofeach spectral band ofmultispectral images,orthe height valuefrom laser scanningdata. The4-connection and
8-connection adjacency relationships, which respectively consider four and eight directlyconnected pixels as the adjacent neighbours ofa pixel,are commonly used for
its spatial relation in a 2Dimage space.

5.3.2 Image objects at the land-cover level
An image-object at the land-cover level is a group of adjacent (4-connection) pixels
that are likely to have the same or similar values (homogeneity) based on certain
characteristics ormembership functions ofa certain class. Its spatialcoverageisderivedbyimage analysis and meaningful image segmentation basedonimage objects
(pixels) at the pixel level (Zhan et al., 2001). Its attributes are the average valueof
pixelsforming theobjectfrom different imagesources.There aretwotypes ofobjects
at the land-cover level, as discussed in Chapter 3 and in the previous section. The
first type of object has a determinate interior and describable boundaries, such as
buildings and water surface. The second type has a determinate interior, but fuzzy
boundaries, suchasgreen space. Topologicalrelationsbetween objectscanbeidentifiedbased onthe approach introduced in Chapter 4. Image objects at the land-cover
level have tobe extracted or aggregated based onimage objects (pixels) at the pixel
level. Detailed design is presented in Section 5.4.

5.3.3 Image objects at the land-use level
An image object at the land-use level is a spatial unit that contains a number of
land-cover objects and represents a particular type ofland use. Imageobjects at the
land-use level are often conceptualised entities, such as residential areas. The conceptsusedfor extractingland-use objects mayvarydependingonthe understanding
and perception of a specific discipline. Therefore, many image objects at the landuse level are indeterminate objects and have to be modelled based on probability
surfaces created based on image objects obtained at the land-cover level. Topological relations between objects can be identified based onthe approach introduced in
Chapter 4. Detailed design isgivenin Sections 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8.2.

5.4 Formation of objects at the land-cover
level
5.4.1 Extraction of buildings
Before a building can be extracted, we have to answer the following questions and
try to specify them semantically and logically:
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What is abuilding? How can wedescribe abuilding from different perspectives?
Wecouldtrytodescribe abuildingbyusingcommon-sense knowledge (semantic
analysis) from the following perspectives. These features are considered to be extracted based onremote sensing data.

From a n a p p l i c a t i o n p e r s p e c t i v e
Froman application pointofview,different disciplines mayhave different meanings
orunderstandings regardingthese spatial entities. In such cases,additional specificationsarerequired atthisstage. Inanapplicationwherebuildingforecourts should
be included as part of the buildings, they can impose a loose condition as regards
checkingthe sizedifferences between twoheight layers ofthe samebuilding. In another application where the upper parts ofbuildings are essential, the forecourt of
buildings maybe excluded, for instance in assessing the number ofdwellings. They
can impose more restricted conditions by checking the size differences between the
higher layers.
From the geometric perspective
Size
The size of a building as projected in a plane should be larger than 10 m2 and
shouldbe smaller than 5000 m 2 .
Height
Buildings should usually stand at least 3 m or more above the surrounding
ground and have vertical walls.

From t h e b u i l d i n g m a t e r i a l p e r s p e c t i v e
Building roofs are constructed using various building materials, such as concrete,
asphalt, iron and steel, wood, glass. However, most building roofs are built using
concrete or tiles. This implies that building roofs are solid and that building roofs
are usually not vegetation or water.

5.4.2 Extraction of green spaces
Green space in urban areas usually includes trees and lawns,both having features
ofvegetation. Vegetation has a unique feature that absorbs electromagnetic waves
in most ofthe panchromatic range, particularly in the RED band range, and emits
strong electromagnetic waves in the near infrared (NIR) range, as shown in Figure 5.2. The normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) is a transformation
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designed to enhance such characteristics. Therefore, green space canbe extracted
based onNDVIvaluescalculated usingthe NIRband andtheREDband from multispectral images,usingthe formula:
NDVI=

NIR

~RED
NIR+ RED

NDVIvaluescanbebest extracted based onoriginalmulti-spectral images(IKONOSforAmsterdam test site). NDVI values aretransformed tofuzzy membership
values viaan 'S-shape' fuzzy membership function toward twoclasses, vegetation
and non-vegetation, using two parameters obtained byafuzzy clustering approach
calledfuzzy c-means tospecify thestart- andend-points ofthe S-shape splinecurve.
A sub-pixel spatial modelling approach isimplemented to convert the fuzzy membership value from 4mresolution to 1mresolution forintegration with laser data.
The proposed sub-pixel spatial modelling approach ispresented inSection5.5.

5.4.3 Extraction of water surface
Awaterbodyabsorbsthefull rangeofelectromagnetic wavesindifferent degrees,as
shown inFigure 5.2. Thenormalised difference water index (NDWI)wasproposed
to reflect such characteristics (McFeeters, 1996). Therefore, water surfaces canbe
extracted based on NDWI values calculated using theNIRband andthe GREEN
band from multi-spectral images usingthe formula:
GREEN-NIR
GREEN+ NIR
Water extraction by using NDWI alone maybe good enough for remote sensingimages withcoarse spatial resolution andinnatural areasorrural areas where
not many man-made objects exist. Fora high-resolution image andin much more
complicated urban areas, using the standard NDWI alone maynotbesufficient to
separate water from other objects that have very similar spectral features towater
pixels, such as dark shadow, dark road, dark building roof. Toillustrate theproblem,we manually pickup anumber oftypical samples from anIKONOSimage(see
Figure 2.2)torepresent land-cover features typical ofanurban scene, as shownin
Figure5.2.

Enhance normalised difference water index (eNDWI)
Based onFigure 5.2, wecanobserve that lake water, canal water, shadow anddark
building arevery similar in allfour bands ofthe IKONOS image. Wecanalsoobservethat bothnormal andnewbuildings showasimilar trend towater ifwechoose
Band 2(GREEN band) andBand 4(NIRband) to acquire NDWI. Only vegetation
canbeeasily separated from othersbyusing NDWI.Therefore, wepropose another
formula inwhich allbands areused forwater extraction. Tomake it different from
the existing NDWI, we called this index the enhanced NDWI and usethe notion
eNDWI. The eNDWI intends to enhance the difference between a shallow water
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Figure 5.2: Spectral reflectance oftypical urban features, based on IKONOS
image.
body such as a canal and shadow area, as well as the difference between water and
light building.
eNDWI =

BLUE+ GREEN - RED - NIR
BLUE+ GREEN + RED + NIR

Even when using eNDWI,wemay still not be abletocompletely separate water,
shadow and dark building, but these water-like features are better separated from
buildings, particularly new buildings. By comparing two histograms, NDWI and
eNDWI, obtained from the same image (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4), it can be seen
that, despitethe slight shrinkage incontrast, eNDWI separates a significant feature
(canalindicatedbysecond small peaktothe rightinFigure 5.4),that was previously
mixed withbuilding and concrete in NDWI.
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Figure 5.3: Histogram of NDWI based on IKONOS image.
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Figure 5.4: Histogram of eNDWI based on IKONOS image.

R e m o v e o t h e r f e a t u r e s from w a t e r surfaces
Although the proposed eNDWI performs better than NDWI, it is still not able to
clearly distinguish shadow and dark building from water. Since we have detailed
laser data, and buildings are extracted as described earlier, wecould consider using
this information to mask building-related features such as shadow and dark building.
Using laser data and meta data of the multi-spectral image, we can simulate
shadow areas caused by buildings and the relief displacement of buildings by applying the hillshade algorithm. Water surfaces can be refined by masking shadow
areas andbuildings,includingdisplaced roofscausedbythe slightlyobliqueviewing
ofthe sensor.

5.4.4 Derivation of image-object properties at the landcover level
The extracted image regions obtained by segmentation based on the overall membership function or reasoning are represented in the form ofa binary image. Pixels
belonging to such regions willhave the value 1and other pixels will have the value
0.
Such abinary image isfurther labelled with a unique IDfor each region so that
all pixelsin a region shouldbeconnectedbythe4-connection. Theunique IDis used
as the identifier for each image region.
A number of geometric properties such as size, shape and orientation can be
derived for eachimageobject asdescribed in Sections4.5and 4.6.
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5.5 Spatial modelling for pixel interpolation
from a coarser resolution to a finer resolution
Urban features often have sharp boundaries. Because of the limited spatial resolution ofremotely sensed images, pixels containing boundary elements will contain
a mixture ofthe spectral responses from different features. Amongthe four causes
ofmixed pixels described by Fisher, and as shown in Figure 5.5 (Fisher, 1997), the
'Sub-pixel' and 'Linear sub-pixel'cases are the most difficult, owing tolack of information regarding their existence and their spatial extents for objects smaller than
the pixel size. Therefore the 'Boundary pixel' and 'Intergrade' cases are the main
targets of our sub-pixel approach. However, the proposed approach aims at solutions tothe 'Boundary pixel' and 'Intergrade' cases without neglectingthe potential
existence ofthe other twocases.
Sub-pixel

Boundary pixel

•

Intergrade

•i

LinearSub-pixel

h-

Figure 5.5: Four causes of mixed pixels (Fisher, 1997); reproduced from
the International Journal of Remote Sensing by permission of Taylor and
Francis Ltd, http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals
There are a number oftechniques proposed for dealing with the pixel unmixing
issue (Atkinson, 1997; Foody et al., 1997; Schowengerdt, 1997;Foody, 1998; Steinwendner, 1999;Tatem et al., 2001a,b). As the value of each pixel is the composite
spectral signature of the land-cover types present, these approaches were applied
based on spectral pixel unmixing and spatial unmixing respectively, or based on
both aspects.
Mixture modelling, neural networks and fuzzy c-means classifier are currently
available for estimating the proportions of different classes that a pixel may rep-
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resent (Foody, 1996;Atkinson, 1997;Atkinson et al., 1997;Bastin, 1997). Conventional classifiers such as the maximum likelihood classifier (MLC) are based on the
spectral signatures ofpure pixels and donot recognise spatial patterns in the same
way that a human interpreter does (Gong and Howarth, 1990). On the other hand,
the MLC generates a substantial amount of information on the class membership
properties ofa pixel,which provides valuable information onthe relative similarity
of a pixel to the defined classes (Foody et al., 1992). The objective of our approach
is to incorporate probability measures derived from the MLC or fuzzy membership
values, together with spatial information at the pixel scale toincrease the accuracy
classification and toproduce finer classification maps orinterpolation results at the
sub-pixel scale.
A spatial dependence model was applied in mapping the location of the landcover proportions estimated from the mixture model at the sub-pixel scale (Atkinson, 1997). The algorithm was iterated several times through all the pixels at the
pixel and sub-pixel scales to avoid a Tiole'at the centre and to smooth the surface.
However, such an arrangement conflicts withourunderstanding ofwhat constitutes
'maximum spatial order' as the authors indicated (Atkinson, 1997). The proposed
approach therefore intended to define the contributions from the central pixel and
the neighbouring pixel to spatial allocation at the sub-pixel scale, based on the assumption that the landcoverisspatiallydependent both within and between pixels,
as our aim is to respond to the 'Boundary pixel' and 'Intergrade' cases (Atkinson,
1997;Verhoeye and DeWulf,2000).
Some promising results have also been achieved for pixel unmixing by using
a neural network approach (Tatem et al., 2001a,b). However, neural network approaches are sensitive to samples used in training and testing phases. It may cost
a lot of effort to select a sufficient number ofgood samples, with due consideration
torepresentatives ofthe spectral and spatial aspects,toensure the ability of neural
networks in pixelunmixing. This training procedure has tobe repeated again when
it applies to other data sets. However, in our approach only spectral information
of samples is used. Spatial allocation at the sub-pixel scale will be processed in a
separate stage.
A per-field approach using detailed vector data can improve classification accuracy (Aplin et al., 1999a,b; Aplin and Atkinson, 2001). In most cases, however,
accurate vector data sets are rarely available (Tatem et al., 2001b). Feature boundariesmayhave changed aswellifimagedata andvector data havebeen captured at
different periods.
In the proposed two-stage (spectral-spatial) approach, we implemented fuzzy
classification, using an S-shape fuzzy membership function in the first stage. In
the second stage, we applied the inverse distance weighting predictor to interpolate a membership surface at the sub-pixel scale with the MF values ofthe central
pixel and neighbourhood at the pixel scale,and classified the image accordingto the
interpolated MF values at sub-pixel scale.
The proposed approach aims at increasing the accuracy of land-cover classification and producing finer classification maps, especially for boundary pixels. The
results willbe used later in inferring urban land usebased onland cover classification. Wehave already demonstrated the ability ofthe proposed sub-pixel approach
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toimprove classification accuracy, based on probability derived bymaximum likelihoodclassifier (seeZhan et al.(2002a)). Inthis case,weapplythisspatial modelling
approach for pixelinterpolation from coarseresolution (IKONOS,4m)tofinerresolution (Airborne LIDAR, 1m),based onfuzzy membership values.

5.5.1 Proposed sub-pixel methods
After implementing the maximum likelihood classification or fuzzy classification,
the proportion ofeach class in a pixel is given bythe pixel'sprobability or membership vector. Each pixel is split upby the zoomfactor. Weuse zoomfactor 4to illustrate that each pixel is split up into 4 x 4 = 16 sub-pixels, as shown in Figure 5.6.
Todetermine the class probability or membership value ofa sub-pixel for each endmember class,a newprobabilityvectorormembership valueiscalculated, based on
the probability or membership valuevectorsofthe central pixel and its eight neighbouring pixels. The inverse distance weighting predictor was used in computing a
new probability value or membership value for each sub-pixel. The assumption is
that the value ofan attribute zat an unvisited point is a distance-weighted average
ofdata points occurring within a neighbourhood or window surrounding the unvisited point (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998).

Z(x0) =

Z(xo) :is the value ofthe attribute at an unvisited location
Z{xi) :zisthe known value ofthe attribute at location xi
dij :disthe distance between the unknown point Xj and a neighbourXi
r :is a distance weight factor
n :isthe number ofneighbours
For a given sub-pixel the distances to the nearest edges or corners ofthe neighbours are calculated. These distance measures dij are used to calculate the new
probability vector of the sub-pixel Z(XQ) by taking the distances from a given subpixel to the edges of the N, E, S and W neighbours and to the corners of the NW,
NE, SE and SW neighbours (see Figure 5.6). The effect ofthese distance measures
on the interpolation result is tested. The distance weight factor r is set to 1.0. An
important factor to consider is how to incorporate the probability or membership
valuevectorofthe current pixelitselfinthe interpolation. Oneoptionistoleave the
centre probability vector out. Inthis case,onlytheneighbouring probability vectors
are used (neglecting the existence ofthe 'Sub-pixel' and 'Linear sub-pixel' cases in
Figure 5.5). Another option is to choose a distance value for the central pixel in
the interpolation (considering the potential existence ofthe 'Sub-pixel' and 'Linear
sub-pixel'cases in Figure 5.5). For example, the distance from each sub-pixel to the
centre pixel couldbe set at 1.0 togivethis pixel a large weight.
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Figure 5.6: Inverse distance interpolation used to compute sub-pixel probability vectors. Distances are taken from sub-pixel to corners or edges of
neighbouring pixels.

5.5.2 Experimental testing of the proposed sub-pixel
method
Toverify the proposed sub-pixel approach, a number ofcontrolled tests were implemented. Fourtest imageswerecreated manually astruth atthe sub-pixel scale (200
x 200pixels),with twoclasses with values 1and 0(white and black respectively as
shown in Figures 5.7-c, 5.8-c, 5.9-c and 5.10-c). Simulated probability images (50 x
50 pixels) were generated from four test images, using the averaging aggregation
method in order to maintain the statistical and spatial properties of the simulated
data (Bian and Butler, 1999). Simulated images are presented in Figures 5.7-a,5.8a, 5.9-a and 5.10-a (50 x 50 pixels). Each pixel of a simulated image covers 4 x 4
pixels at the sub-pixel scale (truth images), corresponding to the same spatial aggregation scale of IKONOS imagery (4 m) and LIDAE (1m). Classification results
obtained at pixel scale are provided in Figures 5.7-b, 5.8-b, 5.9-b and 5.10-b. Probability results at the sub-pixel scale by applying the "bilinear', the 'bicubic' and the
proposed approaches are showninFigures 5.7-d,f,h; 5.8-d,f,h; 5.9-d,f,h and 5.10-d,f,h
respectively. Theclassification results at the sub-pixel scalebyusingthesethree approaches are shown in in Figures 5.7-e,g,i; 5.8-e,g,i; 5.9-e,g,i and 5.10-e,g,i.
The proposed sub-pixel interpolation results are compared with the results obtained at pixel scale, as well as the standard 'bilinear' and "bicubic' interpolation
approaches, as shown in Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10. Pixel-to-pixel comparison
withcorresponding 'truth'images showsthat the proposed approach gainsthe highestoverall accuracy and Kappa coefficient inthe four tests, asindicated inTable5.1.
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Figure 5.7: Sub-pixel test 1: a - simulated image at the pixel scale based
on 'truth' image (c); b - classified image based on image (a) at the pixel
scale;c-'truth' image prepared at the sub-pixel scale;d -result o f bilinear'
interpolation based onimage (a);e -classified image based on image (d);fresult ofbicubic'interpolation based onimage(a);g-classified image based
onimage (f);h -result ofproposed sub-pixel approach based onimage (a);i
- classified image based onimage(h).
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Figure 5.8: Sub-pixel test 2: a - simulated image at the pixel scale based
on 'truth' image (c); b - classified image based on image (a) at the pixel
scale;c-'truth' image prepared at the sub-pixel scale;d-result o f bilinear'
interpolation based on image (a);e-classified image based onimage (d);fresult o fbicubic'interpolation based onimage(a);g-classified image based
on image (f);h -result ofproposed sub-pixel approach based onimage (a);i
-classified image based onimage(h).
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Figure 5.9: Sub-pixel test 3: a - simulated image at the pixel scale based
on truth' image (c); b - classified image based on image (a) at the pixel
scale;c-truth' image prepared at the sub-pixel scale;d-result of'bilinear'
interpolation based onimage (a);e-classified image based onimage (d);fresult ofbicubic'interpolation based onimage(a);g-classified imagebased
onimage (f); h -result ofproposed sub-pixel approach based onimage (a);i
-classified image based onimage(h).
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Figure 5.10: Sub-pixel test 4: a - simulated image at the pixel scale based
on 'truth' image (c); b - classified image based on image (a) at the pixel
scale;c-'truth' image prepared at the sub-pixel scale;d-result of'bilinear'
interpolation based onimage (a);e -classified image based on image (d);fresult ofbicubic'interpolation basedonimage(a);g-classified image based
onimage (f); h -result ofproposed sub-pixel approach based on image (a);i
-classified image based onimage(h).
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Table 5.1:Test results using overall accuracy and Kappa coefficient
Pixelscale
Test
image
Testl
Test2
Test3
Test4

Bilinear
Overall Kappa
Overall Kappa
accuracy coefficient accuracy coefficient
98.21% 94.33%
99.42% 98.19%
98.73% 95.95%
98.73% 95.97%
99.22% 97.42%
99.52% 98.42%
98.53% 93.60%
99.12% 96.17%

Sub-pixelscale
Bicubic
Overall Kappa
accuracy coefficient
99.40% 98.12%
98.67% 95.77%
99.48% 98.31%
99.09% 96.03%

Proposed
Overall Kappa
accuracy coefficient
99.51% 98.44%
99.62% 98.78%
99.80% 99.35%
99.57% 98.09%

5.6 Finding spatial units for land-use types
Toavoid confusion caused by using different terms, we would like to give more explicit explanation ofthe terms used in this section. Weuse 'spatial pattern' to refer
toboth spatial arrangement and spatial distribution. 'Spatial arrangement' means
spatial alignment such as along the road, or shapes such as rectangular and circular. 'Spatial distribution' indicates the spatial extent of certain features that can
be bounded by convex hulls. 'Adjacency*refers to a qualitative spatial relationship
where no other object exists between the adjacent objects, but the adjacent objects
may not necessarily 'touch', i.e. the adjacent objects can be disjointed. 'Proximity'
refers toaquantitative spatial relationship that indicates closeness,considering the
distance between objects.
Since an individual land-cover feature does not tell much about the spatial extent ofa land-use unit, weneed tolookfor the spatial arrangement and spatial distributions ofland-cover features. Certain land-use types often show certain spatial
patternsorevenuniquepatterns inurban areas. Ontheotherhand, some indicators
asto what a spatial unit contains can be derived accordingto feature type, number
and their distribution. Forinstance, wecan use building as a feature for reasoning
land-use units, and use the number, average size ofbuildings and building density
as properties or attributes ofsuch units (land-use units) to classify the use of such
units (land-use types). Therefore, findingreasonable spatial units and boundaries is
the keytoland-use classification.
Buildings are land-cover objects with certain shapes and sharp boundaries. It is
relatively easy to extract buildings from image and laser data ofgood quality. The
spatial distribution and spatial arrangement of buildings are often the results of
conscious planning and development to serve certain functions, and thus can provide indications for land-use reasoning. For instance, a residential area normally
consists ofclosely situated houses ofsimilar size,shape and orientation (parallel or
perpendicular). Gardens or green space can often be found in open space between
residential buildings. Therefore, spatial clustering ofbuildings plays an important
rolein finding spatial units ofland uses. In this section wewillintroduce a method
of extracting land-use spatial units based on the spatial distribution and feature
similarity ofbuildings.
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5.6.1 Cluster analysis and spatial clustering
Aspatial unit is a spatial cluster ofland-cover objects that serves certain economic
functions and contains certain types ofphysical features. Physical features such as
buildingsinaspatialunit often showsimilarcharacteristics, suchassize,shape,orientation, and these features areoften locatedwithin a closerange in space, forming
a certain spatial pattern. Cluster analysistechniques canhelptofind clusters based
on similarity of features in a feature space. &-means, ^-nearest neighbour (&-NN),
fuzzy c-means etc. are somewell-known approaches for clustering.
Spatial clustering is the process ofgrouping a set ofobjects into classes or clusters so that objects within a cluster are highly similar to one another, but are dissimilar to objects in other clusters (Han et al., 2001). Partition methods such as
the &-meansalgorithm (MacQueen, 1967),the expectation maximisation (EM)algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977;Bradley et al., 1998;Yuet al., 1998)and the&-medoid
algorithm (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990)tend tofindonly spherical-shaped clusters and encounter difficulty in discovering clusters ofarbitrary shapes (Han et al.,
2001). Unfortunately, land-use spatial units often have arbitrary shapes and the
number ofclusters k isoften unknown.
Han et al. (2001) provided a survey on spatial clustering. Spatial clustering is
a special type of clustering that takes into account both similarity of features in a
feature space and spatial distance in a 2Dor 3Dphysical space.
Therefore, weneed to find suitable solutions to our specific problems by investigating the following aspects:
• Distances between objects
• Similarity measures of features
• Spatial arrangement and/or spatial distribution
• Spatial partitioning based on closeness (distance), and spatial comparability
that takes feature similarity into consideration (i.e. features that are more
similar based oncertain characteristics are more likely tobelongtothe same
cluster)

5.6.2 Distances between objects
Euclidean distance plays a very important role in spatial clustering. It remains a
key player in our case since proximity often denotes a similarity ofuse. Euclidean
distance is used todetermine howcloseobjects are situated in 2Dspace.
The distance between two objects can be defined in several ways: the distance
between the centres of two objects (the centre of gravity), or the shortest distance
between two objects (i.e. the shortest distance between pixels that belong to two
objects). Toillustrate the different distance measures and their clustering results,
a small sample area is selected, as presented in Figure 5.11. Buildings shown in
Figure 5.11 should be clustered in three groups, as shown in Figure 5.12, by visual
interpretation, according to spatial pattern and our planning knowledge of spatial
arrangement. The same result may not be achieved byusing distances between the
centres ofobjects, as illustrated in Figure 5.13 where distance a is obviously larger
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Figure 5.11: Buildings in an urban area where buildings vary in
size, shape, orientation, and perhaps in height etc.

Figure 5.12: Manual clustering
of buildings (red, green and blue)
according to our planning knowledge.

than b, and c differs slightly from d. Therefore, for spatial clustering based on the
distribution ofbuildings,we consider the shortest distance between objects a better
measure than the distance between object centres, as shown in Figure 5.14.
In general, the shorter the distancebetween twobuildings,the higher the possibility that the twobuildings belong to the same cluster. Buildings may vary in size
and shape. The distance between small and low-rise residential buildings tends to
be small, and the distance between large and high-rise residential buildings has to
be large in accordance with the planning requirement in many countries that residential dwellings need direct sunlight, even during the season with the lowest sun
angle,to ensure a healthy livingenvironment. Such a requirement can be achieved
by considering the longest shadow a building may project in direction of sunlight,
and the terrain relief, as shown in Figure 5.15. The minimum distance between
residential buildings is often enforced byplanning regulations governing geographical locations and building height. The required minimum distance may be smaller
when a location is closer to the equator, when building height is constant. Such a
requirement and association are valid for residential areas. Rules may be different for other land-use types and between different land-use types. In addition, real
situations are very complicated, especially in urban areas,where similarity in size,
shape, orientation and building height should have an impact on spatial clustering
as well. Therefore, for spatial clustering it may be necessary to consider and incorporate similarity measures based on these features, in addition to the shortest
distance.
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Figure 5.13: Distances between
centres ofobjects (a,b,cand d).

Figure 5.14: The shortest distances between objects (a', b', c'
and d').

Figure 5.15: Relationship between the minimum distance to avoid shadow,
building height and sun angle ofa location with flat terrain.
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5.6.3 Similarity measures in feature space
Many similaritymeasures havebeenproposed inliterature for various applications,
such asfeature-based similarity(Tversky, 1977),similarity forcase-based reasoning
(Osborne and Bridge, 1996, 1997a,b), similarity measures for content-based image
retrieval (Santini and Jain, 1995, 1999) and semantic similarity evaluation for categorical data (Bishr, 1997;Liu et al., 2002;Rodriguez and Egenhofer, 2003),just to
mention a few. It is extremely difficult to identify a single all-encompassing 'best'
similarity measure (Zobeland Moffat, 1998). The following are a number ofindicators and features that are considered useful for reasoning spatial units of land-use
in this research.
Weobserve that many features are not linear or not even monotonic in feature
space when we use these features to determine whether two objects should be in
the same spatial cluster or in different spatial clusters, i.e. we may not be able to
determine whether ornottwoobjectsbelongtothe same spatial cluster accordingto
the individual values ofthese features. For example, two objects ofsimilar size are
likelytobelongtothe same cluster,but weare not sosurebecause ofthe complexity
in reality. In such cases, a distance measure based on object features may not be
a metric one,because it may not follow the three axioms required for metric space:
minimality, symmetry and triangle inequality.
Tversky proposed the well-known contrast model and the ratio model which are
based on a feature matching function using a set-theoretic model (Tversky, 1977):
Similarity Sim(a, b) = F(An B,A- B,B - A).
The similarity Sim ofobject a to object b is expressed as a function F of three
arguments: An B,the features that are common toboth a and b;A-B,the features
that belong to a but not to b; B-A, the features that belong to b but not to a. One
representation called the contrast model was proposed under certain assumptions
(seedetails in Tversky, 1977):
Sim(a,b) = 0 / ( A n B ) - a / ( A - B ) - / ? / ( B - A ) , for 6,a,(3 > 0.
This is a linear combination ofthe measures ofthe common and the distinctive
features. For example,if0= \,a and f3 vanish, then Sim(a,b) = /(A n B);that is,
the similarity between objects is the measure of their common features. If, on the
otherhand,a = /?= 1,and6vanishesthen —Sim(a,h) = /(A—B)+/(B—A);thatis,
thedissimilaritybetweenobjectsisthemeasureofthesymmetricdifference between
the respective feature sets. Note that in the former model (0 = 1, a = (3= 0),
it is determined by their common features, whereas in the latter model (9 = 0,
Q = /3 = 1), it is determined by their distinctive features. The contrast model
expresses similarity between objects as a weighted difference of the measures of
their common and distinctive features, thereby allowing for a variety of similarity
relations over the same domain (Tversky, 1977). The contrast model intends to
obtain an absolute value to indicate the degree of similarity between two objects.
In practice, however, it is quite difficult toverify such a function and determine the
three parameters 0,a and f3. Theratio model,whichispresented inthe same paper,
provides another option:
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Figure5.16:Similaritycomparisonbetweentheabsolutedifferenceandtheproportional difference.
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wheresimilarityisnormalised sothat Sim liesbetween 0and 1.Theratiomodel
givesa relative value to the degree towhich features are similar.

5.6.4 The ratio model
Before choosing a similarity measure, we would like to doa simple experiment and
use object size as a feature for similarity comparison. As shown in Figure 5.16, we
can observethat the degree ofsimilarity between a and b ismore or less equivalent
tothat between a' and b' interms ofsizebecausethe ratio ofsizedifference between
a and b and the ratio between a' and b' are the same (a is half the size of b or
b is two twice the size a and the same ratio is applicable to a' and b'). Similar
observations can be made between the pairs c, d and c', d'. When we compare the
degree of similarity between a and b and the degree of similarity between c and
d, we can observe that c and d are more similar than a and b (i.e. Sim(c, d) >
5im(a,b)) because c is two-thirds of the size d and a is half the size of b. The
first conclusion that can be made is that the ratio of size between two objects is
proportional to the degree of similarity in terms of size. We should notice that the
absolute size difference between a and b (i.e. a — b|) is the same as that between
c and d (i.e. |c — d|). The second conclusion is that the absolute size difference is
not a suitable measure for similarity assessment, since c is more similar to d than
a istob although |a—b | = |c— d|. Asimilar observation canbe made for similarity
comparison in terms ofbuilding height. Therefore the ratio model (proportional) is
better than the absolute measure in these cases.
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Table 5.2: Similarity in size ofeach pair of'squares' in
A,B
AnB
|A-B|
AUB
Similarity

a, b
1
3
4
0.25

b, c
4
12
16
0.25

c, d
16
9
25
0.64

d, e
25
11
36
0.694

e,f
36
13
49
0.735

figure 5.17

le
49
15
64
0.766

g,h
64
17
81
0.79

h,i
81
19
100
0.81
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Figure 5.17: Similarity t e s t in terms of size,

To determine the choice of the two parameters ofthe ratio model a and (3, we
consider that the similarity function is symmetric when we compare two objects
in terms of building size or building height in our case, since |a — b| = |b - a|.
Therefore weuse a =f3 =1inthe ratio model and construct our similarity measures
for buildingsize,buildingheight etc. as follows:
5im(a,b) =

/(AnB)
/(AnB) +/ ( A - B ) + / ( B - A )

/(AnB)
/(AUB)

In atest usingthe aboveformula, the similarity value is calculated for each pair
of 'squares' (see Figure 5.17), as shown in Table 5.2. The test results show that
the similarity values fit well with our visual observation, as discussed earlier. The
similarity values of pair (a, b) and pair (b, c) are the same and fit well with our
visual observation. This is because the larger object is four times bigger than the
corresponding smaller object in both pairs, despite the fact that the absolute size
difference betweenb and c isfour times bigger than that between a and b.
This formula will be applied in spatial clustering for similarity assessment of
building size and height. Similarity measures for shape and orientation are much
morecomplicatedbecausethe similaritycanhardly bemeasuredbyasingle similarity measure. Additional investigation has to be made in this regard. The similarity
measures for building size and height willbe used to determine whether or not two
neighbouringbuildingsbelongtothe samespatial cluster,inadditiontothe distance
measure (i.e.the shortest distancebetween these objects).
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5.6.5 Spatial distribution of buildings as indication of
the spatial extent of land-use units
Although we believe in the fundamental assumption that the shorter the distance
between twoobjects, the moresimilarthe instances are,the actual spatial patterns
are function-based, in that some facilities (such as schools) are built to serve residents at the local neighbourhood level, while other facilities (such as shopping centres)servethelocalcommunitiesorevenforthewholecity. Thesetypesof functional
spatial associations aremuch morecomplicated for spatial modellingthan are other
physical constraints such as terrain relief, rivers, canals and lakes, or social and
political constraints such as administrative boundaries. There are still some rules
that can be applied at the local level. For instance, in a residential neighbourhood,
houses are likely tobe built by a developer at a certain time and in a similar fashion withregard tobuilding size,shape, number offloors and orientation, etc. These
buildings are alsolikely tobe situated at close range in an urban space. Therefore,
additional similarity measures such as size and height should be involved in spatial clustering, besides the shortest distance between adjacent objects. This type of
information can be extracted from airborne laser data and multi-spectral data by
usingthe object-based approach.
Many social-economic functions in urban areas are proposed and organised in
the planning and implementation phases. Urban space used for certain socialeconomic functions is conceptualised and continuous in nature, and thus often has
vagueboundaries. This means that wemay not be able tofindsharp spatial boundaries for different functions. For instance, vegetation may be found in a residential
area andcontinuously distributed toapark (recreational use)next tothe residential
area when nophysical boundaries canbefound in the transit zonebetween the residential area and the park. However, a number ofphysical components that provide
these functions may be found in a spatial extent, such as buildings for residential
use. Therefore, wemay usethe distribution ofphysical features (land-cover objects)
for reasoning the spatial extent ofland-use functions (i.e. land-use objects).
Indicators for spatial clustering
• Adjacency relationship
The adjacency relationship provides a meaningful spatial relation between
twoobjects. Theadjacency relationship canbeobtainedbytheDelauney triangulation. In our approach, adjacent objects are only considered ifthey belong
to the same cluster, while property similarity of adjacent objects is also considered. Non-adjacent objects will not be checked. Two non-adjacent objects
maybe grouped in the same cluster onlyif adjacency links hold (i.e. two adjacent objects connected bythe adjacency link meet the criteria for belonging to
the samecluster) and such linkspassfrom oneobject to another non-adjacent
object via other adjacent objects. For instance, if object a and its adjacent object b are considered as belonging tothe same cluster, and b and its adjacent
object c are also in the same cluster, then non-adjacent objects a and c are
considered tobein the same cluster (asshown in Figure 5.18).
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The shortest distance between two adjacent objects
Thedistancesbetweentwoadjacent objectscanbemeasured from many pixels
that belong to these two adjacent objects. The shortest distance between two
adjacent objects isobtained bycomparingthe length ofalltriangle edges(Delauneytriangulation) that link twoadjacent objects. The shortest distancebetween two adjacent objects is a quantitative proximity measure for how close
two adjacent objects are.
Feature similarity
The more properties found similar (i.e. similar size, shape, etc.), the more
likely it is that twoadjacent objects are grouped in the same cluster.
Density and other area-related measures
Density and other area-related measures such as building density and floor
area ratio (FAR) are spatially related measures in a continuous or discrete
space. Similar density or other measure values provide indications for the
possible merging of clusters. Building density and FAR are useful measures
in built-up areas, not only for checking whether to combine two clusters, but
alsofor cluster identification (land-use classification).

Figure 5.18: Clustering of adjacent and non-adjacent objects.
The adjacency relationship can be derived by applying Delaunay triangulation
or its dual graph, the Voronoi diagram, since no other point can be found along
any edges of Delaunay triangulation or two points share a common boundary in
the Voronoi diagram, which ensures the two points are adjacent. When Delaunay
triangulation is applied, pixels as parts ofimage objects at the land-cover level can
be treated as points and used for creating Delaunay triangulation. We can then
determine the shortest link between two adjacent objects bycomparing the lengths
ofalltheDelaunaytriangulation edgesthat linkpixelsthatbelongtothetwoobjects.
Such shortest links and their lengths are stored in a table, similar to the region
adjacency graph (RAG),asanindicatorforcheckingifthesetwoobjectsbelongtothe
same spatial cluster (land-use unit), along with other indicators such as similarity
in size and height. The shortest links provide information that indicates that these
objects are spatially adjacent and the degree towhich these objects are close.
Feature similarity provides additional measures for decision making on merging or splitting in spatial clustering. As mentioned earlier in this section, the ratio model is applied as a similarity measure for features such as building size and
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buildingheight. Similarity measures willbebased onthe average per cluster when
comparingtwoclusters,while each ofthese clusters contains morethan one object.

5.6.6 Partitioning according to similarity of features
and the shortest distance
Owingtothe complexity ofthe spatial arrangement and spatial distribution of features in urban areas, we may not be able to find these spatial clusters by using
similarity measures of features or spatial distances alone. It has to be clear that
similarity measures offeatures are derived from a feature space whereas distances
are derived from the physical space (i.e. Euclidean distance). These two types of
measures are independent in nature. To find reasonable spatial units for land-use
classes in a space partitioning process, we need to integrate both feature similarity
between objects andthe distance between them.
Similarity of features a n d p r o x i m i t y
Studies usingtexture stimulihave found that the human visual system can quickly
group similar colour and shape features intoglobal spatial regions and then rapidly
segregate them at their boundaries or edges in order to begin establishing figureground relations within a scene (Cook, 2001). Similarly, in our cases many factors
may have to be considered in terms of similarity and spatial closeness in order to
define and delineate spatial clusters. The adjacency relationship, the shortest distance, feature similarity and densityare considered important factors for reasoning
infindingspatialunitsoflanduseinthisresearch. Theeffectiveness ofthese factors
willbe discussed in detail in Chapter 7.
D e l i n e a t i o n of land-use u n i t s
As discussed in Chapter 3,there is often no direct physical evidence tobe found to
indicatethe spatial extent ofaland-use unit, and someland-use types are conceptualised. Therefore weproposed a surface modellingapproach todelineate boundaries
for such land-use units when spatial clusters are determined. Toillustrate the approach step by step, we use the example shown in Figure 5.19. A morphological
closing operation is applied to create the solid core of a spatial cluster, as shown
in Figure 5.20. The distance transformation is then applied to generate a transit
zone around the core ofeach land-use unit and an S-shape fuzzy membership function is used to create a simulated surface represented by fuzzy membership values
which gradually decrease from the edge of the core toward the neighbouring clusters, as shown in Figures 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23. The integrated surface as shown in
Figure 5.24 is used to determine the boundaries ofland-use units by taking the localminima astheboundarybetween different clusters,asillustrated inFigure 5.27.
Thiscanbetreated asthe watershed whenwereversethesurface. Inthe final stage,
the watershed algorithm (Vincent and Soille, 1991)isused toobtain the boundaries
of land-use objects, as shown in Figure 5.25. The land-cover objects superimposed
with land-use objects are shownin Figure 5.26.
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For application ofthe surface model, we can specify the maximum width of the
transit zone (e.g. 80 m) and obtain surface values by applying the Z-shape fuzzy
membership function, as shownin Figure 5.27. In this model,weconsider the same
width for all land-use types sincewehave not identified the land-use type yet. It is
possible to specify different transit zone width for different land-use types (e.g. an
industrial area mayhave a larger width than a residential area)when related information is available. Another option is tospecify the transit zone width proportional
tothe average building sizeofthe specific clusters.
The above-mentioned approach is based on the assumption that only multispectral data and laser data are available. However, often a road map is available,which mayhelpin obtainingbetter spatial partitioning results. Ifso, land-use
boundaries could beimproved byincorporating the road network in the spatial partitioning process. Acorresponding surface model would be as shown in Figure 5.28.
To consider roads as a separate land-use class and prevent the possible mixing of
roads and clusters, we can specify a narrow transit zone along both sides of roads
(e.g. 5m). Toavoid the transit surface across the road of a large transit zone from
a nearby cluster, the solid coresofclusters are subtracted first bymeans ofa mask.
This mask is created by applying a morphological dilation operation to road pixels, using a circular structuring element with a reasonable radius (e.g. 40 m when
the transit zone width is 60m). The relationship between road width (WidthR0ad),
transit zone width for roads (WidthRoadTransit), radius of the circular structuring
element (RadiussE) and transit zonewidth for clusters (WidthciuaterTransit) should
be:
WidthRoad

+ 2 X WidthRoad_TTansit

+ RadiuSsE

<

Widthciuster.Transit

When the minimum road width is 15 m, the proposed surface model is as presented in Figure 5.28.

5.7 Extraction of image-object properties at
the land-use level
When spatial units for land use are extracted, a number ofland-use-related propertiescanbederived accordinglybased onthesespatialunits. Thefollowing properties
are considered to be land-use-related features that play an important role in landuse reasoning and identification. For instance, buildingdensity,floorarea ratio and
greencoverageratiocanbederivedfor eachland-useimageobject; these are directly
associatedwith definitions ofseveralland-usetypes. Theseand other properties can
bederived from image objects when their spatial units are determined.

5.7.1 Numerical and categorical properties
Inthe following, several meaningful numerical andcategorical properties are listed,
which can be derived for each land-use image object from image and laser data and
canplay an important rolein land-use classification.
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Figure 5.19: Three clusters.

Figure 5.20: Cluster cores.

Figure 5.21: Transit zone:
cluster 1.

Figure 5.22: Transit zone:
cluster 2.

Figure 5.23: Transit zone:
cluster 3.

Figure 5.24: Transit zone: integrated.

Figure 5.25: Spatial partitioning using the watershed algorithm.

Figure 5.26: Three clusters
and the corresponding partitions.
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Figure 5.27: Profile of a proposed surface model for delineation of cluster
land-use units without using road map.
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Figure 5.28: Profile of a proposed surface model for delineation of cluster
land-use units byusingroad network.
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• Typeandproportional composition ofland-cover objectsaland-use object contains
• Number ofbuildings
• Averagebuilding size
• Averagebuilding height
• Building density
_ Total area ofbuildings
Sizeofthe spatial unit
• Floor area ratio (FAR)
_ Total area ofbuildingfloorspace
Sizeofthe spatial unit
• Green coverage ratio (GCR)
_ Total area ofgreen space
Sizeofthe spatial unit
• Water coverageratio(WCR)
r

_ Total area ofwater surfaces
Sizeofthe spatial unit

• Open-space coverage ratio (OCR)
OCR:

Total area ofbuilt-up area - Totalarea ofbuilding footprints
Sizeofthe spatial unit

(Note: built-up area is the complement ofvegetation andwater in a spatial
unit)

5.7.2 Geometric properties
Location, size,shapeandorientation arethegeometricpropertiesofanimage object.
These geometric properties canbe described byseveral indicators (vanderHeijden,
1994;Shufelt, 2000)asintroduced inSection4.5.

5.7.3 Structural properties
The spatial distribution ofland-cover objects over thespace ofa land-use object is
an essential element that canbederived based onthegeometric properties oflandcover objects, as presented in Section 4.5. These geometric properties can alsobe
used toidentify land-use objects andcanbetreated asstructural properties oflanduse objects.
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Several structural indicators, which are useful measures for the spatial distribution ofspecific land-cover objects in a land-use unit and can be extracted directly
from images, are proposed as follows. Spatial coverage ratio (SCR),spatial mixture
ratio (SMR), and spatial bias ratio (SBR) are useful for characterising the spatial
distribution offeatures and determining iffurther subdivision ofa land-use unit is
required.
• Spatial coverage ratio (SCR)
SCR =

OlZeconvexhull
blzespatial unit

SCRindicates the spatial distribution ofa certain land-coverfeature in a spatial unit.
• Spatial mixture ratio (SMR)
g M R =

n s jLi(Convex hull;)
Us ?=1(Convexhull;)

SMR measures the degree of overlay in the spatial distribution of different
features and can be used to check out if different types offeatures are mixed
in a space.
• Spatial bias ratio (SBR)
___ 2• |CentreLC-o — Centrenj-ol
orSrt=
——.
EquivDiameterLU_0
SBR is calculated as the distance between the gravity centre of land-cover
objects (CentreLc-o) and thegravity centre ofthe land-use object (CentreLu-o)
divided by the equivalent radius of a spatial unit, and can be used to check
out if land-cover objects are equally distributed over a space or concentrated
incertain parts ofspace.

5.8 Land-use classification
Land-use classification is based on the delineated spatial units and their properties, as described in the previous sections. The possibilities of a spatial unit belonging to defined classes are evaluated based on fuzzy membership functions or
probabilities of each end-member class - a method called per-object fuzzy classification. Fuzzy membership functions are often used to express existing knowledge
on relationships between selected features and defined classes. Probabilities can be
obtained bytraining orlearningfrom samples. Since not allfeatures canbe derived
from images and laser data, inthisresearchfuzzy membershipfunctions and probabilities are constructed based onfeatures that are extracted from these data. Many
social-economic features such as population may be useful and can be included by
integrating remote sensing and GIS. In this research, onlythose features and measures that can bederived from high-resolution multi-spectral imagesand laser data
are under investigation.
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5.8.1 Selected features and their associations with endmember classes
Features that make eachland-use classdistinguishable from other classesvary, and
are very much related to the local settings. Therefore it is necessary to select a
number ofindicatorsthat are robustinageneral sense,suchasbuildingdensity and
percentage of green space, and can be derived from image analysis. Alist of such
indicators and their associations with land-use classesis presented in Table5.3.

5.8.2 Land-use classification
Based on rich features that can be derived from image and laser data as described
earlier in this chapter, many classifiers can be applied in land-use classification.
Forinstance,the fuzzy classifier, maximum likelihood classifier and neural network
classifier are suitable classifiers. For unsupervised classification, the tree-classifier,
k nearest neighbour, fuzzy c-means etc. are candidate classifiers. To incorporate
knowledge in land-use identification and make it more robust in different urban
areas, the fuzzy classifier is used, since the general knowledge used for designing
the fuzzy membership functions is not too sensitive to different locations. Fuzzy
membership functions can be adjusted by local knowledge obtained using samples
from the particular site.

5.8.3 Summary
In this chapter, a logical design for object-based land-cover and land-use classification is proposed and discussed. It consists ofthree steps: land-cover classification,
land-use unit reasoning and delineation, and land-use classification. The proposed
approach incorporates per-pixel image processing techniques and per-object techniques in different stages. Many per-object features can be derived in addition to
those that can be extracted by per-pixel approaches. Extracted objects can be directly compared with definitions of land-cover classes and land-use classes based
on the characteristics they share. The spatial extent of such objects can readily be
presented in a raster format in a GISand canbe converted tovector representation
if necessary. Another feature of this approach is that all types of information are
transparently preserved for eachobject,for examplethe average DNvaluesfor each
type of raw data such as spectral values, height data, fuzzy membership value for
each feature, characteristics used in land-cover classification, spatial clustering and
land-useclassification. Suchdetailedinformation providesuseful sourcesfor quality
assessment and uncertainty analysis and allows different users to choose different
features and modify related parameters torun the system again in orderto acquire
desired outputs. Based on the object-based land-cover and land-use classification
schema proposed in this chapter, detailed case studies for land-cover classification
are given in Chapter 6, structural analysis and the extraction of spatial units of
urban land use are presented in Chapter 7, land-use classification is provided in
Chapter 8,and quality assessment and uncertainty analysis are discussed in Chapter 9.
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Table5.3:Alist ofindicators and their associations with land-use classes
Indicators

Residential

Commercial

Industrial

Transportation

Recreational

Number
©/e
e
e
e
o/e
of buildings
Type and B: 0
B: ©
B: 8
B: ©/e B: ©/©
proporG: ©
G: 0 / 0 G: ©
G: 0 / e G: ©
tion
W:©/0 W:©
W:0
W:©/©
W:©
Average
50
200 - >2000
0-500
0
building
2000
2000
2000
size(m2)
med.
very
low
Building
med. - high
density
high
low
0.2-2
Floor
0.5 - 10
<0.1
<0.2
1-20
space
ratio
0-0.5
Green
0.1
0-0.3
0-0.3
>0.3
coverage
0.8
ratio
Note: © indicates positive proportional
©indicates negative proportional
©indicates the feature can be absent or discarded
B: building
G:green spaceor vegetation
W:water surfaces
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Nonurban

o/e
B: ©
G: ©/©
W:©/©
0
2000
low
<0.5

0-1

Chapter 6

Object-based land-cover
feature extraction*
6.1 Introduction
Exploiting remote sensing in urban areas has been a challenge for quite some time
because ofthe complexity and fragmentation ofobjects and the combination ofmanmadefeatures and natural features. Airborne laser altimetry data offer possibilities
for feature extraction and spatial modelling in urban areas. There are many approachesfor derivingbuildings andotherfeatures reported inliterature (Brunn and
Weidner, 1997;Hug and Wehr, 1997;Lemmens et al., 1997;Axelsson, 1999; Haala
and Brenner, 1999; Haala and Walter, 1999; Morgan, 1999). However, there are
many cases, where it is still difficult to extract particular features by using these
approaches - for instance, in an urban area where many roads are raised above
groundlevel,withspecialcharacteristics similartothoseofbuildings(surface profile
and spectral reflection, etc.). The reported approaches all seem tohave their shortcomings for building extraction in such a complicated urban context. The proposed
object-based approach that we have developed tries to extract buildings through
reasoning in a slice-based layer space. In the proposed approach, the DSMfrom the
laser scanningin raster format is segmented into slices at 1mincrements in elevation. Theresultingimageregionsofeachslicearethen labelled andtreated asimage
objects. Hence, a number of properties can be derived based on labelled segments
(imageobjects) such aslocation(centroid),size,shape,orientation. These properties
are used for reasoning in the layer space. The layer space is defined byelevation at
1 m intervals as the X-axis and the properties of an image region (as they change
throughout the slices) as the Y-axis. Image objects are linked and reasoned on vertically. A tree structure is created using links between segments throughout the
different layers. Reasoningisbased onthe patterns ofthese properties onthe paths
"Thischapterisbased onthefollowingpapers: Zhanetal.(2002b)andZhanetal.(under
peerreview(1)).
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of eachbranch ofthe search tree in the layer space. Several experiments have been
performed inboth study areas, southeast ofAmsterdam and Ravensburg, Germany,
based onthe proposed approach. The approach is very promising, also for features
other than buildings. Theoretical considerations, the detailed description ofthe major steps, as well as experimental results, are presented in this chapter. Also the
methods ofextracting other land-cover classessuch as vegetation and water surface
are described in this chapter.

6.2 Object-based building extraction
One ofthe problemsin automatically extractingbuildings from the DSMliesindiscriminating between buildings and other protruding man-made structures such as
flyovers and driveways (see e.g. Brunn and Weidner (1997);Hug and Wehr(1997);
Axelsson (1999); Haala and Brenner (1999); Shufelt (2000)). Instead of trying to
solvethe problembypixel-based analysis ofthe DSM,westudy the change in properties ofimage objects in elevation slices.Weslicethe DSMat afixedvertical interval (1minourtestdata)toobtainimageobjects at variouslevelsofelevation, which
are then subjected to reasoning. The underlying assumption is that for a building
certain properties ofits image object hardly change from one level to the next (see
Figure 6.1). In the present study we detect buildings based on two properties, i.e.
vertical change in size of an image segment and shift ofits centre ofmass. Tothis
end, we have to link the image objects at the different layers by a tree structure.
The degree ofchange from level to level also permits the production of uncertainty
estimates ofextracted buildings. Wehavetested the approach using high-resolution
laser data ofourAmsterdam and Ravensburg test sites.

6.2.1 Semantic and context analysis
Based on the characteristics of a building such as vertical wall, size and building
material as discussed in Chapter 5, we could try to describe a building by using
common-sense knowledge.
From the geometric perspective
• Size
Size of a building as projected in a plane should be larger than 10 m2 and
smaller than 5000 m 2 :
MFsize[Oi, Building] =

Height
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1, Oi € [10,5000]m2
0, otherwise
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Figure 6.1: Profile of real world (a), laser image (b) and profile of image
segments for building reasoning (profile of segments at intervals of 1m (c).
Buildings should be at least 3mor more above surrounding ground:

MFHeight{Oi,Building]

_j

1, Ot £ [3,300]m
0, otherwise

Height information is used intensively in this research. More detailed usesof
height information obtained bylaser scanning are provided in later sections.
Vertical wall
Most buildings should have vertical walls to support the building structure.
The features used for describing vertical walls can be reasoned based on the
sizedifference between image regions obtained at different elevation slices at
the same location. Same size or similar size of such vertically adjacent slices
indicates the existence of vertical walls. The locations of the centre of mass
of such slices can also be used for reasoning on possible vertical walls. In the
case of vertical walls, the centre of mass of vertically adjacent slices should
not have moved or should showonly a minor movement. The first measure is
robust for building extraction. However, there may potentially be exceptions
whensuchslicesareobtained attheterrainlayers. Theretheproportional size
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difference may alsobe very small and very similar tothe situation found with
buildings, because the sizeofsuch image regions is very large. This potential
problem can be avoided bychecking the sizeofthe image region; if the image
region is too large, it will be rejected as a building / will not be identified as
a building. The second measure (i.e. height) can alsobe used tolargely avoid
such cases. The shortcoming ofthe second measure is that it may not be able
to distinguish a tree canopy from a building since the centres ofmass ofsuch
imageregions should not moveacross slices.Therefore, bothmeasures should
be included for building reasoning in order to reduce possible uncertainties,
which maybe caused by applyingoneofthem alone.
From the building material perspective
Buildings are constructed using various building materials such as concrete,
brick, iron and steel, wood. However, most building roofs in our test sites are tiled
roofs and corrugated roofs using materials such as concrete, brick and metal. This
implies that building roofs are solid and that building roofs should not, in general,
contain vegetation or water.
• Normalised difference vegetation index(NDVI)
NDVIcan be used toindicate whether a derived object contains vegetation. A
smallNDVIvalueindicates absenceofvegetation, whichinturn refers torock,
bare soil or concrete, such as roofs and roads. Alarge NDVI value suggests
the existence of vegetation, which indicates the existence of trees or lawn in
urban areas.
MFNDVI[0l,

Building] = (

h N D V I

^ ~+ l™

In implementation, we first obtain two cluster centres by using the fuzzy cmeans algorithm (fcm) from the histogram ofNDVI based onthe consideration as discussed earlier.
Clusterjcen = fcm(NDVI, 2)
AZ-shape fuzzy membership function (zmf) is then constructed by using two
cluster centres,min(Cluster jcen) and max(Cluster-cen), asparameters toobtain a membership function (MF)valuefor eachpixel,indicatingthe degree to
which a pixelislikely tobe part ofbuildings.
MFNDV i\p,Building] = zmf
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• Surface compactness
Surface compactness can be reasoned based on the difference between the distance measured by the first laser pulse and the second pulse, by subtracting
the DSM2 from the DSM1. Asmaller dDSM value indicates a 'harder' surface,
which in turn refers to compact surfaces such as roofs and roads. A larger
dDSM value suggests a 'softer' surface, which likely refers to vegetation, particularly trees. We may expect large dDSM values also a t the building edges.
Such edges can largely be eliminated by applying gray-scale morphological operations such as opening to the dDSM, since such edges are thinner (width of
one or two pixels) t h a n regions containing trees.
dDSM = DSMl -

DSM2

The MF value of a n object Oi is generally classified as a building.
MFsoiidness [Oi,

Building]

1, dDSM{Oi) -> small
0, dDSM(Oi)

- • large

In our cases, we first obtain two cluster centres by using the fuzzy c-means
algorithm (fcm) from the histogram of dDSM, which can be regarded as a
data-driven approach, in order to find parameters that fit the location situation without h u m a n intervention.
Cluster jcen = fcm(dDSM, 2)
An Z-shape membership function (zmf) is then constructed by using two cluster centres, min(Cluster.cen) a n d max(Cluster.cen), as parameters to obtain
a MF value for each pixel, indicating the degree to which a pixel is likely to be
part of buildings.
MFsoiidness [p,Building] = zmf (dDSM, min(Cluster.cen),

max(Cluster.cen))

From a n application p e r s p e c t i v e
From an application point ofview, different disciplines may have different meanings or understanding regarding these spatial entities. In such cases, additional
specifications are required at this stage. In applications such as landscape architecture, urban design or transportation engineering, where the building ground floor
and forecourt should be included as p a r t of the buildings, users can set a loose condition, checking the size differences between two height layers ofthe same building.
In other applications, such as in the extraction ofnumber ofdwellings or population
assessment, the upper parts of buildings are essential and the forecourts tend to be
excluded. In this case, users can set more restricted conditions, checking the size
differences between several layers.
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Figure 6.2: Vertical image segmentation of laser data.

6.2.2 Formation of image objects and their properties
The result is a set ofbinary images as illustrated by Figure 6.2. Next, the image
segments(4-connection pixels)areuniquely labelled perimage,thusobtainingidentifiers ofthe image objects. Totest our concept we consider two properties that we
expect tobevery relevant: size and location.
The size ofan object is calculated as the actual number ofpixels ofthe segment
byusingFormula 4.1. Thelocationiscomputed asthe centre ofmass ofthe segment
byusing Formulas 4.2and4.3.
The linking ofimage objects in a tree structure is accomplished in a table. The
first column records the identifier (ID)ofa segment in a binary image at the lowest
layer, and the following columns record labels ofits linked segments in the images
at higher layers. As shown in Table 6.1, the table provides information about the
tree structure and links,aswell asrecordingother properties derived for each path.
The columns indicate the layer sequence from lowest tohighest (-5mto50min the
case of our Amsterdam test site). A row indicates a branch of search paths. The
IDs in the table provide explicit linksto corresponding image regions at the specific
layers as sequentially sortedbythe columns. Extracted sizesoflinkedimage objects
are recorded in a table such as shown in Table 6.2. The associated segments are
identified by their position in the multi-layer grid. Other tables are generated in
a similar manner for the size differences and location shifting ofthe image regions
between adjacent layers vertically at a location (row,column in image). Please note
that record nos. 270 and 300 presented as examples in these tables actually correspond to image objects a and b respectively, as indicated in Figures 6.3 and 6.4.
These tables are used for detectingbuildings in the layer space'.
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Table 6.1: Region IDs of the linked regions segmented by using different
elevation based onthe DSMfor each branch ofsearch paths
Elevation values (in m) used to obtain image regions
segmentation based on the DSM
-5 m
-4 m
-3m
-2 m
-lm

Search
path

a t different layers by
0m

lm

270

1

1

9

1

201

178

190

300

1

1

9

1

14

5

5

2m

3in

4m

5m

6m

7m

8m

9m

10 m

11 m

228

19 1

177

164

147

133

124

116

0

0

127

118

169

156

142

128

120

0

0

0

Table 6.2: Region sizes(m2)ofthe linkedregions segmented byusing different elevation based onthe DSMfor each branch ofsearch paths
different layers by

Elevation values (in m) used to obtain image regions a t
segmentation based on the DSM
-5 m
-4 m
-3 m
-2 m
-lm

Search
path

0m

lm

270

9000000

8649993

7445947

4077599

607

567

541

300

9000000

8649993

7445947

4077599

1951423

1533481

894627

2m
512

3m
511

4m

5m

6m

7m

8m

9m

10m

11m

503

500

490

466

351

305

0

0

82706 63955 942

844

820

793

511

0

0

0
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6.2.3 Reasoning for building extraction
The layer space is defined by a plot ofthe property of an image object (e.g. size of
the object orpercentage change ofsizebygoingup onelayer) against layer altitude.
For every vertically linked image object a plot results. The reasoning is then based
on the patterns of a property as obtained from all the paths of each branch of the
search tree inthe layer space.
Building identification
Afair assumption for the majority ofbuildings seems to be near-vertical walls
within a certain height range, and this mayhelp to distinguish them from flyovers,
access ramps and the like. Accordingly, a requirement for identifying a building is
to find image objects that have little deviation in size and only a small shift in the
centre ofmassbetween adjacent layers.
Weconsider the following indicators computed for layer i and layer i + 1:
.

Sizei — Sizei+i
Sizei =

slz7-

&Loa= yj(xi+i - Xi)2 + (yi+1 - Vi)2

Theextracted Asize (seeTable6.3)andAllocation (seeTable6.4)arealso recorded
inthe same manner as Tables 6.1and 6.2.
Reasoning in finding buildings
To identify a building, we need to define thresholds for the tolerated change
between layers.
In a 2Dimage space Z2, a segment (S) or an image object (O)can be identified
asbelongingto a buildingifit meets thefollowing conditions:
s =

f Building, Asiza, A S i z e i + 1 <TSize A ALoCi <TLoc ASt 6 [10,5000]m2
I Else.

where TsizeandTLoc are the thresholds for size difference and location shifting
between two objects linked vertically. Asmall part of the laser range image used
in the case study and the extracted buildings are shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 respectively. Buildings that are either lower or higher than the elevated roads are
extracted properly. Theplot ofrelative sizedifferences versus elevation is shown in
Figure 6.5for two selected buildings (a and b). Buildinga islocated on a lower part
ofthe ground whereas buildingb risesfromthe levelofan elevated road. The curve
ofbuilding a shows a large size change from the bottom layer to the next layer of
the segmentation, which reflects the fact that at thebottom layer segments are very
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Table 6.3: The size differences of the linked regions segmented by using
different elevation based onthe DSMfor each branch ofsearch paths
Search
path

Elevation values (in metre) used to obtain
bysegmentation based onthe DSM
-4m
-5m
-3m
-2m

image regions at different layers
-lm

0m

1m

270

0.039

0.139

0.452

0.999

0.066

0.046

0.053

300

0.039

0.139

0.452

0.521

0.214

0.417

0.908

2m

3m

4m

5m

6m

7m

8m

9m

10m

11m

0.002

0.016

0.006

0.020

0.049

0.247

0.131

0

0

0

0.227

0.985

0.104

0.028

0.033

0.356

0

0

0

0

Table 6.4: The location shifting of the linked regions segmented by using
different elevation based onthe DSMfor eachbranch ofsearch paths
Search
path

Elevation values (in metre) used to obtain
bysegmentation based onthe DSM
-5m
-4m
-2 m
-3 m

image regions at different layers
-lm

0m

lm

270

12.23

47.86

282.76

1261.20

0.18

0.12

0.31

300

12.23

47.86

282.76

353.06

71.14

54.52

1226.9

2m

3m

4m

5m

6m

7m

8m

9m

10m

11m

0.05

0.11

0.01

0.06

0.15

0.98

0.26

0

0

0

48.09

526.44

0.50

0.22

0.18

5.63

0

0

0

0
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Figure 6.3: Original laser data.

Figure 6.4: Extracted buildings.

large in the case ofhorizontal ground (Amsterdam). The same holds for building b.
For building a, the curve then drops to small for the next level and remains stable,
indicating the near-vertical walls built on lowground. Forbuildingb, the decrease
in size difference is slow while climbing up from the bottom to the elevated road.
Once reached (at 2m above sea level), the vertical walls cause the curve to remain
stable.
In most cases,the abovereasoning can differentiate wellbetween buildings and
other features. In caseswhere high trees are closeto relatively low-rise houses, the
above reasoning is unlikely to differentiate well between buildings and high trees
(see Figure 6.1). Other information sources would have to be added (spectral information or first/last return of laser pulse) in order to refine the obtained image
regions.
Additional reasoning in a building
-Building ground floor
Thelowest segment alongthe verticallinewhich meetsthe criteria ofa building
willbetreated as the groundfloor(includingforecourt) ofthe building.
-Building height
When a segment has been identified as the ground floor of a building, the difference between the average height ofthe ground surrounding the building ground
floorand the DSM as masked bythe groundfloorregion canbe taken as the height
ofthis building. The average height ofthe ground surrounding thebuilding ground
flooris obtained by computing the average height values ofall pixels from the surrounding region ofthe building. The surrounding region ofa buildingis derived by
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Size (m2)
x 10 6
3.5-

Figure 6.5: Plots of size differences for two buildings (a and b).

Figure 6.6: Outline differences of a building from ground floor to its upper
layers (from left to right).

usinga dilation operation with a small structuring element (e.g. a 5 x 5'disk-shape'
structuring element is applied in our cases) on the building region. A surrounding
region ofthis type can be understood as a 5 m wide ring belt surrounding the specificbuilding. Based onbuildingheight wecan infer the number offloors, which is a
useful property for later land-use identification.
-Outline of a building
Since the lower segments in particular may contain noisy pixels caused by adjacent vegetation or structures in gardens, as shown in Figure 6.6, it is up to the
user orapplication objectives todecidefrom which layertoextract the outline ofthe
building ground floor and forecourt. For a high-rise building, the upper layer may
givethe better outline.
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Figure 6.7: Buildings extracted by using 15 %as the threshold for checking
the size differences.

6.2.4 Experimental results
A m s t e r d a m t e s t site
Based on DSM data acquired by the first-generation TopoSys laser scanner for the
Amsterdam test site, most buildings were successfully extracted by checking only
the size differences in the layer space, using 15 % as the threshold. Figure 6.7
shows the result of the building extraction from laser data, i.e. the DSM shown
in Figure 2.1. Figure 6.8 shows buildings digitised from the large-scale base map,
which was used as reference data. Per-pixel comparison ofthe extracted buildings
and reference data is shown in Figure 6.9. The extracted building heights above
ground level are shown in Figure 6.11,based on the building ground floor as shown
in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.8: Buildings digitised from the base map ofscale 1:1,000.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of extracted buildings (Figure 6.7) with the reference data (Figure 6.8).
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of extracted buildings after removal of changed
buildings with the reference data (Figure 6.8).
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Figure 6.11: Building height above ground level produced from the DSM
and outline ofbuildingground floor (darker toneindicates higher building).
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Table 6.5:Accuracy assessment ofextracted buildings from Amsterdam t e s t
site based on the number of objects

Total Number
Correct Number
Mistake Number
Correct (%)
Mistake (%)

Building (extracted)
727
683
44
93.9%
6.1%

Building (from map)
730
704
26
96.4%
3.6%

R a v e n s b u r g t e s t site
Figures 6.12 and 6.13showthe results ofthe building extraction from laser data as
shown in Figures 2.3and 2.4,and from multi-spectral data as shown in Figures 2.6
and 2.5, by applying different thresholds. Figure 6.14 shows buildings delineated
manually byvisual interpretation based onimages;Thisisused as reference data.

6.2.5 Quality assessment
A m s t e r d a m t e s t site
For the sake of comparison, we created a 'reference image', which contained exclusively buildings (derived from image analysis and edited with reference to the
1:1000 scale cadastral maps). Accuracy assessment was made based on image-toimage comparison between the result ofbuilding extraction and the ground truth
as shown in Table 6.5. The total number of buildings is different owing to different interpretations as to what a building is (e.g. the map did not include the metro
stations and some other small buildings, while the extraction result did). On the
other hand, several parking garages have not been detected owingtothe direct connection with raised roads. In general, high-quality results have been obtained, as
can be seen from Table 6.5 and the map showing the extracted buildings, the existing buildings according to the reference map, and the differences between them as
shown in Figure 6.9. Wecan notice that twogroups ofbuildings (19buildings) have
beenidentified asmistakes,and areindicatedbyAandBinFigure 6.9. However, on
afieldvisitthesebuildingsproved tobecorrectly extracted. Thereason isthat these
are newbuildings and are not included in the reference. Tomake a fair comparison
ofthe proposed method, wemask these new buildings that are not presented in the
base map, as shown in Figure 6.10. Based on the modified data as shown in Figure 6.10, the correct figures for accuracy assessment as presented in Table 6.6 are
slightly higher than the original assessment as shown in Table6.5.
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Figure 6.12: Building extracted by using 30 % as threshold for checking
the size differences and using fuzzy membership functions based on other
features, Ravensburg, Germany.
Table6.6:Accuracyassessment ofextracted buildings from Amsterdam test
site based onthe number ofobjects with the updated map
Total Number
Correct Number
Mistake Number
Correct (%)
Mistake (%)

Building (extracted)
708
683
25
96.5 %
3.5%

Building (from map)
730
704
26
96.4 %
3.6%
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Figure 6.13: Buildings extracted by using 50 %as threshold for checking
the size differences and using fuzzy membership functions based on other
features, Ravensburg, Germany.
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Figure 6.14: Reference data prepared by visual interpretation and manual
delineation, Ravensburg, Germany.
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of extracted buildings as shown in Figure 6.12
with the reference data ofFigure 6.14, Ravensburg, Germany.
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of extracted buildings as shown in Figure 6.13
with the reference data ofFigure 6.14, Ravensburg, Germany.
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Table 6.7: Quality assessment of extracted buildings from Ravensburg test
site based on the number of objects

Number of
buildings
from visual
interpretation

Number of
extracted
buildings
Total Number
Correct Number
Mistake Number
Correct (%)
Mistake (%)

157
150
7
95.5%
4.5%

Total number
Correctly detected
Not detected
Correct (%)
Mistake (%)

177
154
23
87.0 %
13.0 %

Note: Four buildings are spatially separate in reference data, but they
are merged in extracted results.

Ravensburg test site
Forquality assessment, wecreated a 'reference image'containing exclusively buildings (obtained by screen digitising based on a high-resolution image). Accuracy assessment is made based on image-to-image comparison between the result ofbuilding extraction and the ground truth, as shown in Table 6.7. The total number of
buildings is different because four buildings that are spatially separated in the reference data are merged in the extracted results. In general, high-quality results
have been obtained, as can be seen from Table 6.7 and the maps showing the extracted buildings, the existing buildings according to the reference map, and the
differences between them as shownin Figures 6.15 and 6.16.

6.2.6 Uncertainty assessment of extracted buildings
from the Amsterdam test site
Forthe uncertainty assessment, weindicatewhether the defined criteriafor abuilding are met for each segment and store this in a table with the same structure as
mentioned earlier (i.e. Table 6.1). Then wecount the number ofsegments existing
above building basements, and the number of segments that met the criteria we
established for two adjacent layers. The uncertainty measure is expressed as the
percentage ofsegments that met the criteria from allthe segments that exist in the
search path. The uncertainty assessment result is presented in Figure 6.17. Should
several building branches exist above a basement, the average is computed. Byusingthe proposed uncertainty measure,buildings that have the dominant characteristic (i.e. vertical wall), such as large and high-rise apartment buildings, are more
certain; buildings that do not have this characteristic, such as low-rise buildings,
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Figure 6.17: Uncertainty assessment result (lower tone indicates lighter
uncertainty, dark tone indicates higher certainty respectively).
buildings withgable roofs orbuildings with multi-branches onthe upper layers, are
moreuncertain, ascanbeobservedfrom Figure 6.17.Byprovidingsuch uncertainty
assessment results, users can save time on quality inspection by concentrating on
uncertain objects only.

6.3 Object-based green space extraction
Greenspaceisextractedbasedonthenormalised difference vegetationindex(NDVI)
from the IKONOSimage,usingthe formula:
NDVI =
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Toautomatically orsemi-automaticallyextract green spacebased onNDVIor in
a so-called data-driven approach, we apply the fuzzy c-means algorithm for k=2 to
NDVIvaluesinthehistogram spaceandobtaintwoclustercentres. Asweknow that
vegetation should have higher NDVI values, non-vegetation such as built-up areas
and water surfaces should have lower NDVI values. Therefore, two centres (Chigh
and Ciow)can be used as estimators to represent vegetation and non-vegetation respectively. The fuzzy membership function for vegetation extraction is formulated
by the S-shape function, using Ciow and Chigh as the bounded points. The NDVI
image derived from the 4 m resolution IKONOS image of the Amsterdam test site
is shown in Figure 6.18. The histogram ofNDVI values and the formulated fuzzy
membership function are shown in Figure 6.19. To avoid any additional distortion
that maybecaused byresampling from 4m resolution to 1 m resolution tomeet the
resolution of rasterised laser data, we use the original DN values of the IKONOS
image to obtain the NDVI and transform it into fuzzy membership values relating
totwoclasses,vegetation and non-vegetation. Pixel resampling from 4m resolution
to 1m resolution is then made based on fuzzy membership values by the proposed
sub-pixel interpolation approach as introduced in Section 5.5. The extracted green
space is presented in Figure 6.20, which is based on the fuzzy membership values
at 1m resolution, using 0.5 as the threshold. The extracted result is goodfor landcover mapping and for computing the green coverage ratio. However, many small
objects attributable to the fragmental distribution ofthe vegetation are considered
noise, and this may increase the complexity by presenting many small objects such
as vegetation in domestic gardens for land-use reasoning later on. When we consider small objects tobe noisy ortoo small tobeconsidered as public green space in
land-use classification, we can remove them. Figure 6.21 shows the result obtained
after removingobjects smaller than 1000 m2.

6.4 Object-based water surface extraction
In many cases,water surfaces canbe extractedbased on spectral information. However, when using multi-spectral data such as an IKONOS image alone, it is quite
difficult toseparate water pixelsfrom pixelsfalling inthe shadow areas ofbuildings
and pixels in dark building roofs because oftheir similarity in spectral space, as illustrated and discussed in Chapter 5. Therefore wepropose an integrated approach
to extract water surfaces by using multi-spectral data and laser data to eliminate
such mixtures.

6.4.1 Enhanced normalised difference water index
(eNDWI)
For the extraction of water surfaces from multi-spectral data, the eNDWI was appliedinthis research (seedetails in Chapter 5). TheeNDWIimage derived from the
IKONOSimageis shown in Figure 6.22.
Extracted watersurfaces aspresented inFigure6.24wereextractedbasedonthe
S-shape fuzzy membership function in the range 0tothe highest fuzzy cluster cen-
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Figure 6.18: NDVIimage (4m resolution) derived from IKONOS image.
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Figure 6.19: Histogram ofNDVI image and fuzzy membership function.
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Figure 6.20: Green spaceextracted based onNDVIusingfuzzy membership
function.
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Figure 6.21: Green space after removal ofobjects smaller than 1000 m2
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Figure 6.22: eNDWIimage derived from IKONOSimage.
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Figure 6.23: Histogram of eNDWI image and fuzzy membership function
for water extraction.
tre (three clusters in the histogram using fuzzy c-means), as shown in Figure 6.23,
and resampled from 4 m resolution to 1m resolution using the proposed sub-pixel
method. In this result, there may be other objects that have a spectral reflectance
very similar towater surfaces, such as shadows and dark buildings. Such non-water
objects will be detected and removed by using height information contained in the
DSM.

6.4.2 Extraction of shadow areas and building relief
displacement
Shadow areas in a scene are extracted from the simulation, usingthe DSM, sun angle azimuth and sun angle elevation as input. Building relief displacement caused
byslightlyobliqueviewinginimagingisderived from simulationbased onthe DSM,
using nominal collection azimuth and nominal collection elevation. These simulationsareimplemented inArcViewusingthehillshade analysisfor shadowand building relief displacement respectively. The simulated image for shadow areas appearingin the IKONOSimage is made based onlaser data usingthe sun angle azimuth
(150.9920 degrees) and the sun angleelevation (58.17625 degrees),as shownin Figure 6.25. The simulated image for building relief displacement is made based on
laser data usingthe nominal collection azimuth (200.9442 degrees) and the nominal
collection elevation (69.52011 degrees), as shown in Figure 6.26. These meta data
are attached to the IKONOS image provided by the company Space Imaging. The
black areasinthese simulated images are shadow areas,and buildingroofs that are
caused byrelief displacement in the correspondingimages.

6.4.3 Removal of non-water areas
Extracted water objects possibly mixed with other objects are refined by masking
shadow areas, building roofs caused by relief displacement, as well as buildings
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Figure 6.24: Water areas extracted based on fuzzy membership function
and sub-pixel interpolation.
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Figure 6.25: Simulated shadow areas of buildings by hillshade analysis
based onlaser data.
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Figure 6.26: Simulated building relief displacement by hillshade analysis
based onlaser data.
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Figure 6.27: Water bodies after removal of objects t h a t are masked by simulated shadow and buildings.

themselves asextractedbased onlaser data. Therefined waterobjectsare presented
in Figure 6.27.
There may be some unexpected objects existing among the water objects. The
DSM is used again to check if most pixels in water objects are similar in height
value. The refined result is used for land-cover mapping and for computing the
water coverageratio. Weconsider that many small water objects arenoiseor are too
small to be presented as water bodies for land-use reasoning. Therefore we remove
such small objects in the final stage. The final result, as shown in Figure 6.28 is
obtained by removing objects smaller than 400 m2 and those that have a standard
deviation ofheight values (DSM)larger than 3.
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Figure 6.28: Water bodies after removal ofobjects that are masked by simulated shadow and buildings.
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6.4.4 Water surface extraction based on missing pixels
from laser data
Water surfaces can also be extracted from laser scanning data. In some cases,
smooth water surfaces may cause the mirror reflection of the omitted laser beam,
which can result in not receiving areturn signal. Thewater surfaces extracted from
laser data are likely togivebetter identification and sharper boundaries than those
based on multi-spectral information, as shown in Figure 6.29. Tomake sure those
'missing-value' pixels are parts of water surfaces, spectral information should be
checked astowhether they havethe spectral properties ofwater. It should be noted
that noisy pixels and flight gaps should be removed in the data preparation phase.
The water surfaces extracted from laser data can be treated as reference data.
We observe by comparing Figure 6.28 and Figure 6.29 that the water objects extracted from IKONOSand laser data areverysimilar. Thisisdespite some changes
that tookplacebetween acquiringthelaser data in 1998and capturingthe IKONOS
image in 2000 and despite some narrow canals that are missing from the IKONOS
image owingtothe coarser resolution.

6.5 Summary
The test results show that the proposed image-object-based approach is robust and
reliable for building extraction for our purposes. It works well in a complicated urban context, such as the Amsterdam test site, where elevated roads have a similar
profile tobuildings. It alsoworks quite well in a difficult area, such as the Ravensburg test site, where there are small buildings with gable roofs and high trees very
close to buildings and the terrain is undulating. In such cases, multi-spectral data
are needed for additional efforts in refining buildings extracted based onlaser data.
It is relatively easier to extract the vegetation areas,using the NDVI.Water areas are very difficult to extract using multi-spectral data alone,because ofthe very
similar spectral reflectance ofshadowand darkbuildings. Thus,an enhanced NDWI
isproposed for water extraction in urban areas and this performed better inour test
sites. In addition, buildings, the displaced building roofs caused by oblique image
acquisition, and shadow areas are derived. These non-water objects are used to refinewaterobjectsthat arederived usingspectral information alone. Such additional
data canbe extracted based onlaser data.
The highly successful extraction of land-cover objects such as buildings, vegetation, water surfaces and other built-up areas provides us with a very promising
basis for structural analysis toward extracting spatial units of land-use and landuseclassification, which willbe presented in the coming chapters.
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Figure 6.29: Water surface extracted based onmissing pixels in laser data.
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Chapter 7

Object-based structural
analysis and spatial units
of urban land use*
7.1 Introduction
Land-use mapping can be understood as the mapping of land features into a spatial partition ofcategorical land-use units in a 2D space. Aland-use map is a spatial tessellation of categorical land-use types in a 2D reference space. This implies
that the land-use classification process can be subdivided into two interactive and
interrelated components: the spatial tessellation of categorical land-use types appearing in a given 2D bounded space, and the identification of land-use types for
each spatial unit. These two components should be processed alternately in a parallel manner. By taking certain land-cover features into account in the first step,
an approximate spatial partition can be made. The procedure continues by alternatelytakingintoaccount other land-cover features and spatially partitioning until
the given 2D space has been tesselated. When spatial tessellation is supported by
evidencethat suggests certain land-use functions mayholdin a certain location and
indicates their likely spatial extent in the given space, final land-use identification
can be made based on the characteristics that each land-use spatial unit contains.
Object-based structural analysis and extraction of spatial units are the central issues of this chapter. Following the logical design and discussions of Chapter 5, a
number oftechniques are investigated for spatial clustering and spatial partitioning in order to find spatial units for land use. Delaunay triangulation is deployed
to acquire spatial proximity relationships between land-cover objects in the 2Dreference space;mathematical morphology is applied to find the solid core ofa spatial
unit in 2D space;distance transformation and fuzzy membership function are used
"ThischapterisbasedonthepaperZhanetal. (2002c).
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adjacent

together to model and create the spatial transit zones surrounding the solid coreof
each spatial unit. The watershed algorithm is proposed for deriving explicit boundariesbetween spatially adjacent land-use units. Experimental results are presented
and discussed in this chapter. Land-use identification based on such spatial units
willbe described in Chapter 8.

7.2 Extraction of proximity relationship and
the shortest links between adjacent landcover objects
Land-cover classification leavesus withbuildings,vegetation, water and other open
surfaces. Spatial analysis ofthe land-cover objects is an essential step toward identifying land use. Proximity of objects is an important measure for finding spatial
clusters. Delaunay triangulation applied to the raster image of a land-cover type
(e.g.buildings)isagoodtoolfor finding adjacent buildings and the shortest distance
between them. To do so, we must eliminate triangle edges that link two pixels of
one and the same object. The remaining edges indicate adjacent objects. Thus the
shortest edge between two adjacent objects can be extracted for representing the
proximity relationship and howclosethese objects are situated (i.e. proximity).

7.2.1 Delaunay triangulation and Voronoi diagram
Delaunay triangulation and its dual Voronoi diagram have been receiving increasingly attention because of the ability to produce tessellation of space (Gold, 1991,
1992;GoldandEdwards, 1992;Pilouk andTempfli, 1992;Okabeetal., 1994;Liet al.,
1999; Li and Huang, 2002;Estivill-Castro and Lee, 2002). Detailed mathematical
formulation and description ofDelaunaytriangulation and theVoronoidiagram can
befound in Okabe et al.(2000)and deBerg et al.(2000). Detailed description ofthe
Quickhull algorithm applied in this research can be found in Barber et al. (1996).
The Delaunaytriangulation links upthe natural neighbours in a point set by triangle edges; the edges of such triangles indicate the proximity relationship between
linked points. Ifapplied tothe centres ofpixelsthat represent imageobjects, weget
triangle edges between adjacent pixels ofone and the same image object and triangleedgesthat linkup twopixels ofadjacent image objects, the twopixels satisfying
the natural neighbour criterion. Thus the shortest links between two adjacent image objects can be derived based on the length ofthe edges that link two adjacent
image objects. In triangulation, we use the row and column number of a pixel to
represent a point vector, as shown in Figure 7.1,and use the object ID as the IDof
the point. Toextract adjacent image objects, we deploy Delaunay triangulation for
all pixels that constitute image objects such as buildings. Thanks to the properties
ofDelaunay triangulation, each triangle edge indicates proximal points (pixels), as
shown in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.1: Pixels (points) embedded by image objects such as
buildings.

Figure 7.2: Delaunay triangulation deployed in all building pixels.

7.2.2 Extraction of proximity relationship between objects
Since each pixel has an ID that indicates the object to which it belongs (see objectbased land-cover feature extraction described in Chapters 5 and 6), the internal
edgesthat link pixelsofthe same object canbeidentified and removed. The remainingedges are links between adjacent objects, as shown in Figure 7.3.

7.2.3 Extraction of the shortest links between adjacent
objects
By comparing the lengths of all edges linking two objects, we can easily determine
the shortest edges that link adjacent objects. Figure 7.4 shows the shortest links
between adjacent objects (buildings). The shortest links between adjacent objects
provide useful information for the spatial clustering ofobjects, as discussed earlier
in Section 5.6.2. A matrix is created which indicates adjacent buildings and the
shortest distancebetweenthem. Adetailed description ofthis approachcanbe found
in Zhan et al. (2002c) and Zhan et al.(2002d).

7.2.4 Spatial clustering by checking the shortest links
between adjacenct objects
Two simple spatial clustering examples are shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6. They
illustrate the result ofclustering when usingthe shortest links asthe only indicator
and 40mand 20masthe thresholds respectively. The shortest linksthat are longer
than the specified threshold are removed. The remaining edges are then used to
indicate that theircorresponding objects arebelieved tobepartsofthe same cluster.
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ofdifferent buildings.

Figure 7.4: The shortest links between different buildings.
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Figure 7.5: Adjacent buildings
with links shorter than 40m.
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Figure 7.7: Convex hull of clustered buildings.

Figure 7.8: A raster presentation
of clustered buildings.

7.2.5 Convex hull and representation of clusters
Whenobjects are spatially clustered, the convexhullofeachclustercanbe extracted
and delineated to indicated objects that belong to this cluster. An example of such
a result, using the threshold of40 m, is shown in Figure 7.7. Objects belonging to
a cluster can alsobe presented by assigning different coloursto objects that belong
to different clusters in a raster (image). An example of such a result, using the
threshold of40 m,is shown in Figure 7.8.

7.3 Extraction of spatial clusters for land-use
classification
Totest the ideas of spatial clustering and similarity measures as discussed in Sections 5.6 and 7.2, we studied them in respect tothe Amsterdam test site. This test
site has one peculiarity. Somecorridors that connect buildings in Amsterdam have
been extracted as parts ofextracted buildings in the previous stage (seeFigure 6.7);
thusthe actual data indicatesthe spatial relation. Tocounteract this- asit may not
occurin other places- and test our approach in moregeneral circumstances, we use
digitised buildings from the base map astest data for spatial clustering.

7.3.1 Extraction ofthe shortest links between adjacent
objects
Buildings extracted inthe previousstage,aspresented inChapter 6(digitised buildingsinthis case),are used asindicators for spatial clusteringin ordertofindspatial
units of land use. The shortest links between adjacent buildings are extracted as
shown in Figure 7.9, based on methods discussed earlier. The shortest distances
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Figure 7.9: Linked buildings by the shortest distance between objects.
and the properties oflinked objects are used for reasoning whether linked buildings
belongtothe same cluster.

7.3.2 Reasoning for spatial clustering based on the
shortest links between adjacent objects
Finding spatial clusters in an urban area ismuchmorecomplicated than illustrated
bythe simple examplesin the previousfigures. Acrucial decision has tobe made as
to what is the best threshold that can be used to find spatial clusters, since it will
have significant impact onthe results. In order tofind a waytoobtain an optimised
threshold, weneed toobserve a number ofproposed cluster parameters and seehow
they react to a specific threshold. Thuswecarry out the following experiments that
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use the threshold as a variable in order to find out how good the results we obtain
actually are andhowcluster parameters mayreflect such differences when different
thresholds are applied.
Thethreshold (MaxDist)isdefined asthelargestpossibledistancebetween adjacent buildings considered tobein the same cluster (spatial unit ofa land-use type).
All links between adjacent buildings will be broken or removed if their length is
greater than the threshold. The remaining links indicate that those objects should
stayin the same cluster.
In order to find suitable measures that can be used to determine the optimal
threshold, a sequential spatial clustering is done in a loop, using trial thresholds
from 5 m to 250 m, spaced at 10m intervals. Forthe Amsterdam test site, the 5m
threshold will generate a cluster for each building. The 250 m threshold will group
all buildings in only one cluster. An optimised threshold must be somewhere between these two extremes. To determine the optimised threshold, we propose the
following cluster-related measures: the number of spatial clusters, the maximum
number ofbuildings in a cluster, the minimum number ofbuildings in a cluster, the
number of isolated buildings, and the average number ofbuildings per cluster. In
the following, wedefine and briefly explain these measures.
-Number ofspatial clusters (NoCluster)
The number ofspatial clusters is counted according tothe number of separated
clusters (no link between them) when a threshold is applied. When the threshold
increases, the number ofspatial clusters decreases.
-Maximum number ofbuildings in a cluster (MaxNoObjects)
The maximum number ofbuildings in a cluster indicates the largest number of
buildings among all clusters. When the threshold increases, the maximum number
ofbuildings in a cluster increases.
-Minimum number ofbuildings in a cluster (MinNoObjects)
The minimum number ofbuildings in a cluster indicates the smallest numberof
buildings among all clusters. When the threshold increases, the minimum number
of buildings in a cluster also increases but not at the same rate as the maximum
number ofbuildings in a cluster.
-Number ofisolated buildings (NoIsolatedObjects)
The number ofisolated buildings is taken from the number ofclusters that consist of only one building. When the threshold increases, the number of isolated
buildings decreases.
-Average number ofbuildings per cluster (AvNoObjectsPerCluster)
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Figure 7.10: Proposed measures change corresponding to different thresholds for reasoning the optimal threshold.
Theaverage number ofbuildings per cluster iscalculated asthetotal number of
buildings dividedbythenumber ofclusters. When thethreshold increases,the average number ofbuildings per cluster increases. The rate ofincrease ranges between
the rates relating tothe maximum and minimum number ofbuildings in a cluster.
Bycomparing the clusters obtained byusing a series ofthresholds ranging from
5 m to 250 m as discussed earlier, we observed that the result obtained with the
threshold equal to 40 m was the best according to our visual interpretation. The
results are shown in Figures 7.12, 7.13 and 7.14. Therefore, we consider 40 m the
optimal threshold for the test site. Sointerpreting Figure 7.10, which plots out the
above-described properties in the function of the threshold, we discover NoCluster
and MaxNoObjects are possiblygoodmeasures for optimising the threshold.
Based onthis experiment, wepropose a modelfor reasoningthe optimal threshold for spatial clustering according to the shortest distances between adjacent objectsbyusingNoCluster and MaxNoObjects as measures.
Toptimai = arg mini=5 \NoClusteri — MaxNoObjectst\
In this model, the threshold (MaxDist) is used as a variable (i)for reasoning on
the optimal threshold (Toptimai)by minimising the differences between NoCluster
and MaxNoObjects (\NoClusten — MaxNoObjectsi\). The optimal threshold, 40
m, is obtained by reasoning based on the proposed model, as shown in Figure 7.11.
This approach seeks a global solution using the shortest distance between adjacent
objects as a measure and usingthe optimal threshold to separate different clusters.
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Figure 7.11: Result of proposed model for reasoning the optimal threshold.

7.3.3 Spatial clustering based on the shortest links between adjacent objects and the optimised threshold
Using 40 m as the threshold, the following results are obtained. The linked buildings are shown in Figure 7.12. The clustered buildings are presented in different
colours in Figure 7.13. The clustered buildings and their convexhulls are shown in
Figure 7.14.
Based on the obtained results, we can observe that most buildings are correctly
clustered accordingtoourvisualinterpretation. However,thismethodhasitslimits;
for instance, the globally selected optimal threshold may still cause some mistakes
at certainlocations,asindicatedbyA,B and CinFigures 7.12, 7.13and 7.14. Using
the shortest linksbetween objects asthe onlyindicator for spatial clustering maybe
good for regular spatial patterns, but it may not suffice for complicated cases such
as our test site. Therefore, additional measures are needed in order to obtain better
results in spatial clustering.

7.3.4 Integration of the shortest distance and feature
similarity
Buildings may vary in size, height, etc. even within a small neighbourhood. Such
internal dissimilarityinaclusterhastobeminimised beforecombiningfeature sim-
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Figure 7.12: Linked buildings where the shortest edges are shorter than 40
m.
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Figure 7.13: Clustered buildings where the shortest links are shorter than
40 m.
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Figure 7.14: Clustered buildings and convex hulls where the shortest links
are shorter than 40 m.
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ilarity withthe shortest distance measure. Thisis achievedbyintroducing an intermediate stepthat producesnatural clusterswiththenearest neighbours. Clustering
with the nearest neighbour is to link an object to its nearest neighbour among all
adjacent objects by comparing the edge length created by Delaunay triangulation.
Clusters created by the nearest neighbours form natural clusters that can be considered as fundamental clusters for possible further grouping. Further clustering
is based on the shortest distance between natural clusters and feature similarity
between linked natural clusters. Therefore, the integration ofthe shortest distance
and feature similarity between objects that are linked by Delaunay triangulation
edges is implemented in two stages: spatial clustering with the nearest neighbour
to create natural clusters, and applying the feature similarity measured between
natural clusters in addition tothe shortest linksbetween natural clusters.
Natural c l u s t e r s c o n s i s t e d b y t h e n e a r e s t n e i g h b o u r s
The nearest neighbour is detected from Delaunay triangulation edges that link an
object with its adjacent objects by checking the edge length. In some cases an isolated object may have a long edge with its nearest neighbour, such as a petroleum
station or an individual building in a park. Therefore a threshold is needed to
avoid such isolated objects being clustered by the nearest neighbour. To determine
a threshold for all the linksbetween objects that should be grouped in a cluster, we
compute the average distance and the standard deviation ofthe distances between
the objects that we have identified as the nearest neighbours. Wekeep those links
that are shorter than the average distance plus three times the standard deviation.
Thehistogram oflink length for allthe nearest neighbours isshownin Figure 7.15.
Objects linked by the remaining edges after thresholding are used for finding the
natural clusters. Extracted triangle edges that link the nearest neighbours and are
shorter than the threshold are shown in Figure 7.16. The natural clusters extracted
bythis approach are presented in Figure 7.17.
I n t e g r a t i o n of s h o r t e s t d i s t a n c e a n d feature similarity
Aswediscussed earlier, usingthe shortest distance aloneisnot sufficient for spatial
clustering in a complicated urban area, sofeature similarity is proposed for further
consideration. Weobserve that adjacent buildings of similar size or similar height
are more likely to be in the same cluster most, but adjacent buildings of different
size or different height may still belong to the same cluster in some cases. A similar observation can also be made based on extracted natural clusters. The feature
similarity between linked natural clusters is likely to be higher than the feature
similarity between the individual buildings at the cluster links. Thus, first finding natural clusters and then considering the feature similarity is likelyto produce
the wanted grouping. Therefore, feature similarity is considered after natural clusters are formed. The similarity measures are calculated based onfeatures (average
building size and building height in this case) between adjacent natural clusters,
using Formula 5.5. Due tothe complexity ofan urban scene,there is nosimple rule
that determines whether two objects should be in the same cluster or not. By considering relationships discussed earlier and bytaking a limited number of samples
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Figure 7.15: A histogram ofedge length for all the nearest neighbours.
(edges and linked clusters bythese edges) that should or should not be in the same
cluster, wederivethefollowing rulesbased onthe shortest distance and the similarityin sizeand height.

Cluster iyj = <

SD < 20or
SD <30and Sim-Size >0.3and SimJIeight >0.5or
1, SD <40and SimSize > 0.5and Sim-Height >0.6or
SD < 50and SimSize >0.6and Sim-Height > 0.7or
SD < 70and SimSize >0.8and Sim-Height >0.8;
. 0,

else.

where SDdenotesthe shortest distanceorthe edgelength; Simsizedenotes similarity in building size; SimHeight denotes similarity in building height; code 1indicates that the linked clusters should be combined; and code 0 indicates that the
linked clusters should be separated.
Applyingthese rulestoourtest site,wecould achievea significant improvement
as compared with the clustering obtained by using the shortest distance alone, as
shown in Figures 7.18, 7.19 and 7.20. Objects that appear only partially near the
edges ofthe image may cause dissimilarity problems. Wecan admire the fact that
the improved results are very similar to what we may interpret visually - although
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Figure 7.16: Linked buildings by the nearest neighbours closer than the
threshold of78.3m.
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Figure 7.17: Theinitial clusters created bythe nearest neighbours (clusters
are presented bycolours).
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different people may have different interpretations, especially when they have different professional backgrounds.

7.3.5 Quantitative analysis toward rule extraction for
spatial clustering based on the shortest distance
and feature similarity
Aspresented earlier,clusteringisimprovedbyconsideringthe shortest distance and
feature similarity based on rules obtained by visual observation. To confirm such
rules quantitatively and obtain explicit relationships between the distance measure
and the similarity measures, a quantitative analysisiscarried outbased onthe data
obtained in the previous stage. Some 410 edges are extracted from the Amsterdam
test data, which link 217 adjacent natural clusters; 302 edges link clusters that
should be combined, the other 108edges should be removed according tothe visual
interpretation that we consider as reference data. The need for further merging of
obtained clusters willbeup tousers, accordingtotheir application requirements.
R e l a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n m e a s u r e s p r o p o s e d for spatial c l u s t e r i n g a n d
t h e d e c i s i o n t o c o m b i n e or separate l i n k e d clusters
The relationship between the shortest distance between adjacent natural clusters
and the decision tocombineor separate linked clusters is presented in a scatter plot
that indicates 410 edges includes edge length and the decision (1for combination,
0 for separation) as well as a linear relationship estimated by linear regression, as
shown in Figure 7.21. This figure shows that the possibility oflinked clusters that
should be combined declines as the edge length increases. The result confirms our
observation that the shorter the link edge,the higher the possibility that the linked
objects (buildings or clusters) should be combined. The frequency curves (blue and
red curves as shown in Figure 7.21) also showthis tendency.
The relationship between similarity in building size between adjacent natural
clusters and the decision to combine or separate linked clusters is presented in a
scatter plot that indicates 410 edges and includes edge length and the decision (1
for combination, 0for separation) as well as a linear relationship estimated by linear regression, as shown in Figure 7.22. This figure shows that the possibility of
linked clusters that should be combined increases as the similarity measure based
onbuildingsizeincreases. Theresultconfirms ourobservation that themore similar
the linked objects (buildings or clusters), the higher the possibility that the linked
objects (buildings or clusters) should be combined. The frequency curves (blue and
red curves as shown in Figure 7.22) also show such a tendency.
The relationship between similarity in building height between adjacent natural clusters and the decision to combine or separate linked clusters is presented in
a scatter plot that indicates 410 edges and includes edge length and the decision
(1for combination, 0 for separation) as well as a linear relationship estimated by
linear regression, as shown in Figure 7.23. This figure showsthat the possibilityof
linked clusters that should be combined increases as the similarity measure based
onbuildingsizeincreases. Theresult confirms ourobservation that themore similar
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Figure 7.18: Linked buildings bythe shortest distance and feature similarity.
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Figure 7.19: Clustered buildings by shortest links and feature similarity.
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Figure 7.20: Clustered buildings and convexhulls bythe shortest links and
feature similarity.
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Figure 7.21:Relationship between the shortest distance and the binary decision (1for combination, 0for separation).
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Figure 7.22: Relationship between similarityinbuildingsizeandthe binary
decision (1for combination, 0for separation).
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Figure 7.23: Relationship between similarity in building height and the
binary decision (1 for combination, 0 for separation).
the linked objects (buildings or clusters), the higher the possibility that the linked
objects (buildings or clusters) should be combined. The frequency curves (blue and
red curves as shown in Figure 7.23) alsoshow such a tendency.
R e l a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n t h e m e a s u r e s p r o p o s e d for spatial c l u s t e r i n g
a n d t h e d e c i s i o n t o c o m b i n e or s e p a r a t e l i n k e d c l u s t e r s
Based on 410 edges that link 217 natural clusters, the relationship between edge
length and similarity in building size with respect to deciding whether to combine
or separate linked clusters is shown in Figure 7.24. Wecan observethat most edges
that should remain are located in the upper-left corner (i.e. shorter distance and
more similar in building size) and most edges that should be removed are located
in the lower-right corner (i.e. longer distance and less similar in building size). The
frequency ofedges that should belinked among all edgesover the shortest distance
declineswhen the shortest distance increases (seethe green curvein Figure 7.24).
Therelationship between edgelength and similarity inbuildingheight is shown
in Figure 7.25. We can observe that most edges that should remain are located in
the upper-left corner (i.e. shorter distance and more similar inbuildingheight) and
most edges that should be removed are located in the lower-right corner (i.e. longer
distance and less similar in building height). The frequency of edges that should
be linked among all edges over the shortest distance declines when the shortest
distance increases (seethe green curvein Figure 7.25).
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Figure 7.24: Relationship between the shortest distance and similarity in
sizewith respect to the decision to combine or separate linked clusters (the
green curve indicates the frequency ofedgesthat should be linked).
The relationship between similarity in building size andsimilarity in building
height isshown inFigure 7.26. Wecanobserve that most edgesthat should remain
are located in the upper-right corner (i.e. more similar in both building sizeand
height) andmost edges that should beremoved arelocated inthelower-left corner
(i.e. less similar in both building size and height). Thefrequency of edges that
shouldbelinked amongalledgesoverthe similarityinbuilding sizeincreases when
the similarity inbuilding sizeincreases (seethe green curveinFigure 7.26).
Similarity change between linked objects and linked natural clusters with the same links
When weselect all edges (410) that link natural clusters andcompare the buildings linked bythese edges andthenatural clusters linked bythese edges,wefind
measured similarity changes asfollows.
For alledges that link natural clusters, theaverage similarity inbuilding size
increasesfrom 0.5653(buildings)to0.6226 (natural clusters);the average similarity
in building height increases from 0.6941 (buildings) to 0.7442 (natural clusters).
These changes indicate that thenatural clusters created bythenearest neighbour
can yield larger similarity values forboth building size andbuilding height ofthe
edges that link them.
Foralledges that link natural clusters which should remain linked, theaverage
similarity inbuilding sizeincreases from 0.6593 (buildings)to0.7238 (natural clus-
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Figure 7.25: Relationship between t h e shortest distance andsimilarity in
height with respect tot h edecision to combine or separate linked clusters
(the green curve indicates the frequency of edges t h a t should be linked).

ters), andtheaveragesimilarityinbuildingheightincreasesfrom 0.7534 (buildings)
to0.8113 (natural clusters).
For alledges that link natural clusters which should be removed, theaverage
similarity in building sizeincreases from 0.3652 (buildings)to 0.4072 (natural clusters) and the average similarity inbuildingheight increases from 0.5680 (buildings)
to0.6012 (natural clusters).
Changesin the average similarity ofthe linked buildings and thelinked natural
clusterswith the samelinks (410)are compared inFigure 7.27.Wecanobserve that
similarity inboth building size and building height increases forlinked clusters
compared with linked buildings (see a anda' inFigure 7.27). Similarity in both
building size and building height of objects (buildings and natural clusters) linked
by edges that should remain (seeb and b ' inFigure 7.27) is larger than that which
should be removed (seec and c'inFigure 7.27). This confirms that buildings and
clusters that should becombined aremore similar toeach other than those that
shouldbe separated.
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Figure 7.26: Relationshipbetween similarityin sizeand heightwith respect
to the decision of combining or separating linked clusters (the green curve
indicates the frequency ofedgesthat should be linked).
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Figure 7.27: Comparison of similarity changes between linked objects and
linked natural clusters with the same links. Blue colour indicates the average similarity oflinked buildings. Red colour indicates the average similarityoflinked natural clusters, a: alledgesthat linked natural clusters;b: all
edges that linked natural clusters and should be retained; c: all edges that
linked natural clusters and should be removed.
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7.4 Spatial partitioning based on clustered
objects
When spatial clusters are extracted by spatial clustering as described in the previous section, a spatial partitioning process has to follow to achieve a tessellation.
Asdiscussed earlier in Chapter 5,the spatial extent ofa cluster can be regarded as
having twocomponents,the coreor interior and the transit zoneor fuzzy boundary.
The core is the space delineated by objects belonging to this cluster. It can be extracted byusing a convexhull orthe morphological operation 'closing'(erosion after
dilation). Boundaries derived by using either the convex hull or the morphological
operation closing are considered too sharp and not a fit human perception ofspace.
Toobtain anatural transit zonesurroundingtheclusteredobjects,weuse a distance
transformation sothat the fuzzy membership values decline toward the neighbouring clusters. Finally, the watershed algorithm is applied to acquire explicit spatial
partitions in 2D spacebased onthe simulated surfaces created for each cluster.

7.4.1 Morphological closing and the interior of a cluster
Todetermine the interior of a cluster, both the convexhull and closingcan be used.
Theconvexhull method isfaster than the morphological closing,but it ismore suitable for convex shapes or compact forms of clusters and not so good for concave
shapes. Therefore, we prefer the closing operation. For the closing operation, we
use acircular structural element (SE) and applyit toall pixelsofthe objects ofeach
cluster. The radius ofthe SE is determined based on the largest distance between
clustered objects, to make sure a solid core (without holes inside) is formed. In this
case, 100 m is used for the morphological closing operation and the result is presented in Figure 7.28.

7.4.2 Distance transformation
The fuzzy transit zones are modelled bythe distance transformation based on solid
cores of clusters. AZ-shape fuzzy membership function is formulated in the range
of0to 80 m in this case. The results ofdistance transformation based on clustered
buildings are shown in Figure 7.29.

7.4.3 Watershed algorithm
Thewatershed algorithm (Vincent and Soille, 1991)is applied toobtain explicit spatial partitions in 2D space based onthe simulated surfaces created for each cluster.
The result is shown in Figure 7.30.
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Figure 7.28: The solid interiors of clusters created by the morphological
closingoperation using 100m as radius for the circular SE.
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Figure 7.29:Transit zonessurface created bydistancetransformation based
on clustered buildings (superimposed on all buildings).
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Figure 7.30: Spatial partitioning using the watershed algorithm based on
the distance transformation (superimposed on all buildings).
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Figure 7.31:RoadmapoftheAmsterdam testsite.
7.4.4 Using a road network in spatial partitioning
Asdiscussed inChapter 5,aroad mapisoften available, which may helpinobtaining abetter spatial partitioning result. Theroad mapisrasterised andused inour
partitioning processasshowninFigure7.31.
To find space toinsert theroad network andcreate thewatershed along roads,
the solid coresofclusters aresubtracted first byamask created byapplying amorphological dilation operation toroad pixels, using acircular SEwith a radius of40
m, based onthe discussion in Chapter 5. Thedistance transformation andthe Zshape fuzzy membership function isthen applied tothesubtracted solid coresand
the road network with thetransit zone widths of60 m and 5m respectively. The
transit zone surface isobtained asshown inFigure 7.32. The land-use units aredelineated after applying thewatershed algorithm tothe reversed surfaces as shown
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in Figure 7.33.

7.5 Summary
Astructural analysis approach proposed inthis chapter istested onthe Amsterdam
test site. The experimental results show that the proposed object-based approach
is powerful for spatial clustering. Delaunay triangulation is a goodtool for extracting proximity relations among disjoint objects such asbuildings. The shortest links
between objects based onDelaunay triangulation allow usto form natural clusters.
The natural clusters consist of buildings that are identified as the nearest neighbours. The natural clusters represent the elementary clusters of possibly larger
clusters that represent land-use units. Whether adjacent natural clusters should
be combined is decided based on the shortest edges (from Delaunay triangulation)
that link the natural clusters, by checking the edge length (the shortest distance
between clusters), and on similarity measured from features oflinked clusters (i.e.
building size and buildingheight). The experimental results and acquired relationships show that the shortest distance between clusters and similarity measures in
terms of building size and building height are good measures. Rules for the combination oflinked clusters can be extracted based on these measures and checking
the effect of different settings on a limited number of representative sample edges
byvisual interpretation. Thespatial partitioning achievedbymorphological closing,
distance transformation, Z-shape fuzzy membership function and the watershed algorithm looks natural, i.e. closelycorresponding to what a well trained interpreter
is likely to produce. The delineated regions are regarded as spatial units of land
use, thus describing the spatial extent ofland-use image objects. The extraction of
land-use-related properties andland-use classification willbebasedonthese spatial
units and willbe presented in the next chapter.
Cities and metropolitan areas of all sizes provide many supportive functions for
their constituents - the residents, transients and employeesthat live,visit and gain
their livelihood there. In response to these roles, a complex pattern of land use
evolves. Generally, these land uses conform to a regular, predictable pattern, but
stronghistorically,culturallyandtechnologicallybasedtraditionsatworkmean that
cities around the world exhibit tremendous differences in form (Hartshorn, 1992).
Wecannot expect spatial clustering to be done best byusing a single measure. The
proposed approach offers a high degree ofautomation in delineating land-use units
and reduces human intervention torule specification and manual corrections ofthe
results if necessary. We observe that the proposed method works well in regular
scenes (withregular patterns and newlydeveloped areas). Forhighlycomplex areas
suchas citycentres orhistorical urban districts,further investigation is needed.
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Figure 7.32: Transit zones surface created by the distance transformation
based on clustered buildings and the road network (superimposed on all
buildings).
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Figure 7.33: Spatial partitioning using the watershed algorithm based on
the distance transformation and the road network (superimposed on all
buildings).
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Object-based land-use
classification
8.1 Introduction
Land-use classification is based on the spatial units of land use obtained by structural analysis and spatial clustering, as discussed in Chapter 7. Extracted regions
in spatial clusteringcanbe seen as a representation ofland-use objects in a 2Dimage. Such regions are regarded as the spatial extent ofland-use objects and make
the links between land-use objects and their locations in the image. Land-use classification can be treated as object classification based on object properties. Object
properties used for land-use classification are also extracted based on such spatial
units.
Inageneralsense,classification isabroadthemethat indicatesfeature selection
and data reduction, feature or property extraction, classifier selection, sample and
classifier training, post-classification processing, as well as quality and uncertainty
assessment. However, the main focus of this research is the extraction of features
(object properties or object attributes) in a hierarchical structure based on highresolution remote sensing data. 'Object' in this chapter refers to an object at landuse level, so we also call it a land-use object. Land-use mapping is one of many
applications in which the extracted land-use objects and properties can be applied.
Instead ofaiming at a land-use mapas an end-product, werather emphasise in this
thesis on the associations between extracted properties and urban land-use classes.
Wemainlydiscussproperties derived at the land-uselevelinthis chapter. The landuse spatial units are the spatiallybounded masks for property extraction and landuse classification. There are many urban land use classification systems proposed
for various applications (seeAppendixA).Classification, being ahuman abstraction
process, will depend on the purpose and the techniques applied much more than
on the intrinsic properties of the individual objects or object components that are
being classified. Thus the result of classification will depend on various factors,
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such as discipline, perception, techniques applied and classifier used. Urban landuse classification issues are discussed in this chapter mainly with regards to the
needsofurban planning. Inthefollowingsections,wewillpresent land-use property
extraction, relationships between extracted properties and urban land-use classes,
and fuzzy membership functions associated with land-use classification.

8.2 Extraction of object properties for urban
land-use classification
To classify an urban area into discrete classes in terms of their use, a number of
properties have to be extracted which should provide indications of land usage. In
the following wedescribe various numerical and categorical properties that weconsider meaningful, and whichcanbederived from image and laser data and can play
an important role in land-use classification. Weconsider the following measures to
be meaningful indicators for land-use classification. The definitions and formulae of
the measures are given and discussed in Chapter 5.
• Type and proportional composition ofland-cover objects aland-use object contains
• Number ofbuildings
• Averagebuilding size
• Averagebuilding height
• Building density
• Floor area ratio (FAR)
• Green coverage ratio (GCR)
• Water coverage ratio (WCR)
• Open-space coverage ratio (OCR)

8.2.1 Type and proportional composition of land-cover
objects which a land-use object contains
Forland-use classification, weconsiderfour typesofland-coverobjects,i.e. building,
green space, water, and open-surface (secondary road, footpath, parking space and
other concrete open space). These features are extracted from laser data and multispectral data, as described in Chapters 5 and 6. The proportional composition of
land-cover features is extracted for each land-use unit as shown in Figure 8.1. The
proportional composition of land-cover components for each land-use unit is represented in the proportion map using a colour composition where the red colour component represent the built-up proportion (percentage ofbuilding and open-surface),
the green colour component represents vegetation proportion and the blue colour
component represents water proportion. In the proportion map, the reddish colour
indicates a higher proportion of buildings and other sealed surfaces; the greenish
colourindicatesahigherproportionofvegetation(treesandlawns);thebluishcolour
indicates ahigher proportion ofwater surfaces.
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Figure 8.1: Land-cover proportion: reddish, greenish and bluish colours
are proportional to the percentage of built-up area, green space and water
surface a land-use unit contains.

8.2.2 Size of a land-use unit
The sizeofa land-use unit iscounted asthetotal number ofpixelsofaland-use unit
(eachpixel represents 1 m 2 ). Inland-use classification weconsider size asoneofthe
factors for formulating rules. For instance, large green space may be considered as
recreational use,but smallgreen spacemaybemergedintooneofitsadjacent units.
Some small objects, similar to sliver polygonsin vector representation, produced by
distance transformation and the watershed algorithm need tobe detected by checkingtheir size. In this case,we consider land-use objects that are smaller than 5000
m2 assmallobjects and not asanindependent land-use unit, asshowninFigure 8.2.
Such small objects will be treated separately. If a small object is adjacent to one or
several largeland-use objects,it shouldbemergedwithitslargest neighbour, as this
is what people usually do in visual interpretation. If a small object is surrounded
onlybyroads, it willremain as a separate object and labelled as public green space
ifits vegetation proportion is relatively high, say 50 %;otherwise it willbe labelled
as others.

8.2.3 Number of buildings
The number of buildings in a land-use unit is an indirect indicator. A residential
area usually consists of many buildings of similar size. Fewbuildings are found in
a public green space such as a park. Toobtain this measure, we mask all buildings
contained in a land-use object, label them, and count the total number ofbuildings
in aland-use unit.
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Figure 8.2: Objects smaller t h a n 5000 m 2 and not considered as land-use
objects (indicated in red colour).

8.2.4 Average building size
The average building size is a measure for certain land-use classes. For example,
commercial and industrial areas often consist ofsome large buildings, whereas residential areas usually consist ofrelatively small buildings ofuniform size. We first
extract allbuildings contained in a land-use object, accounting for the total number
ofbuilding pixels. Averagebuilding sizeis obtained by dividingthe total number of
building pixels times pixel size (1m2 in this case)by the total number of buildings
for eachland-use object.

8.2.5 Average building height
High-rise buildings are distributed mainly in the central business district (CBD),
as well as in some residential areas (apartment buildings). Schools and public facilities are very often low-rise buildings. Average building height is also a measure
used to subdivide residential areas into residential sub-classes such aslow-rise residential areas, multi-storey apartment areas and high-rise apartment areas. Since
different countries, different regions, or even different cultures may have different
intentions toward building height, localknowledge is needed for building classificationrulesbased onbuildingheight. Averagebuildingheight for eachland-use object
is obtained by extracting all buildings with building height information (extracted
as described in Chapter 6) contained in a land-use object and taking the average.
By dividing the average building height by 3 (average floor height in metres), we
can estimate the average number offloors, which is useful information for land-use
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Figure 8.3: Extracted average building height.

classification. Anextracted mapthat showsthe average buildingheight is shown in
Figure 8.3.

8.2.6 Building density
Buildingdensity providesindications onthedegreeofconcentration andintensity in
terms ofurban development, and is often used as a measure for building control in
urban planning and management. In general,buildingdensity increases toward the
citycentre. Densityitselfisakeyidentifier ofsub-classes ofresidential area, such as
high-density, medium-density andlow-densityresidential areas. Buildingdensity is
calculated by dividing the total area ofbuildings by the size of the spatial unit for
each land-use object. An extracted building density map is shown inFigure 8.4.

8.2.7 Floor area ratio (FAR)
Floor area ratio is a comprehensive indicator often used by planners to estimate
development intensity or intensity of use of urban space and it is often used as a
measure for building control in urban planning and management. In general, commercial areas have high FAR values. Parks and other open space have low FAR
values. Furthermore, FAR is considered proportional to population density in residential areas. FAR is computed as the total area of building floor space (building
size times number of floors) divided by the size of the spatial unit. The extracted
result ispresented in Figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.4: Extracted building density.

Figure 8.5: Extracted floor space ratio(FAR).
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Figure 8.6: Extracted green coverage ratio (GCR).

8.2.8 Green coverage ratio (GCR)
Green space(trees and lawns)isamajor indication ofenvironmental quality. Ahigh
green coverage ratio indicates abetter living environment. Thisis a good indicator
for reasoning whether an area islikely tobe apublicpark. In somecases,the green
coverage ratio is combined with the percentage ofwater surface in order to assess a
livingenvironment. In general, parks and other open spaces, aswell as low-density
residential areas, have high GCR values. Commercial and industrial areas usually
have low GCR values. The GCR or the proportion of green space is calculated as
the total area of green space divided by the size of the spatial unit. The result of
extraction is shown in Figure 8.6.

8.2.9 Open-surface coverage ratio (OCR)
Theopen-surface coverageratioorproportion ofopen spaceiscalculated asthecomplement ofthe total ofbuildings, green space and water surface in the spatial unit,
based on spectral information. The major OCR components in an urban area are
parking spaces and squares. Construction sites and industrial areas may cause
high OCR values as well. This is a goodindicator for reasoning whether an area is
a publicgathering place such as a commercialcentre, an office area, public facilities
or roads and footpaths inside a land-use unit. This is a key indicator for detecting
construction sites or newly developed areas. Residential areas usually have a low
OCRratio. Thecomputed OCRfor Amsterdam is shown in Figure 8.7.
The derived object properties are stored in a table for each land-use object, as
shown in Figure 8.8. These object properties are used as object attributes and will
be used for object-based classification. The location and spatial extent of land-use
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Figure 8.7: Extracted open-surface coverage ratio (OCR).
objects are defined by corresponding image regions. Thus the proposed object-based
land-use classification is more similar in its (per-object) approach to most vectorbased GISthan tothe (per-pixel)methods ofmost remote sensingimage processing
systems.

8.3 Characteristics of different land-use
classes and responses from the extracted
properties
Toexamine andbuild upquantitative relationships betweentheproposed measures
and land-use classes, we manually select 25 known land-use objects and examine
how the proposed measures (land-use object properties) behave for different landuseclasses,in ordertodesignthe discriminating functions toward designating landuse classes based on the extracted land-use object properties. In this section, we
will also examine the robustness and sensitivity of the extracted land-use object
properties identifying different land-use classes.

8.3.1 Class discrimination based on extracted properties
Toclassify land-use objects, we need to explore and establish the relationships between extracted properties and designated land-use classes. Some 25 known sampleshave been selected manually from different land-use classes ofthe Amsterdam
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Figure 8.8: Atable for recording object IDs and attributes (object properties)
for land-use image objects.

test site. The relationships between extracted properties and designated land-use
classes are presented in a matrix ofscatter plots, as shown in Figures 8.9 and 8.10.
The difference between Figure 8.9 and Figure 8.10 is that the measured values presented in the former are obtained from extracted buildings based on laser data,
whereas the measured values given in the latter are acquired from buildings in the
base map. Based on Figures 8.9 and 8.10, we can observe that several land-use
classes are well identified bythese properties, such as commercial and public green
space (see rows and columns associated with building density (B.Den), FAR and
GCR in Figures 8.9 and 8.10), whereas facilities are mixed with residential areas
because ofthe existence ofdifferent sub-classes such as schools,hospitals and community centres that areincluded inthe classcalled publicfacility. Wemay also note
that among these properties, building density, FAR and GCR are better measures
for classdiscrimination ingeneral (seealsothe enlarged versionin Figures 8.11 and
8.12).
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Whenwetake acloselookat these relationships as shownin Figures 8.11and
8.12, somelinear discriminating functions can bederived for certain classesbased
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Figure 8.10: Class discrimination based on selected properties (based on
buildings from map). Each scatter shows distribution of samples in terms
of two corresponding properties.
on these properties, while additional properties may be needed for mixed classes.
Object properties obtained at land-use level, such as building density, FAR, GCR,
OCR are discriminative features for land-use classification and are also meaningful
to urban planners. Wemay not be able to extract such properties at the land-cover
level and certainly not at the pixel-level. Therefore we draw the general conclusion
that the proposed hierarchical object-based approach is a better option for urban
land-use classification than the conventional per-pixelbased approaches.

8.3.2 Robustness and sensitivity of extracted properties
When comparingFigures 8.9 and 8.10, wecan observethat the extracted properties
are quite robust, despite the fact that the derived values of object properties may
be slightly different owing to some errors inherited from land-cover object extraction (see also Figures 8.11 and 8.12). This means that small errors and mistakes
made during land-cover object extraction (see details in Chapter 6) do not have a
significant impact onthe proposed measures for land-use objects.
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Another interesting issue ishowthese properties respond tochanges in the real
world. As we mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, the base map ofthe Amsterdam test
site was updated before 1998 (buildings appearing in laser data and the IKONOS
image were not mapped), laser data were acquired in 1998,and the IKOKOS scene
was obtained in 2000. Based on our knowledge and indications from the data, we
found that this study area was in the process of dynamic innovation during this
period. Quite alotofchangeshavetaken placeincertainlocationsinthe study area.
Wehave selectedtwochanged sites and take acloselookat theminFigures 8.13 and
8.14. The extracted properties are given in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 respectively. These
examples demonstrate that not onlycan land-cover changesbemapped but also the
extracted properties reflect these changes well. Since we have acquired only one
IKONOSimage,wecannot make a comparison for the GCR.
Table 8.1: Properties derived from changed site 1 (Figure 8.13)

Object properties
Building density
Averagebuildingheight (m)
FAR

Based on buildingsdigitised from
base map
0
0
0

Based on buildings
extracted
from image
0.22
12.35
0.91

We are also interested in how these properties respond to areas that have not
changed in the real world. Wehave selected two unchanged sites and take a close
look at them in Figures 8.15 and 8.16. The extracted properties are given in Tables 8.3 and 8.4 respectively. These examples demonstrate that these properties are
quite stable as regards unchanged sites,as compared with object properties derived
based onbuildings digitised from the map and buildings extracted from images,despite some noisy pixels that exist along the edges of extracted buildings. A similar
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Figure 8.13: Changed site 1: according to the base map (left) and extracted
buildings (right).
Table 8.2: Properties derived from changed site 2 (Figure 8.14)

Object properties
Building density
Averagebuildingheight (m)
FAR

Based on buildingsdigitised from
base map
0
0
0

Based on buildings
extracted
from image
0.11
13.58
0.50

observation can also be made regarding the cases presented in the next section.
These examples show that the proposed properties are sensitive in reflecting big
changes that are taking place in reality, and are robust in respect to small errors
made duringbuilding extraction.

8.4 Characteristics of different land-use
classes
To specify discriminating features based on extracted object properties and to designthefuzzy membership functions for land-use classes,weneed toinvestigate the
characteristics of each land-use class. In this section, we select several samples of
knownland-useclasses,determine bywhichobject propertiesthey canbe identified,
and check whether derived properties are robust and reliable in describing class
characteristics based ondata derived from different sources.
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Figure 8.14: Changed site 2: according to the base map (left) and extracted
buildings (right).
Table 8.3: Properties derived from unchanged site 1(Figure 8.15)

Object properties
Building density
Averagebuildingheight (m)
FAR

Based on buildingsdigitised from
base map
0.13
2.93
0.13

Based on buildings
extracted
from image
0.11
3.33
0.13

8.4.1 Commercial area
The extracted properties as presented in Table 8.5 are derived for a commercial
area on the Amsterdam test site, based on buildings digitised from the map and
extracted buildings from the image as shown in Figure 8.17. By comparing these
two images, we see that, despite some noisy pixels along building edges, several
building forecourts at ground floor have been extracted from the image by using
the proposed method, whereas they have not been mapped in the base map. Such
buildingforecourts mayhavebeen ignored in thefieldsurvey orin the cartographic
process ofmap production. These building forecourts have been confirmed by field
visits. They are the main cause of different results being derived from different
data sources. Such differences have an impact on some derived properties, such
as building density and average building height. Webelieve that object properties
derived from the image are better in describingthe reality in this case.
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Figure 8.15: Unchanged site 1: according to the base map (left) and extracted buildings (right).

Innlln

bnlln

Figure 8.16: Unchanged site 2: according to the base map (left) and extracted buildings (right).
In general, the main characteristics ofa commercial area are highbuilding density(> 0.2),highFAEvalue(>1),but lowGCRvalue(< 0.3)ascomparedwith other
land-use classes,as wecan also seein Figures 8.10, 8.11 and 8.12. Since office area
and other facility areas share some common features that are similar to commercial areas in our test site, we combine them in the commercial class or call them
commercial and other facilities.

8.4.2 Residential a r e a
The extracted properties as presented in Tables 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8 are derived from
several types of residential areas on the Amsterdam test site, based on buildings
digitised from the map and the extracted buildings, as shown in Figures 8.18, 8.19
and 8.20 respectively. The major differences between buildings derived from different sources are that several covered corridors have been extracted as parts of
buildings, while they have been removed according to the base map despite some
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Table 8.4: Properties derived from unchanged site 2(Figure 8.16)
Object properties
Building density
Averagebuildingheight (m)
FAR

Based on buildingsdigitised from
base map
0.16
9.35
0.50

Based on buildings
extracted
from image
0.19
8.03
0.50

Table 8.5: Properties derived from a commercial area
Object properties
Building density
Averagebuildingheight (m)
FAR
GCR
OCR

Based on buildingsdigitised from
base map
0.32
12.38
1.32
0.11
0.57

Based on buildings
extracted
from image
0.48
9.61
1.54
0.11
0.41

noisy pixels existing along thebuilding edges. Such differences may have a slight
impact onthe average building height forhigh-rise buildings.
In general, themain characteristics ofa residential area aremedium building
density (0.1to0.2), medium FAR value (0.2to1.0),butmedium GCR value (0.3to
0.7)ascompared withotherland-useclasses,aswecanalsoseeinFigures 8.10,8.11
and 8.12.

8.5 Land-use classification
Given the information obtained from theprocesses described earlier, several classification methods can be used inthefinalstage ofland-use classification. The classifiers,however, must notconflict with thenature ofthe data. Classifiers toconsider
for land use include fuzzy logic,thenearest neighbour classifier andthetree-based
classifier. The relationships between extracted properties andland-use classesare
often fuzzy. Forinstance, a high percentage ofgreen coverage ratio indicates the
high probability or possibility that a land-use object is likely tobelong toa public
park orgreen space. (Here Tiigh'isarelative termorfuzzy.) Therefore, fuzzy classification isbelievedtobea more suitable approach forland-use classification. Ithas
special significance for remote sensing. Fuzzy logic permits partial membership, a
propertythat isespeciallysignificant infield remote sensing,aspartial membership
translates closelytotheproblem ofmixed pixels (Campbell, 2002). The same prop-
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Figure 8.17: Buildings in a commercial area based on map (left) and extracted from image (right).

Table 8.6: Properties derived from a residential area (multi-story apartment)
Object properties
Building density
Average building height (m)
FAR
GCR
OCR

Based on buildings digitised from
base map
0.14
19.28
0.88
0.50
0.32

Based on buildings
extracted
from image
0.15
17.68
0.88
0.50
0.31

Table 8.7: Properties derived from a residential area (multi-story apartment)
Object properties
Building density
Average building height (m)
FAR
GCR
OCR

Based on buildings digitised from
base map
0.13
6.62
0.30
0.13
0.63

Based on buildings
extracted
from image
0.16
5.54
0.30
0.13
0.60
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Figure 8.18: Residential area 1:buildings based onmap(left) and extracted
from image (right).

%

'

&

Figure 8.19: Residential area 2: buildings based onmap (left) and extracted
from image (right).
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Table 8.8: Properties derived from a residential area (multi-story apartment)
Object properties
Building density
Averagebuildingheight(m)
FAR
GCR
OCR

" *L

Based on buildingsdigitised from
base map
0.15
4.52
0.23
0.54
0.28

y>

Based on buildings
extracted
from image
0.15
4.79
0.23
0.54
0.29

%s

*"
<*

Figure 8.20: Residential area 3(multi-story apartment): buildings based on
map (left) and extracted from image (right).
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erty holds in our object-based cases, where problems of mixed objects are similar
to problems of mixed pixels. In addition, knowledge and rules can be easily represented byusingfuzzy approaches. Aland-use classification example based on fuzzy
logiccanbefound inZhan et al.(2000).

8.5.1 Fuzzy classification
Fuzzy set theory (Zadeh, 1965) and fuzzy logic have been developed and used in
many research and application areas. Fuzzy set theory has been widely applied in
clustering and classification as well(Foody, 1996;Hoeppner et al., 1999;Zhan etal.,
2000;Tso and Mather, 2001). Fuzzy c-means is a well-known unsupervised classifier. Afuzzy classifier assigns membership values to objects based upon a membership function. Membership functions for classes are determined either by general
knowledge about the relationships between object properties and land-use classes
or by definitional rules describing the relationships between derived measures and
classes. Or, as is more likely in the instance ofremote sensing classification, membership functions are derived from experimental data for the specific scene to be
examined (Campbell, 2002). In our object-based approach, derived object properties
rather than the spectral values of a pixel are used for designing the membership
functions. These properties are commonlyused in planning practice. Theyare relatively easier to associate with different classes and thus can be directly deployed in
forming membership functions.

8.5.2 Fuzzy membership functions for land-use classification
There aremanyforms ofmembership functions, such asthe triangular membership
function, the trapezoidal membership function, the Gaussian curve membership
function. In this experiment, we use the S-shaped and the Z-shaped curve membership functions for 'one-end' cases and the '7r-shaped' curve membership function
for 'two-end'cases,sincethe spline membershipfunctions are morenatural than the
linear membership functions for representing the transit zones. The parameters for
the spline membership functions can be easily specified by indicating the starting
and ending points ofa spline curve.
Based onourobservations with sample sitesand planningknowledge,wedesign
fuzzy membership functions and use extracted object properties to classify land-use
objects. Infuzzy classification, weneedto establish specific fuzzy membership functions for each end-member class, based on extracted object properties. Number of
buildings, building density, average building height, FAR, GCR and OCR are selected as such object properties for land-use classification in this case. Residential
and public green space and a combined class consisting of commercial, office and
public facilities (called commercial for short) are our end-member classes in this
test. Other land-use types donot exist on our test site.
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Fuzzy membership function according to the number of buildings
in a land-use unit
The number of buildings in a land-use unit is a weak association regarding landuseclasses,sincewecanhardly specify the actualbuildingnumbers a land-use unit
should contain. However, we could specify the range that a land-use unit ofa particular class is likely to have, based on our observations and planning knowledge.
Aresidential area usually consists of a large number of houses. An area that containsfewer buildings isunlikelytobeconsidered aresidential area;thusa fuzzy low
bound can be specified from 0 to 5. Commercial and other facilities may consist of
several buildings but not too many; thus a fuzzy high bound can be specified from
10to20.Apublicgreen space should not contain manybuildings;thus a fuzzy high
bound canbe specified from 0to 5.

Fuzzy membership function according to building density
Building density is a measure ofbuilding control for specific land uses, particularly
for residential areas,and isusuallyenforced bytheplanningacts. This requirement
varies from country to country. In a developed country such as the Netherlands,
building density for a residential area is more restricted than in a developingcountry such as China, to ensure the higher quality ofthe living environment. Thus we
can specify a range with a fuzzy low bound of 0 to 0.1 and a fuzzy high bound of
0.3 to 0.4 for the Amsterdam test site. Alikely range for the building density of a
residential area in China can be specified as 0.1 to 0.3 for a fuzzy low bound and
0.5 to 0.8for a fuzzy high bound. Therefore local knowledge plays an essential role
in designing fuzzy membership functions for land-use classification. The building
density requirement for commercial and other facilities is not as restricted as for a
residential area. Thus we should specify a large range - for example, with a fuzzy
lowbound of0to 0.1 and a fuzzy high bound of0.5to0.8 in our case. As discussed
earlier, a public green space should not contain many buildings, so we give a fuzzy
high bound of0.05to 0.2 for a public green space.

Fuzzy membership function according to average building height
The building height may vary even within a land-use class such as a residential
area. The average building height may vary as well from place to place; thus it is
a relatively weak measure. We can design fuzzy membership functions based on
the general knowledge that it is unlikely that high-rise buildings will be found in a
public green space, and building height for a residential area may have a relatively
larger range than commercial and public facilities.

Fuzzy membership function according to floor area ratio (FAR)
Floor area ratio (FAR)is a measure ofbuildingcontrol for specific land uses,particularly for residential areas, and is usually enforced bythe planning acts. For some
areas such as city centres or commercial areas, it is often preferred to take a high
FARtoallowefficient use ofspace. Therefore wespecify afuzzy lowbound of0.05to
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0.15 for commercial and other public facilities use, a range with a fuzzy low bound
of0.05to 0.15 and a fuzzy high bound of 1.0 to 1.2 for residential areas, and a fuzzy
highbound of0.2to 0.25for publicgreen spaces.
Fuzzy membership function according to green coverage ratio
(GCR)
The green coverage ratio (GCR) is a key indicator for a living environment. It is
obviousthat GCRshould behigh for publicgreen space;thus afuzzy lowbound of0
to 0.5 is specified. Aresidential area should have a reasonable range for GCR as a
livingspace andisspecified using a fuzzy lowbound of0.05to0.10 and a fuzzy high
bound of0.7 to 0.8. GCRfor commercial and public facilities may vary over a large
range;therefore a weak fuzzy lowbound of0to 0.3 and a weak fuzzy high bound of
0.5to 1.0 isgiven.
Fuzzymembershipfunction accordingtoopen-space coverage ratio
(OCR)
The open-space coverage ratio (OCR)can be interpreted as the percentage of sealed
ground surface, and mainly consists of roads and footpaths at the neighbourhood
level,parkingspacesand playgrounds. It isalso a relativelyweakmeasure for landuseclassification. Ingeneral,apublicgreenspaceshouldnothaveahigh OCR; thus
a weak fuzzy high bound of0.5 to 1.0 is given. Commercial and other facilities are
likely to contain large parking spaces and other sealed surfaces such as squares;
thus a relatively large range is specified by using a fuzzy lowbound of0to 0.1 and
a weak fuzzy high bound of 0.6 to 1.0. Residential areas are specified by using a
relatively smaller range (a fuzzy low bound of 0.5 to 0.1 and a weak fuzzy high
bound of0.4to0.8).
The fuzzy membership functions proposed for land-use classification ofthe Amsterdam test siteis presented in Figure8.21.

8.5.3 Computation of the normalised overall membership values for each end-member land-use class
The normalised overall membership function of a land-use class for each land-use
object is proposed and calculated as follows. The normalised overall membership
function willhave a value inthe range from 0to 1.
MFk(Oi

J^^'^,t=l

k denotesthefcthland-use class designated in classification
i denotesa land-use object (image-object)
jdenotes object properties that the fuzzy membership function isbased upon
m denotes the total number ofland-use classes designated in classification
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Figure 8.21: Fuzzy membership functions designed for land-use classification of Amsterdam test site (red colour denotes commercial class, yellow
colour residential class, green colour green space).
n denotes the total number ofobject properties involved.
This formula assumes equal weight for each object property that is applied in
this case. If the user can specify the weights to reflect the degree of importance
amongobject properties, the following formula should apply.
MFk(Oi) =

, k = 1, ...,m

Wj denotes the weight for jth object property involved.
The class which receives the highest overall fuzzy membership value for a particular object is assigned to the object to obtain the 'hard' classification result - the
land-use map. The difference (subtraction) between the highest and second to highest overall fuzzy membership values is used as an uncertainty measure. More detailed uncertainty assessment willbediscussed in Chapter 9.
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8.5.4 Land-use classification ofAmsterdam test site
Due to the peculiarities of the developed modelling for creating the transit zones
and the used watershed algorithm for delineation of land-use objects, some small
sliver-like objects were created. In addition, objects smaller than 5000 m2 were
not considered as independent land-use objects. They should be merged with adjacent objects after classification. Therefore, the actual classification was based on
102 objects (larger than 5000 m2) out of a total of 192 objects. The classification
result shown in Figure 8.22 is obtained by applying the above-mentioned membership functions to extracted object properties. Bycomparing this with the reference
land-usemap whichwasprepared byvisual interpretation and afieldvisit (seeFigure 8.23), we find that most land-use objects are correctly classified (90 out of 102
objects). Some 12 objects are misclassified. Most ofmisclassifications (11out of 12
objects) occur between commercial and residential, owingtothe similarity between
these twoclasses. Onlyonefacility was misclassified. Thiswascaused by a mistake
madeinbuildingextraction,where ametrostationhadbeenextracted asabuilding.
Wecan alsoobservethat ofthe 12misclassified objects,seven arelocatedinthe edge
ofimage. Partially cut objects are more likely to be misclassified since most object
properties mayhavebeen seriously damagedbyedge-cutting, such asthe numberof
buildings, building density, FAR, GCR, OCR. The remaining five misclassifications
weremainly caused bya mixture ofresidential buildings and facility buildings. Detailed quality assessment ofthe land-use classification result willbe quantitatively
measured and analysed in Chapter 9.

Figure 8.22: Classification result obtained by applying the proposed fuzzy
membership functions.
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Figure 8.23: Classification based on visual interpretation and field visit.

8.5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed a number of meaningful object properties that
are commonly used in urban planning and can be extracted from laser data and
multi-spectral data. Several investigations have been made to find out the relationships between these properties and land-use classes. Afuzzy classification approach is applied, with fuzzy membership function based mainly on object definitions and local knowledge. The classification result obtained by using the proposed
approach is promising. Such a result is unlikely tobe achieved bythe conventional
per-pixel-based approaches, asmuch useful information and many object properties
that can be extracted by the per-object approach cannot be derived by the per-pixel
approaches. Urban areas are very complicated. The proposed approach has been
tested ina relatively easy area whereurban patterns are regular, and thetest site is
comparatively small. Further research isneeded for applyingthe proposed methods
in more complicated urban areas. However, this research can be regarded as one
step forward toward automatic land-use extraction and classification from images
in urban areas.
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Quality and uncertainty
assessment *
9.1 Introduction
Many per-pixel classification approaches have been developed, such as the MLC,
the k nearest neighbour classifier (k-NN), the neural network classifier (NN). In
these approaches, the individual pixel is treated as a fundamental unit throughout
thewhole process: sample selection,classifier training, classification, preparationof
reference data, accuracy and uncertainty assessment, etc. Many efforts have been
made in accuracy and uncertainty assessment regarding the per-pixel approaches
(Congalton and Mead, 1983;Janssen, 1994;Skidmore, 1999;Foody, 2000). In these
approaches only uncertainty at a particular location for the variable has been discussed. Many applications, however, require predictions about multi-pixel regions,
and issues ofuncertainty becomemore complicated in such circumstances (Dungan,
2002). Sofar not much attention has been paid to accuracy and uncertainty assessment with regard tofeatures extracted from images byobject-based approaches.
The error matrix or confusion matrix is often used tocompute quality measures
such as user's accuracy, producer's accuracy, overall accuracy and the Kappa coefficient for quality assessment of classification results obtained by visual interpretation or per-pixel approach (Congalton and Mead, 1983;Janssen, 1994;Skidmore,
1999;Foody, 2000). In the case ofvisual interpretation, operators usually interpret
an object and delineate the object boundaries, and then label it according to a designated class. To assess the interpretation quality, a field visit is made to check
whether the assigned classesare correct for somerandomly selected sample objects,
and to count the number ofobjects that are correctly classified and the number of
objects that are misclassified for each class. Quality assessment results are represented as an error matrix in order to compute the mentioned quality measures.
"Thischapter isbased onthe following papers: Zhan et al.(2003)and Zhan et al.(under
peerreview(2)).
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In the case of digital image classification by computer, quality assessment results
are also represented by an error matrix in order to compute the mentioned quality
measures, but often using randomly selected sample pixels. In the former case, the
obtained qualitymeasures indicatetheclassification qualityinterms ofobjects (perobject)from the object perspective. Inthe latter case,the obtained quality measures
indicate the classification quality related to object locations (per-pixel).
In our object-based land-cover and land-use classification, acquired objects (image objects) may have both classification errors and location errors. Quality assessment concerning classification errors can be divided into two aspects: correctness
and completeness. Correctness measures the percentage of extracted objects that
are correctly classified. Completeness measures the percentage of existing objects
that are correctly explained by the classification of all existing objects (in the reference data). Location errors can be divided into two categories: errors in terms of
objectposition (per-objectlocation errors)and errorsintermsofthe spatialextentof
an object (per-pixellocation errors). Per-object location errorsindicate the positional
difference between the centre ofmass ofan extracted object and the centre of mass
ofthe same object in the reference data.
Inthe following sections ofthis chapter, wewill discuss boththe per-object qualitymeasureswithregard todifferent objectproperties andtheper-pixelqualitymeasuresconcerningthe spatial extent ofobjects. Ashort reviewoftheerror matrix and
related measures, as well as certain limitations, is presented and discussed in Section 9.2. The proposed framework that is expected toutilise per-object and per-pixel
quality measures is presented and discussed in Section 9.3.Thequality assessment
of land-cover objects is presented in Section 9.4. The uncertainty assessment of
extracted buildings from the Amsterdam test site was presented in Section 6.2.6.
Some efforts proposed for acquiring more compact objects and experimental results
are presented and discussed in Section9.5. Thequality and uncertainty assessment
of derived land-use objects is discussed in Section 9.6. The chapter closes with a
general discussion and considers the outlookfor the future.

9.2 The known methods of quality
assessment
Quality is a verybroad issue that may relate toa variety ofproperties but most frequentlythepropertyofinterest ismaporclassification accuracy(Foody,2000). Classification accuracy istypically taken tomean the degree towhich the derived image
classification or thematic map agrees with reality (Campbell, 1996). The error matrix or confusion matrix is a popular means for quality assessment of classification
results(Congalton andMead, 1983;Janssen, 1994;Skidmore, 1999;Foody,2000), as
shown in Table 9.1. Based on the error matrix, a number ofquality measurements
can be derived, such as overall accuracy, user's accuracy, producer's accuracy and
the Kappa coefficient.
-

m

Overall accuracy = — V^, n..
n
f c
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Table 9.1:Error matrix for quality assessment
Reference data
B

c

Total

User's
accuracy

TO-AA

»AB

to-AC

HA+

THAA/TIA+

nsA

T^BB

T^BC

HB+

»BB/I»B+

to-CA

l&CB

to-CC

ncc/nc+

n+A

»+J5

n+c

nc+
n

A
Classified
data

A
B
C
Total
Producer's
accuracy

TLAA

Kappa coefficient =

BBB

11+R

fe=ifc=i
m

n 2 - Y,"fc+n+fc
fc=i

Dungan (2002) stated that when new observational evidence is acquired that
is incompatible with the results of the currently accepted model, uncertainty will
be increased. Uncertainty may change when one is talking about a single pixel
or multiple pixels. Aconfidence statement about the limited area represented by a
singlepixelmaybedifferent from aconfidence statement aboutalargeareaofwhich
that pixel forms only a part. This statement implies that the current per-pixelbased quality assessment measures may not be sufficient for quality assessment in
the case of objects derived from images. This is because our spatial unit has been
changed from an individual pixelto an individual object or multi-pixel region, while
in image processing the error matrix and related measures are usually locationbased (per-pixel). Additional per-object measures are needed to assess the quality
and uncertainty of extracted objects from different perspectives such as position,
size,shape,correctness,completeness. Detaileddiscussions onsuchmeasures follow
in the coming sections. In the remaining part ofthis section, we will demonstrate
thelimitation ofexistingper-pixelquality measuresbyusingthefollowing example.
To examine whether known quality measures are still applicable in our object
case,wecompute them for the Ravensburgtest site,usingsampling at random locations. Tothis end wegenerate 100,000 samples from random locationsby randomly
generating a number € [0,1],whichisthen scaled torepresent the xcoordinate, and
randomly generating a number, which is then scaled to represent the y coordinate.
Wetake the extracted buildings as an example of a classification. The elements of
the error matrix are computed as shown in Table 9.2. A problem can be observed
from the figures presented in this table, in that a very large number of pixels are
found inthecellrepresentingnon-buildinginbothclassified data andreference data
(ein Table 9.2). Thisindicates that the objects ofinterest onlycover a small portion
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Table 9.2: Error matrix for quality assessment of extracted buildings from
the Ravensburg test site, based on 100,000 random samples

Reference data
Not
Building
building
479 (&)
3177(a)
699(rf)
95645(c)
3876
96109

Total

User's
accuracy
86.9 % (c)
99.3 % (f)

3656
Building
96344
Not building
100000
Total
Producer's
82.0 % (g) 99.5%(ft)
accuracy
Overall ace uracy: 98.8%, ] Kappa: 83.7 %,Overall quality: 73.0%
Classified
data

ofthe scene. Samplesfalling in areasthat donotcontain objectswillnot make much
sense for quality assessment, since we are only interested in the extracted objects.
Asaconsequence,the error matrix shows an overestimated user'saccuracy and producer'saccuracyfor non-buildingif and h in Table9.2),aswellasan overestimated
overallaccuracy. Theuser's accuracyand the producer's accuracyforbuilding(c and
g in Table 9.2),however, can still be considered as reasonable measures for quality
assessment sincethey have not been corrupted bythe large number ofpixels which
existinnon-object areas. Wealsoconsiderthe Kappa coefficient tobevalid since the
Kappa coefficient takes into account the agreement contributed by chance. Kappa
considers that the frequency of a sample appearing in a class is proportional to the
percentage of locations (pixels) this class covers among all possible locations (the
total size ofthe image). Therefore, weneed tohave a different interpretation of the
figuresintheerrormatrix. Wecanobserve that user's accuracyand producer's accuracyfor the object-related cells(c andg in Table 9.2) are calculated based on pixels
falling in the object-related cells (a, b and d in Table 9.2). They can be understood
as correctly classified (a in Table 9.2), wrongly detected (6 in Table 9.2) and undetected (d in Table9.2). In the comingsection, wetry to provide a united framework
for quality assessment that utilises per-object and per-pixel measures. In the new
framework, weexpect tobe abletosuggest a number ofnew measures, as well as to
solvethe problems as presented in this section.

9.3 Quality measures for object properties
and spatial extent
Thegenericmeaningofuncertainty dealswiththe subjective. Whiletwo individuals
may arrive at the same answer to a question, one individual may be more certain
than the other about that answer. Given that measures ofuncertainty, Bayesian or
Frequentist, are important for gauging progress, they should be agreed upon with
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some degree ofconsensus and shown tobe used over time (Dungan, 2002). Wewill
explain in the following why a united framework is needed for quality assessment
from different aspects.

9.3.1 Initiatives for a united framework for quality assessment from different aspects
N e e d for quality a s s e s s m e n t of t h e single-class c a s e s
As demonstrated in the previous section, simple pixel-based quality measures are
biased because ofthe existence very large samples that donot make much sense for
quality assessment ofthe single-class cases,suchas quality assessment ofextracted
buildings. A similar problem may also occur in the multi-class cases. For instance,
when classification results are obtained by per-pixel classification in a coastal area
where the water surface covers a very large portion ofthe image, an overestimated
overall accuracyislikelytoobtained. Averylargenumber ofsamples arelikelytobe
selectedfrom water areas bythe random sampling approach. Most ofthese samples
will easilyhavebeen classified correctly,based ona clear and compact cluster in the
feature space, whereas other classes maybe classified with low accuracybecauseof
a certain degreeofmixtureinthe feature space. In such cases,the Kappa coefficient
is likely to produce a reasonable figure for a per-pixel classification result. But we
still need a per-object overall quality measure for the single-class cases, since we
cannot produce the Kappa coefficient when the number of objects not belonging to
the designated classisnot available orisnotofinterest tous,asshown inTables 9.3
and 9.2.

Differences b e t w e e n per-object a n d per-pixel m e a s u r e s
Weexplainthedifference inquality assessment byper-object andper-pixel measures
in the following way: per-pixel measures assess how goodthe classification is at locations (pixels) while per-object measures assess how good the classification is of a
multi-pixel grouping (imageobject), using the objects as a counting unit. Therefore,
they can be seen as measures concerned with different aspects. Toapply per-object
measures,wemust solvethe object matchingproblem. Inthis research, weconsider
an extracted object (such as a building) as matching an object in the reference data
ifthe twooverlap by at least 50 %and the overlapping part is larger than or equal
to 10pixels. Wehavechosenthesevaluesconsideringthat theratio criterion of50 %
may not be sufficient for small objects that consist of only a few pixels. Figure 9.1
illustrates variousconstellations oftwomatched objects. Objects that match according to the above criteria are then considered as being classified correctly. All four
cases, which are shown in Figure 9.1, are considered as being classified correctly
irrespective of their spatial extent. The per-object measures, however, should also
be ableto assess the differences in the spatial extent ofmatching objects.
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N e e d for quality a s s e s s m e n t of o t h e r object p r o p e r t i e s
Inmanycases,wemaybeinterested inthequalityintermsofobjectproperties such
as object size and the position of extracted objects, in addition to simply assessing
correctobjectclassification. Aper-objectqualitymeasurerelatedtoobject sizecanbe
used to assess situations, as presented in cases C and D in Figure 9.1. Case Cis an
example ofthe extracted object being smaller than the reference object whilein case
D the extracted object is larger than the corresponding object in the reference data.
In both cases there is no error of position. Aper-object quality measure related to
positioncanbeused to assess situations such asthat incaseB inFigure 9.1, where
theextracted objectisnotinthe sameposition asthecorrespondingreference object,
while their sizes are identical. This measure can be associated with a registration
error between image and reference map.

*

Figure 9.1: Four matched cases of an extracted object (orange colour indicates the matched region; blue colour indicates extracted region t h a t is not
explained by t h e reference data; green colour indicates a region in reference
data t h a t was not extracted): A - more t h a n 50 % matched; B - matched,
with the same size b u t different position; C and D -matched, with the same
position but different spatial extent.

9.3.2 Aunited framework for quality assessment based
on the feature contrast model
To develop a united framework for quality assessment, we consider the use and
extensionofKversky'sfeature contrast model(Tversky, 1977)tomeasurethe degree
ofsimilaritybetweenclassification resultsandreference datafrom different aspects,
and tousethem as quality measures suitableforboth per-object and per-pixelcases.
The more features that match between the classification results and the reference
data supposedly representing reality, the higher we consider the quality of those
results tobe - this also applies when reality is subjectively described by definitions
such as land-use classes.
Sirmlority =

^ ^
/(C n R ) + a • /(C - R) + 0 • / ( R - C)

The similarity between classified data (C) and reference data (R) based on a
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specific feature is expressed as a function (/) ofthe three arguments: /(C nR), the
features that are common toboth Cand R; /(C — R),the features that belongto C
but not to R; / ( R — C), the features that belongto R but not to C. a and (3 denote
weights for /(C — R) and / ( R — C) respectively, a =j3 if C and R are symmetric,
a ^ 0 ifC and R are asymmetric. Wecan relate this model tothe error matrix. For
an error matrix of those classes (see Table 9.1), VLAAcan be regarded as /(C DR).
HAB and TLACcanbe treated as /(C - R). HBA and ncA canbetreated as /(R —C).
This similarity ratio model can be extended and applied to assess the quality of
extracted objects since many features can be selected for such comparison. Wewill
now explain the existing quality measures and propose some new measures within
the framework offeature similarity.

9.3.3 Explanation of the existing quality measures in
the new framework
The two parameters, a and (3,as presented in the feature contrast model can be
regarded as weights for two aspects of mismatch. In most cases, we consider a =
/3= 1. Within the framework offeature similarity, the figures in the diagonal cells
ofanerror matrix are regarded asmatched features, i.e. /(C nR);thefigures in offdiagonal cellsofan error matrix areregarded as mismatched features, i.e. /(C —R)
and /(R —C). Forthe single-class assessment, weintroducetheoverallquality (OQ)
(please note this is different from overall accuracy as denned before). The overall
quality can be understood as a percentage ofthe number ofmatched objects among
the total number ofobjects inthe classification result and the reference data.
nn

^

k

_
/(Cfc nRfc)
_
~ /(C fc DRfc)+ /(Cfc - Rfe) + /(Rfc - Cfc)'" _ L' - ' m '

where k denotes a designated class (land-cover or land-use) and m denotes the
total number of designated classes. Thus the overall quality for both visual interpretation results (per-object) andforcomputerimageclassification (per-pixel)canbe
expressed as:
OQfor classk = ,/s is ,

Ar

,ffi n 5*?—, to

*

iM_

nkk+(nk+-nkk)+(n+k-n.kk)^
where N is a function ofobject numbers (number ofobjects (N0) in visual interpretation cases, number of pixels (Np) in computer image classification), n denotes
the actual the number ofobjects, andk denotes a designated class.
Similarlytheuser'saccuracy(UA)and producer's accuracy(PA)canbe expressed
as follows:
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^Cfrnlfy
N(CknRk)+N(Ck-Rk)
n fcfc +(n fc+ -n fcfc )

PA for class k

=

,4

N c nR

J * $)

.H

**fc
n fcfc +(n +fc -n fcfe )

In the proposed framework, the overestimation problem in quality assessment
when using the error matrix for a single class (the example presented in Section 9.2)
can be solved as follows. Both user's accuracy and producer's accuracy are useful
measures for assessing the quality ofa single class, and so is the overall quality t h a t
combines the user's accuracy and the producer's accuracy.
Per-pixel OQ for extracted buildings
y

6

= —j-r-o—"pffinR,,)
Np(.CbnRb)+Np(Cb-Rb)+Np(Rb-Ch)
n
=

bi>

n*i+(Hk+-ttn)+(n+l)-nn)

n;£i_

nb++n+b-ni,b

= 73.0%
ni,bis the number of matching pixels (within the random samples).
UA for extracted buildings

=—

N (CbnRb)

= 86.9 %
PA for extracted buildings

=—

_

N„(CtnR^
Np(CbnRb)+Np(Rb-Cb)
PM,

= 82.0 %
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Theoverall quality can alsobe produced based on UAandPA:

The quality assessment results obtained in this case are considered as quality
measures in terms of spatial extent or location since pixels with random locations
are used in computing the results. Followingthe same line ofthinking, quality assessment can be applied by counting the number of objects to produce per-object
overall quality, correctness and completeness. Per-object quality assessment can be
assessed according to various object properties of extracted objects, such as object
sizeand object position. In the remaining part ofthis section,wewilldefine a numberofper-object qualitymeasuresbasedonobject properties. Similar measures have
alsobeen proposed byHeipke et al. (1997);Wiedemann et al.(1998).

9.3.4 Per-object quality measures based on object properties
Per-object overall quality
The formula remains the same for per-object overall quality but counting the number of objects instead of the number of pixels. The per-object overall accuracy will
producethe same figure aswhen measuring the accuracy ofa visual interpretation.
Overallquality,,,,. ct = — 7 ^ , 5

Mffingo

nkk+(nk+-nkk)+(n+k-nkk)
_

* i i _ _
n—
fe+ +n +t .-n fcfc

xikk isnowthe number ofmatching objects.
Per-object user's a c c u r a c y - correctness
Theper-object user'saccuracy canberegarded asthe correctness ofobtained results
and canbecomputed byusingthe same formula as user's accuracy.
Correctness = — N (ChnR^
N0(CknRk)+N0(Ck-Rk)

Per-object producer's a c c u r a c y • c o m p l e t e n e s s
The per-object producer's accuracy canbe regarded as the completeness of obtained
results and can becomputed byusingthe same formula as producer's accuracy.
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Completeness = —

JV (C^nR^

Per-object quality m e a s u r e defined i n terms of similarity i n object
s i z e (Similarity S i 2 e )
Inmanycases,wemaywishtofindouthowgoodorhowsimilartheextracted objects
are in terms ofobject size as compared with the reference data. Aquality measure
in terms ofobject size is proposed that measures similarity between the size of an
extracted object and the size ofthe corresponding object presented in the reference
data.
SimilaritySize{Oi) =

Mea

S

min(Sizec(Oi), Sizen{Oi))
max(Sizec(Oi), Sizen(Oi))

1 Sni m i l a r i t
"Similarity S i „ = ~ H
ysi«(Oi)

1
^Similarity s i „ = ~\ £(Similari1y S4 , e (Oi) ~M ««Similarity s i J2
\Ji=i

where Sizec(Oi) denotes the size of the extracted object O, and SizeR.(Oi) denotes the size of the corresponding object presented in the reference data. The
function min(a, b)returns the smaller value of the two arguments. If min(a, b) is
a,then max(a, b)is b.Similarity Sije (Oj) measures similarity in terms ofobject size
for object Oi. •^ eaw Similaritv
*sa m e a s u r e * na *indicates the average similarity
in terms of object size for all extracted objects. Sfdgjjjjjj^^
is the standard
deviation ofsimilarity interms ofobject size for all extracted objects.
Per-object quality m e a s u r e defined i n terms of object l o c a t i o n
(Quality L o c a t i o n )
In many cases,we maywish to find out how goodthe extracted objects are in terms
ofobject location as compared with the reference data. Aquality measure in terms
ofindividual object location is proposed that is measured based on the distance between the centres ofmass ofan extracted object and the corresponding object in the
reference data.
Quality Location (O t ) = ^{Xc{Oi) - XR(Ot)^
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^E^^yLocationiOi)

^(Quality L o c o t i o n (Oi) - Mea/tQ u a l i t y £
\

where Xc(Oi) andYc{Oi) denotethexandycoordinatesofthe centre ofmassof
extracted object O,. XR{Oi) and Yfi(Oi) denotethe xand ycoordinates ofthe centre
ofmass ofthe corresponding object presented in the reference data.
Afea«Quaij4.v
is a measure that indicates an average quality in terms of
^C **^ J

Location

object location for all extracted objects. SfoiQ ua m v
isthe standard deviation
ofquality measure in terms ofobject location for allextracted objects.

9.4 Quality assessment of extracted buildings
(land-cover objects)
Based on the proposed framework for quality assessment, weobtain quality assessment resultsforvariousaspectsofextracted buildingsfrom theAmsterdam test site
and Ravensburg test site.

9.4.1 Quality assessment of spatial extent of buildings
by using randomly generated sample pixels
The per-pixeloverall quality computed for extracted buildings from the Amsterdam
test site, based on 100,000 sample pixels, is 76.4 %according to the figures shown
in Table 9.3. These figures are obtained based onthe reference map shown in Figure 6.10. Based on the same figures, the Kappa coefficient, user's accuracy and
producer's accuracy are calculated as 85.5 %, 81.8 % and 92.0 % respectively for
the Amsterdam test site. The main causes oferror in terms ofthe spatial extent of
buildings onthe Amsterdam test site are several large parkinggarages. Thesehave
not been extracted because they are directly connected to the nearby road and do
not show the desired characteristic of vertical walls. Moreover, a number of metro
stations havebeen extracted asbuildingsbut arenot shownonthe reference map.
The per-pixel overall quality computed for extracted buildings from the Ravensburg test site,based on 100,000sample pixels,is 73.0 %according to figures shown
in Table 9.2. These figures are obtained based onthe reference map shown in Figure 6.15. Based on the same figures, the Kappa coefficient, user's accuracy and
producer's accuracy are calculated as 83.7 %, 86.9 % and 82.0 % respectively for
the Ravensburgtest site. The main causes oferror in terms ofthe spatial extent of
buildings on the Ravensburg test site are the existence of many small houses with
gable roofs and high trees that are very closetolow-rise buildings.
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Table 9.3: Error matrix for quality assessment of extracted buildings from
the Amsterdam test site, based on 100,000 random samples

Classified
data

Reference data
Not
Building
building
2032
9123
789
88056
9912
90088

Total

User's
accuracy
81.8 %
99.1 %

Building
11155
Not building
88845
Total
100000
Producer's
92.0 %
97.7%
accuracy
Overall ace uracy: 97.2 %, ] Kappa: 85.0 %,Overall quality: 76.4%

9.4.2 Quality assessment by counting numbers of objects
Per-pixelmeasures canprovideinformation onquality,buttheyarebasically dealing
with quality at an 'individual' location for the variables. Quality measures are still
needed in an object perspective. Quality assessment by counting the number of
objects that are correctly detected, the number ofobjects that are wrongly detected
and the number of objects that are not detected can provide quality information
about extracted objects,as showninTables9.4 and 9.5.

A m s t e r d a m t e s t site
The errormatrix showninTable9.4isobtained forper-object qualityassessment accordingto figures presented in Table 6.6,which are obtainedbased onthe reference
map shown in Figure 6.10. The overall quality ofextracted buildings from the Amsterdam test site is calculated as 6 8 3 ^i? + 2 6 = 93.1%. Correctness and completeness
ofthe extracted buildings are computed as 96.5%and 96.3%respectively.

Ravensburg test site
The error matrix shown in Table 9.5 is obtained for per-object quality assessment
according to figures presented in Table 6.7, which are obtained based on the reference map shown in Figure 6.15. The overall quality ofextracted buildings from the
Ravensburg test site is calculated as 150 i 5 ° +23 = 83.3%. Correctness and completeness ofthe extracted buildings are computed as 95.5%and 86.7%respectively.
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Table 9.4: Error matrix for quality assessment of extracted buildings from
the Amsterdam test site in terms ofthe number of objects

Classified
data

Building
Others
Total
Completeness
Overall quality: 93.1 %

Reference data
Building Others
683
25
26
709
96.3 %

Total
708

Correctness
96.5%

Table 9.5: Error matrix for quality assessment of extracted buildings from
the Ravensburg test site in terms ofthe number of objects

Classified
data

Building
Others
Total
Completeness
Overall quality: 83.3%

Reference data
Building Others
150
7
23
173
86.7%

Total
157

Correctness
95.5 %
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- A - Correctness
-•— Completeness
-•—Overallquality

Noremoval Size>10m2 Size>20 m2 Size>30m2 Size>40m2 Size>50m2

Figure9.2:Impactofremovingsmallobjectsonproposedmeasures.
Relationship between correctness and completeness inthecaseof
the Ravensburgtest site
A test was made to seethe responses ofthese measures to the removal of small
objects. When all small objects remain, the completeness figure is high, whereas
the correctness figure is lowered because ofthe existence of many small objects.
Many small objects areinfact non-building. When small objects areremoved toa
certain degree, correctness figures climb but completeness figures drop, as shown
in Figure 9.2. Theoverall quality indicates a point ofbalance between correctness
and completeness, which maybeuseful forgeneral cases such asusing these data
in planning. In extreme cases, when weprovide building data to locate people in
these buildings for a rescue operation, completeness is far more important than
correctness, sincewe donotwant tomiss anybuildingunder such circumstances.

9.4.3 Quality assessment interms of similarity in object
size
Inmanycases,wemaywishtofindouthowgoodorhowsimilar extractedobjectsare
intermsofobjectsizeascomparedwithreference data. Aper-objectquality measure
in terms of similarity in object size as proposed earlier is obtained for extracted
buildings from theAmsterdam test site andtheRavensburg test site.

Amsterdamtest site
The mean size similarity value 0.8765 andthe standard deviation 0.1272 arecalculated based onthe classification result andthe reference data as shown in Figures 6.7and6.8respectively. Themean size similarity 0.8765 inthescaleof0to1
shows high similarity interms ofbuilding size, which means that the major parts
ofextracted buildings matchthecorrespondingbuildings presented inthe reference
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data. The low standard deviation 0.1272 shows consistent results are obtained for
extracted buildings.

Ravensburgtestsite
The mean size similarity value 0.8574 and the standard deviation 0.1133 are calculated based on the classification result and the reference data as shown in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.14 respectively. These figures showhigh similarityintermsof
building size; thus the major parts of extracted buildings match the corresponding
buildings presented inthe reference data. Thelowstandard deviation 0.1133shows
consistent results are obtained for extracted buildings.

9.4.4 Quality assessment in terms of object location
TheEuclidean distancebetweenthecentresofmass(gravitycentres)ofan extracted
object and the corresponding object presented in the reference data is computed as
a measure ofthe positional quality ofthe extracted objects.
The mean distance between the centres ofmass ofcorresponding buildings and
the standard deviation computed for the Amsterdam test site are 1.9961 m and
4.4102 m. This means that the positions of extracted buildings have shifted about
twopixelsonaverage from their positions in the reference data.
The mean distance between the centres ofmass ofcorresponding buildings and
the standard deviation computed for the Ravensburg test site are 1.1474 m and
0.9387 m. This means that the positions of extracted buildings have shifted one to
twopixelsonaverage from their positions in the reference data.
The results obtained for both test sites show that correctly extracted buildings
are verywell located.

9.4.5 Quality comparison between buildings extracted
from the Amsterdam test site and buildings extracted from the Ravensburg test site
To make a more comprehensive comparison of the building extraction results obtained for the two test sites, we list all quality assessment results obtained based
on the proposed quality measures, as shown in Table 9.6. Based on these figures,
we can conclude that the extracted result for the Amsterdam test site is generally
better than that obtained for the Ravensburg test site according to several overall
quality measures such as per-pixel and per-object overall quality and the Kappacoefficient. Themain reasonisthat theAmsterdam test sitehasmanylargebuildings,
which are relatively easier to extract than the many small residential buildings of
theRavensburgtest site,especially asthese aremixedwithtrees. Quality measures
interms ofbuildingsizeshowthat verysimilar results areobtained from both sites.
The quality measures in terms of object location show that the result obtained for
the Ravensburg test site is better than the result obtained for the Amsterdam test
site. The main reason is likely tobe that the reference data for the Amsterdam test
site are obtained by digitising the large-scale base map. Many building forecourts
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Table 9.6: Comparison of quality assessment results for building extraction
obtained from two test sites

Qua!ity measures
Overall quality
Kappa coefficient
Per-pixel
User's accuracy
Producer's accuracy
Overall quality
Correctness
Completeness
Per-object
Mean similaritys; 2e
Std similaritysize
Mean qualityLOCotion

Std quality Locat i 0 „

Amsterdam
76.4 %
85.0%
81.8%
92.0%
93.1 %
96.5%
96.3%
0.8765
0.1272
1.9961
4.4102

Ravensburg
73.0%
83.7%
86.9%
82.0%
83.3 %
95.5 %
86.7%
0.8574
0.1133
1.1474
0.9387

werenot delineated asparts ofbuildingsinthisbase map,but they are extracted as
partsofbuildingsintheextracted result. Thereference datafor theRavensburg test
site are acquired by visual interpretation and screen digitising based on the same
image used for building extraction.

9.5 Quality improvement by forming a more
compact object shape
Aweighted smoothingfilterconvolution isproposed, and used toobtain a morecompact form of an object by applying this filter to overall fuzzy membership values.
The proposed weighted smoothing filter as shown in Figure 9.3 has the following
properties: J] p=l to ensure that the result remains in the range [0, 1];the central pixel should play a dominant role;the four more closely adjacent pixels should
obtain higher weights (i.e. twice as high in this case) than the four corner pixels.
The expected roleofthe smoothing convolution istoimprove object quality, obtain a
more compact form ofan object and eliminate noise and unnecessary links between
objects. Atest has been made with 100,000 randomly generated samples over the
test site to investigate its impact on the overall member function values of pixels
as parts ofobjects in different categories. The test results are shown in Tables 9.7
and 9.8. Themean value (MFOA) ofpixelsbelongingtocorrectly classified buildings
slightly decreased from 0.8048 to 0.7805. The mean value (MFOA) ofpixels belonging to wrongly classified buildings significantly decreased from 0.7649 to 0.6679.
These figures show that the smoothing filter convolution can decrease the chance of
making mistakes in classifying pixelsfrom non-building tobuilding,while no major
negative impact is observed for the remaining parts ofthe figures, as shown in Ta-
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Figure 9.3: A weighted smoothing filter for a more compact form of objects.
Table 9.7: Mean and standard deviation (Std) of overall fuzzy membership
function values (MFOA) before applying the proposed smoothing filter convolution, based on 100,000 random samples

Classified
data

Building
Non-building

Reference data
Building
Non-building
Mean
Std
Mean
Std
0.8048 0.0817 0.7649 0.0913
0.1382 0.2250 0.0110 0.0622

bles9.7and 9.8.Wecan alsoobservebycomparinghistogramsb andb'inFigure 9.4
that the distribution has been turned to another direction, where higher frequency
is found to be close to 1before applying the smoothing filter and close to 0.5 (0.5
is the threshold for object detection) after applying the smoothing filter for wrongly
detected objects. Both observations indicate that the proposed smoothing filter is
effective for our objectives mentioned earlier (more compact object shapes can be
found in the image).

9.6 Quality and uncertainty assessment of
land-use classification (land-use objects)
To assess the land-use classification result, the classified result as shown in Figure 8.22 is compared with the reference data as shown in Figure 8.23. Quantitative
assessment is made in terms ofobject number and with consideration ofobject size.
Uncertainty assessment is made by object-object comparison of the assigned class
labels in classified data and the reference data. Quality assessment regarding the
spatial extent ofland-use units is discussed at the end ofthis section.
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Table 9.8: Mean and standard deviation (Std) ofoverall fuzzy membership
function values (MFOA) after applyingthe proposed smoothing filter convolution,based on 100,000random samples

Building
Non-building

Classified
data

400

Reference data
Building
Non-building
Mean
Std
Mean
Std
0.7805 0.1034 0.6679 0.1058
0.1230 0.1897 0.0098 0.0538
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Figure 9.4: Histogram plots for distributions of overall fuzzy membership function values (MFOA) within correct objects (a), mistaken
objects (b), undetected objects (c), non-object areas (d) and their
counterparts after applying the proposed smoothing filter (a', b', c',
d').
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Table 9.9: Error matrix of per-object land-use classification obtained from
Amsterdam test site

Reference data
Resid.
Classified
data

Residential
Commercial
Green space
Total
Producer's
accuracy

Comm. Green

26
6
0
32

5
21
0
26

0
1
43
44

81.3 %

80.8 %

97.7 %

Total
31
28
43
102

User's
accuracy
83.9%
75.0%
100%

Overall accuracy: 88.2 %; Kappa coefficient: 82.0 %

9.6.1 Quality assessment by counting numbers of objects
The figures obtained bycountingthe number ofobjects that are correct or incorrect
when compared with reference data using the per-object approach are presented in
Table 9.9. Based on these figures, we can conclude that most land-use objects are
correctly classified, with an overall accuracy of 88.2 %and a Kappa coefficient of
82.0 %. Public green space gains both the highest user's accuracy (100 %)and the
highest producer's accuracy (97.7 %). Residential area obtains slightly higher user's
accuracy (83.9 %) and producer's accuracy (81.3 %)than commercial does (75.0%
and 80.8 %).

9.6.2 Quality assessment by considering object size
Thequalityassessmentfiguresbyconsideringtheobject sizeareacquiredbythe perpixelapproach, which counts the number ofpixelsin each land-use unit and checks
class labels, as shown in Table 9.10. Based on these figures, we see that most landuse objects are correctly classified taking object size as the criterion. The overall
accuracy is 95.3 % and the Kappa coefficient is 92.0 %. Green space gains both
the highest user's accuracy (100 %) and the highest producer's accuracy (99.5 %).
Residential obtains slightlyhigher user's accuracy(94.6 %)and producer's accuracy
(96.9%)than commercialdoes(87.6%and 81.3%). Thereasonforthe higher-quality
figures obtained byconsidering object size and usingthe per-pixelapproach (overall
accuracy: 95.3%;Kappa coefficient: 92.0%),ascomparedwiththoseobtainedbythe
per-object approach (overall accuracy: 88.2 %;Kappa coefficient: 82.0 %), is mainly
because large land-use objects such as large residential areas are more likely to
be classified correctly and most misclassified objects are small objects, as discussed
earlier in Chapter 8. The relationship between object size, certainty measure and
correctness as shown in Figure 9.6 alsosupports the abovejudgement.
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Table 9.10: Error matrix ofper-object land-use classification byconsidering
object size
Reference data
Resid.

Comm.

234057
Residential
4128568
Commercial
130240
1015496
Green space
0
0
Total
4258808 1249553
Producer's
96.9 %
81.3 %
accuracy
Overall accuracy: 95.3%; Kappa coefficient: 92.0%
Classified
data

Green
space
0
13272
2457512
2470784

Total
4362625
1159008
2457512
7979145

User's
accuracy
94.6 %
87.6 %
100%

99.5 %

9.6.3 U n c e r t a i n t y a s s e s s m e n t of classification result

To acquire a Tiard' classification result in fuzzy classification, we normally label
the class accordingtothehighest membership value among others. The difference
between thehighest membership value andthesecond highest membership value
indicates howclose these twomembership values areforeach land-use object. The
larger the difference isbetween the highest membership value and the second highest membership value,themore certain weconsider theclass assigned toanobject.
Uncertainty assessment based onthis difference isshowninFigure 9.5.
Based onFigure 9.5,wecanobserve that publicgreen spaceobtains the highest
certainty values, which indicates that public green space is clearly separate from
other classes in general. Residential and commercial classes form a considerable
mixture.
The average certainty value of90 correctly classified objects is 0.23; the value
for 12misclassified objects is 0.05. Of90 correctly classified objects, 26residential
objectsgettheaverage certainty value of0.079, 21commercial objectsgettheaverage certainty value of0.075, 43green space objects gettheaverage certainty value
of0.39. These figures indicate that theproposed uncertainty measure based onthe
difference between thehighest andthesecond highest membership values can reflect the difference and support ourobservation that green spaceiseasily separated
from other classesingeneral. Residential andcommercial aremixed. Based onthe
certainty values,theusers canconcentrate their attention onthose objects that obtain low certainty values andcorrect them manually. Therelationship betweenthe
sizeofland-use objects,theclassification certainty measurement andcorrectnessas
shown in Figure 9.6 suggests that themost misclassified objects are small objects
and that theyreceived lowclassification certainty values.
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10.05

Figure 9.5: Uncertainty assessment measured based on difference between
the highest and the second highest fuzzy membership values for each landuse object.

9.6.4 Quality assessment in terms of spatial extent of
land-use objects
As we had no authorised land-use map for comparative purposes, no quality assessment has been carried out in terms of the spatial extent of land-use objects.
Land-use maps produced byindividuals using the visual interpretation method are
highly subjective. Although agreement may be reached on assigning a specific class
label to a specific area, very often interpreters may not be able to reach agreement
onits spatial boundary, especially when nophysical feature can be found in the image and in reality to support such delineation. Weobserve that precision in terms
of the spatial extent of land-use units is not considered as important as assigning
the right class labels. For instance, in land-use mapping by visual interpretation,
people often use straight lines to delineate land-use areas in order to produce more
compact and visually attractive results, even in a case where a slightly curved line
is suggested bythe physical features. In addition, a small area isoften ignored and
simply delineated as part ofa large land-use unit in the surrounding areas.
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Figure 9.6: Relationship between size of land-use objects, classification certainty and correctness.

9.7 Summary
Quality assessment of objects extracted directly from images is still in its initial
stage. Wecan simply provide users with a fuzzy result, with detailed overall fuzzy
membership function values that indicate the possibility ofan object being present
orabsent at acertainlocation,thespatialextentsofobjects andthemagnitude ofuncertainties. Correctinterpretation ofsuchresultsrequiressolidtechnical knowledge
aswell asknowledge aboutthe application fields. Therefore, a crisp classified result
and associated quality measures are needed to avoid misunderstanding in the use
of such a fuzzy result. Several existing per-pixel-based measures have been tested
in the object environment and in the single-class cases. Someofthem are no longer
valid, while others may be reused, but a different interpretation ofthese measures
is needed in an object environment. Thus a united framework for quality assessment is proposed, utilising per-pixeland per-object quality measures and providing
quality measures for the single-class cases. In the united framework, several existing quality measures are explained, and a number ofper-object quality assessment
measures are proposed. We have explained them for land-cover objects by taking
the example ofbuildings considering the properties, correct classification, size and
position. Several per-object quality assessment measures are proposed for land-use
objects in terms of 'object number' and considering object size. The difference between the highest membership value and the second highest membership value is
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proposed as a measure for uncertainty assessment ofland-use classification results.
Testingwascarried outonresults obtained byan object-based approach for building
extraction and land-use classification from our test sites. Thetest results show that
the proposed measures can provide useful information from different perspectives
concerning uncertainties caused by different sources. These measures provide severalchoicesand allowthe users tochooseandjudge thembased ontheir application
requirements. Further investigation are needed, related to application range and
the sensitivity to different data sets.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions and future
research
10.1 Conclusions
1. In this research, several new sensor data have been used and examined for
urban land-cover and land-use classification. Triggered bythe potential problems ofhigh-resolution data, wehave examined the most popular pixel-based
classifier, the maximum likelihood classifier, as an example of the behaviour
of traditional classifiers toward high-resolution data. Anumber of problems
have been observed and highlighted, such as the existence of sub-clusters in
the feature space, which lead to misclassification in the end-member classes.
Several remedial measuresfor the observed problemshavebeen proposed and
tested. Land-cover classification accuracy can be improved by modelling the
decision surface in the feature space and byselecting samples from both pure
pixels and mixed pixels. Spatial partitioning of decision surfaces, which are
estimated based on samples of end-member classes, has been the focus of the
proposed solutions. The increasing classification accuracy ofthe experimental results has confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed class integration
method using pure and mixed samples. However, other problems such as pixels in shadow areas and relief displacement caused by non-vertical observation remain untouched bythe proposed solutions. As pixels in shadow areas
have a very similar spectral reflectance to pixels of water surfaces, the spectral responding curve for shadow pixels lies between the spectral responding
curves for large water surfaces such as lakes and small water surfaces such
as canals as - observed from the IKONOSimage ofthe Amsterdam test site.
The shadow problem becomes a real issue when we use high-resolution data
(1m to 4 m)for urban areas, although it can be ignored when using coarseresolution data or dealing with non-urban sites. This problem is difficult to
solve using spectral data alone and per-pixel approaches. This problem has
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beenlargely solved byusingspectral data and laser data inour per-object approach.
Although the proposed modifications improve the land-cover classification accuracy of the MLC, we consider the attainable results insufficient for a detailed urban land-use classification because of the complexity of urban environments. Based on our knowledge and experiences obtained from visual
image-interpretation, the key features for image-interpretation, such as size,
shape, colour, orientation, pattern, association, are directly associated with
explicit objects, which are at higher abstraction levels than pixels. These key
features should continue to play a key role in image analysis and land-use
classification. Forinstance, weneed to check how buildings are spatially distributed in space in order to find out if they belong to the same residential
area. We need to know the number of floors of a building to achieve better
understanding and classification. Weneed toknow ifbuildings are similar in
size,height ororientation, etc.Weneedtoexplorethe surrounding features of
specific objects. Such information cannot be acquired by per-pixel approaches
because they are directlyassociated with objects,not pixels. Therefore, objectbased imageprocessingtechniques are consideredbetter forimage analysis at
higherlevelsthan the pixellevel,whichprovidesadditional toolsand methods
for image analysis at higher abstraction levels. Thus an object-based image
analysis approach has becomethe main focus ofthis research.
2. The combination of high spatial resolution airborne LIDAR data and multispectral imagery such as IKONOS,QuickBird and SPOT 5offers great application opportunities, especially in urban areas. With the remarkable capacities provided by the second generation of airborne scanners that enable both
height and spectral information tobe acquired simultaneously by laser scanner and multi-spectral scanner, many meaningful features can be derived by
combining these two types of data rather than using one type of data alone.
With respect to extracting image objects and per-object properties, and identifying explicit topological relations between image objects, several concepts,
methods as well as other fundamental issues concerning the object-based approach have been proposed and discussed, such as object hierarchy, image
object, the hybrid-raster data model, methods of identifying topological relationshipsbetween imageobjects, and methods ofextractingvarious per-object
properties. The hybrid-raster data modelhas been applied to enable topological relationships between image objects tobe explicitly identified. These concepts and methods have been tested and successfully applied in urban landcoverandland-useclassification fortwotest sites.Weconsiderthe test results
tobepromising and toconfirm the effectiveness ofthe proposed per-object approach.
3. Ahierarchical object-based approach for urban land-use classification based
on high-resolution remote sensing data has been proposed in this research.
Three types of hierarchical objects have been outlined: fundamental objects
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at pixel level, land-cover objects at the land-cover level and land-use objects
at the land-use level. Theproposed method consists ofthree steps: land-cover
classification, land-use unit reasoning and delineation, and land-use classification. It incorporates per-pixel-based image processing techniques and perobject-based techniques at different stages.Varioustechniqueshavebeenproposed and tested for object extraction at different aggregation levels. The
experimental results produced for various stages, from pixels to land-cover
objects and from land-cover objects to land-use objects, show the success of
applyinghierarchical image objects and structural image analysis techniques
in urban land-cover and land-use classification. The experiments show that
hierarchically formed image objects are useful tools for image analysis and
spatial modelling and are more successful than pixel-based approaches based
on aggregation hierarchies. Aspatial modelling approach has been proposed
for spatial modelling at the sub-pixel level. The test results have confirmed
that the proposed sub-pixel approach can be applied to improve classification
accuracy, obtain finer class boundaries, and achieve better spatial interpolation.
4. Structural information derived from hierarchical image objects plays an important rolein land-use classification ofurban areas. Delaunay triangulation
has been successfully applied to spatially disjoint objects such as buildings
in order to obtain the spatial adjacency relationship and a proximity measurement - useful information for spatial clustering to find spatial land-use
units. Several similarity measures havebeen proposed and tested for similaritymeasurement based onobject properties such asbuilding sizeand building
height. Similarity measurements have proved to be useful information for
spatial clustering, in addition to the spatial adjacency relationship and the
proximity measurement.
5. Severalobjectpropertieshavebeenproposedandextracted asobject attributes
of land-use objects for our two test sites. Fuzzy membership functions have
beendesignedtoestablishthe relationshipsbetweenextracted land-use object
properties and designated land-useclasses.Afuzzy classifier hasbeen applied
for per-object classification based on extracted land-use units and their object
properties. The obtained results show that the proposed per-object land-use
classification approach is promising. The extracted land-use object properties
are alsouseful information for urban studies, planning and management.
6. A united framework for quality assessment has been proposed and tested,
based onsimilaritymeasuresbetween classified data and reference data. This
framework utilisesper-object andper-pixelmeasurements, andisalso suitable
for the quality assessment ofsingle-class cases. The proposed per-object qualitymeasuresprovidethepossibilityofobtainingadditionalquality assessment
based onvarious object properties. Theproposed uncertainty measures for extracted land-coverobjectsandclassified land-useobjectshavebeentested, and
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proved tobeuseful information that enables users toconcentrate their attentiononthoseuncertain objects.
7. Thedevelopedconceptsandmethodshavebeenimplementedby programming
inMatlab™. Theimplemented system allowsdifferent users toexpress their
wishesbyspecifying characteristics that canbeextracted from laser data and
spectral data, and related parameters, in order to obtain the desired results.
Thisfeature offers plannersandotheruserstheopportunitytoproduce results
according to their specific wishes and applications from a detailed data set,
and to share the relatively high costs of acquiring high-resolution laser data
and spectral data.

10.2 Future research
1. Thecurrent image-object concept is dennedfor representing image regions or
area objects in image space. Further research is needed regarding the representationofothertypesofobjects,suchaslinearobjects,inimagespace.Topological relationships between image objects are denned and extracted based
on the hybrid-raster data model for crisp image regions. Additional effort is
needed as regarding topological relationships between fuzzy image regions,
and linear and point objects.
2. Asregardsspatialclusteringandreasoningforfinding spatialland-uses units,
the shortest distances between adjacent land-cover objects (buildings),as well
as similarity measures in terms ofbuildingsizeand buildingheight, are used
as measures in this research. Additional measures may be needed, such as
similarityin terms ofobject shape and orientation, that are considered useful
information for obtaining better clustering results. Since similarity measures
for shape and orientation are more complicated to formulate and apply, and
have not been included in the current research, additional investigation is
needed in this respect. It maybe worthwhile to derive a more comprehensive
measure based on different object properties; additional investigation is required heretoo.
3. In this research, we have limited ourselves to using laser data and spectral
dataonly,andtoextracting asmuch aspossiblefrom these data. Itis expected
that some more useful products may be produced when additional data such
as demographic data, economic data and other GIS data are available. We
have demonstrated the successful use ofa digitised road map for obtaining refinedspatial land-use units. Additional investigation isneeded on integrating
high-resolution data with other data. Road extraction itself is another interesting research area that is not covered by the current research. We believe
ourobject-based approach canbe extended tothe extraction oflinear features
such as roads.
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4. Urban areas are complicated. Additional efforts are needed and different settings have tobe investigated in order tofind out whether additional features
are needed and how to specify parameters for situations that may appear in
different types ofurban areas and different types ofcities.
5. Buildings,green spaces,water surfaces and sealed-ground surfaces have been
successfully extracted at the land-cover level. Land-use spatial units have
been obtained by spatial reasoning based onthe extracted land-cover objects.
Per-object land-use classification has been made with high accuracy. These
achievements have been accomplished using the developed semi-automatic
approaches based onhigh-resolution data. Further research isneeded toward
fully automatic image interpretation.
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TableA.2: General land use classification system (Anderson et al., 1976)
I Urban or Built-up Land
I I Residential
12 Commercial and Services
13 Industrial
14 Transportation, Communications,
and Utilities
15 Industrial and Commercial
Complexes
16 MixedUrban orBuilt-up Land
17 Other Urban orBuilt-up Land
2 Agricultural Land
21 Cropland and Pasture
22 Orchards,Groves,Vineyards,
Nurseries, and Ornamental
Horticultural Areas
23 Confined Feeding Operations
24 OtherAgricultural Land
3 Rangeland
31 Herbaceous Rangeland
32 Shrub and Brush Rangeland
33 Mixed Rangeland
4 Forest Land
41 Deciduous Forest Land
42 Evergreen Forest Land
43 MixedForest Land
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5
51
52
53
54

Water
Streams and Canals
Lakes
Reservoirs
Bays and Estuaries

6 Wetland
61 Forested Wetland
62 Nonforested Wetland
7 Barren Land
71 Dry Salt Flats
72 Beaches
73 SandyAreas other than Beaches
74 Bare Exposed Rock
75 Strip Mines,Quarries,and Gravel
Pits
76 Transitional Areas
77 Mixed Barren Land
8 Tundra
81 Shrub and Brush Tundra
82 Herbaceous Tundra
83 Bare Ground Tundra
84 Wet Tundra
85 Mixed Tundra
9 Perennial Snow or Ice
91 Perennial Snowfields
92 Glaciers

Appendix A:Land-Use Classification Systems

TableA.3: Land-based classification standards: function dimension, US
1000 R e s i d e n t i a l or a c c o m m o d a t i o n
functions
1100 Private household
1200 Housing services for elderly
1300 Hotels, motels, or accommodation
services
2000 General sales o r s e r v i c e s
2100 Retail sales or service
2200 Finance and insurance
2300 Real estate, and rental and leasing
2400 Business, professional, scientific,
and technical services
2500 Food services
2600 Personal services
2700 Pet and animal sales or service
(except veterinary)
3000 Manufacturing a n d w h o l e s a l e
trade
3100 Food, textile, and related products
3200 Wood, paper, and printing
products
3300 Chemicals, and metals, machinery,
and electronics manufacturing
3400 Miscellaneous manufacturing
3500 Wholesale trade establishment
3600 Warehouse and storage services
communica4000 Transportation,
tion, information, a n d u t i l i t i e s
4100 Transportation services
4200 Communications and information
4300 Utilities and utility services
5000 Arts, e n t e r t a i n m e n t , a n d
recreation
5100 Performing arts or supporting
establishment
5200 Museums and other special purpose recreational institutions
5300 Amusement, sports, or recreation
establishment
5400 Camps, camping, and related establishments
5500 Natural and other recreational
parks

6000 Education, p u b l i c admin.,
h e a l t h care, a n d o t h e r inst.
6100 Educational services
6200 Public administration
6300 Other government functions
6400 Public safety
6500 Health and h u m a n services
6600 Religious institutions
6700 Death care services
6800 Associations, nonprofit
organizations, etc.
7000 Construction-related
businesses
7100 Building, developing, and general
contracting
7200 Machinery-related
7300 Special trade contractor
7400 Heavy construction
8000 Mining a n d e x t r a c t i o n
establishments
8100 Oil and natural gas
8200 Metals (iron, copper, etc.)
8300 Coal
8400 Nonmetallic mining
8500 Quarrying and stone cutting
establishment
9000 Agriculture, forestry, fishing
and hunting
9100 Crop production
9200 Support functions for agriculture
9300 Animal production including
slaughter
9400 Forestry and logging
9500 Fishing, hunting and trapping,
game preserves
9900 Unclassifiable function

Source:American PlanningAssociation, http://www.planning.org/lbcs
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Table A.4: NLUD land-use classification v3.3,UK (Harrison and Garland,
2001)
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

Agricultural
Field crops
Fallow land
Horticulture and orchards
Improved pasture
Field margins

2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

Woodland
Conifer woodland
Mixed woodland
Broadleaved woodland
Undifferentiated young woodland
Scrub
Felled woodland
Land cultivated for afforestation

3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Unimproved Grassland
and Heathland
Unimproved grassland
Heathland
Bracken
Upland mosaics

4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

Water and Wetland
Sea/estuary
Standing water
Running water
Freshwater marsh
Salt marsh
Bog

5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

Rock and Coastal Land
Inland rock
Coastal rocks and cliffs
Inter-tidal sand and mud
Dunes

6
Minerals and Landfill
6.1
Mineral workings and quarries
6.2
Landfill waste disposal
Source: http://www.nlud.org.uk/
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7
7.1
7.2
7.3

Recreation
Leisure and recreational buildings
Outdoor recreation
Allotments

8
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5

Transport
Roads
Publiccar parks
Railways
Airports
Docks

9
9.1
9.2

Residential
Residential
Institutional and communal
accommodation

10
10.1
10.2
10.3

Community Buildings
Institutional buildings
Educational buildings
Religious buildings

11
11.1
11.2
11.3
11.4
11.5
11.6

Industrial and Commercial
Industry
Offices
Retailing
Storage and warehousing
Utilities
Agricultural buildings

12
12.1
12.2
12.3

Vacant Land and Buildings
Vacant landpreviously developed
Vacant buildings
Derelict land and buildings

13

Defence Land and Buildings

Appendix A: Land-Use Classification Systems

TableA.5: National standard for urban land-use classification, China
R Residential
Rl Goodinfrastructure and environment with low-rise building < 3
floors
R2 Goodinfrastructure and environment with buildings > 3 floors
R3 Medium infrastructure and poor
environment
R4 Poorinfrastructure, poor environment and poor-quality buildings
C
CI
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C9

Commercial andPublic Facilities
Government offices
Commercial and financial services
Cultural and recreational use
Sport facilities
Medicaltreatment and health centre
Educational and research use
Culture heritage and historic sites
Others

M
Ml
M2
M3

Industrial, Manufacturing
Non-pollution industrial
Light pollution industrial
Heavy pollution industrial

W Warehouse
Wl Warehouse for normal material
W2 Warehouse for dangerous material
W3 Open storage site
T
Tl
T2
T3

S Road and Street
SI Street
S2 Square
S3 Parking space
U
Ul
U2
U3
U4
U5
U6
U9

Municipal Utilities
Supplying facility
Traffic facility
Posts and telecommunications
Environmental facility
Construction and maintenance
Funeral facility
Others

G Green Space
Gl Publicgreen space
G2 Productive orprotective land
D
Dl
D2
D3

Specially Designated
Military
Diplomatic (embassyor consulate)
Prison and security place

E
El
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8

Water Area and Others
Water bodies
Agricultural land
Garden plot
Forest land
Rangeland
Villages and small towns
Bare land
Mining land

Transportation
Railway
Road
Pipeline (e.g.water, oil,gas)
orconveyor belt
T4 Harbour
T5 Airport
Source: The Ministry ofConstruction, P.R.China, 1991
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TableA.6: Urban land use classification system used in this research
LandUse Classes
R Residential
Rl Detached and semi-detached houses
R2 Low-riseapartment buildings
R3 Medium- and high-rise apartment
buildings
R4 Mixed settlements
C Commercial and Services
CI Commercial orservice district
C2
C3
M
S

Educational andresearch complex
Mixed
Industrial and Warehouse
Road, Street and Square

T Transportation
Tl Road
T2 Railway
T3 Harbour
T4
G
U
E
El
E2
E3
E4
E5
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Airport
Green Space and Recreational
Utilities
Non-urban (Water Area and Others)
Water bodies
Agricultural land
Rangeland
Forest land
Others

Main Features
Uniformed building clusters
Small size (50 -200m 2 ) and lowrise
(1-3story)
Medium size (50 - 200 m 2 ) and low
rise (1-3story)
Medium size, medium and high rise
(> 4 stories)
Varyin size orirregular distribution
Buildings vary in size and height,
high proportion ofconcrete surfaces
Buildings varyin size and height
Large buildings
Linear concrete surfaces inside urban areas
Linear concrete surfaces outside urban areas
Linear concrete surfaces outside urban areas
High proportion of concrete surfaces
alongcoast or river bank
Verylarge concrete surfaces

Lowtonein all bands
Vegetation
Vegetation in hilly areas
High vegetation
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Samenvatting
Zfian, Q.,2003. Een hierarchische, objectgeorienteerdeaanpak voorstedelijke landgebruik classificatie van remote sensing data. PhD dissertatie
Informatie over landbedekking en landgebruik is essentieel voor stedelijke planning en management. Traditionele landgebruik kartering
doormiddelvanvisueleinterpretatie isduur,tijdrovend envaak subjectief. Onderzoekers zoeken sinds lange tijd naar automatische en semiautomatische methodes. De combinatie van vliegtuig LIDAR data met
hoge ruimtelijke resolutie en multi-spectrale beelden zoals IKONOS,
QuickBird en SPOT 5, biedt uitstekende kansen voor toepassingen in
stedelijke gebieden. Uit de combinatie van dergelijke beelden kunnen
vele relevante objecten geextraheerd worden. De algemene doelstelling
van ditonderzoekisdeontwikkelingvanautomatische ofsemi-automatische methodenvoordeclassificatie vanlandbedekking en landgebruik,
gebaseerd oplaserhoogtedata en multi-spectrale beelden en deontwikkeling van methoden voor de consistente aggregatie van elementaire
objecten tot samengestelde objecten ophogeabstractie niveaus.
In dit onderzoek zijn verschillende moderne typen sensor data gebruiktvoordeclassificatie vanstedelijke landbedekkingen landgebruik.
We hebben de meest populaire pixel gebaseerde classificatie, de traditionele maximum likelihood classifier (MLC),toegepast ophoge resolutie data. Een aantal problemen konden geidentificeerd worden. Verscheidene oplossingen zijn voorgesteld en getest. De nauwkeurigheid
van landbedekking classificatie kan verbeterd worden door de specificatie van een beslissingsvlak in de attribuutruimte en door het selecteren van zowelpure als gemengde trainingspixels. De voorgestelde
oplossingenrichtenzichopderuimtelijke partitioneringvanbeslissingsvlakken, aan dehand van referentie klassen. Experimentele resultaten
tonen de effectiviteit van de voorgestelde integratie methode aan. Deze
methode gebruikt zowelpure als gemengde monsters.
Ondanks deze verbetering van de landbedekking classificatie met
het MLC algoritme, beschouwen we deresultaten als onvoldoende voor
een gedetailleerde landgebruik classificatie. De belangrijkste kenmer-
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ken voor beeldinterpretatie, zoals grootte, vorm, kleur, orientatie, patroon en associatie worden gezien alskenmerken van geaggregeerde objecten opeen hoger abstractie niveau. Dezekenmerken hebben een belangrijke rolinbeeldanalyseenlandgebruik classificatie. Objectgeorienteerde beeldanalyse technieken betreffen een abstractie niveau hoger
dan het pixel niveau. Daarom is een objectgeorienteerde aanpak het
belangrijkste aandachtspunt van dit onderzoek.
Ditonderzoek ontwikkelt eenhierarchische objectgeorienteerde aanpak voor stedelijk landgebruik classificatie gebaseerd ophoge resolutie
remote sensing. De methode bestaat uit drie stappen: de classificatie
van landbedekking, de definitie en identificatie van landgebruik eenheden en de classificatie van landgebruik. Deze methode combineert
pixel en object gebaseerde technieken in verschillende fasen. Verschillende technieken worden voorgesteld en getest voor object identificatie
opverschillende aggregatie niveaus.
Verschillende concepten enmethoden worden voorgesteld andbediscussieerdomobjectenenobjecteigenschappenuitbeelden afteleidenen
omexpliciete topologische relaties tussen objecten te identificeren. Een
hybride raster model wordt toegepast om topologische relaties tussen
objecten te identificeren. Deze concepten en methoden zijn getest en
succesvoltoegepast opstedelijke landbedekking enlandgebruik classificatie in twee test gebieden. Webeschouwen de test resultaten als veelbelovend. De resultaten bevestigen de effectiviteit van de voorgestelde
objectgeorienteerde aanpak.
Structurele informatie afgeleid uit hierarchisch geordende beeldobjecten speelt eenbelangrijke rolinlandgebruik classificatie vanstedelijke gebieden. Delaunay triangulatie toegepast op ruimtelijk verspreide
objecten levert een goede methode om topologische relaties en een nabijheidsmaat te definieren. Verscheidene maten worden voorgesteld om
similariteit van gebouwen te testen. Deze similariteitsmaten in combinatie met de topologische relaties en nabijheidsmaten triangulatie
geven essentiele informatie voor de ruimtelijke clustering van objecten
dielandgebruikseenheden vormen.
Verschillende landgebruik object eigenschappen worden voorgesteld
vooronzetweetestgebieden. Fuzzymembership ninetieszijn ontworpen
om de relaties tussen deze eigenschappen en landgebruik klassen vast
te stellen. Een fuzzy object classificatie wordt toegepast, gebaseerd op
landgebruik eenheden en hun object eigenschappen. De verkregen resultaten laten zien dat devoorgestelde objectgeorienteerde landgebruik
classificatie veelbelovend is. De verkregen landgebruik object eigenschappen bieden nuttige informatie voor stedelijke studies,planning en
management.
Verderwordt voorgesteld engetest voorkwaliteitsbeoordeling, gebaseerd op gelijkheidsmaten tussen geclassificeerde en referentie data.
Dezebeoordeling maakt gebruik van object en pixel gebaseerde maten.
Devoorgestelde kwaliteitsmaat geeft mogelijkheden omeen additionele
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kwaliteitsbeoordeling te verkrijgen gebaseerd opverscheideneobjecteigenschappen. De voorgestelde onzekerheidsmaten voor de verkregen
landbedekking en landgebruik objecten zijn getest. Deze lijken bruikbaar voorhet controleren van het classificatieproces.
DeontwikkeldeconceptenenmethodenzijngeimplementeerdinMatlab. Hetsysteem staat verschillendegebruikerstoeom karakteristieken
te specificeren voor het verkrijgen van de gewenste resultaten. Dit
biedt planners en andere gebruikers de mogelijkheid om uit een gedetailleerde data set dieinformatie tehalendievoldoetaan hun specifieke
wenseneneisen. Ditmaaktmeervoudiggebruikmogelijk vanderelatief
durehogeresolutelaser data enspectraledata. Deexperimentele resultaten laten de mogelijkheden zien van hierarchische objectmodellering
in combinatie met structurele beeld analyse technieken voor stedelijke
landbedekking en landgebruik classificatie.
Ditonderzoeklaatziendatgebouwen,groeneruimte,water lichamen
en dichte oppervlaktes succesvol geidentificeerd kunnen worden op het
niveau van landbedekking. Landgebruik eenheden zijn verkregen door
combinatieenaggregatievanlandbedekkingobjecten. Dehogekwaliteit
van de objectgeorienteerde landgebruik classificatie werd vastgesteld
doorvergelijking met resultaten van een visuele interpretatie.

Trefwoorden
Remote Sensing, GIS, Beeldbewerking, beeldclassificatie,kenmerk identificatie,objectmodellering, landgebruik, stedelijke planning, LIDAR.
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